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The Morning Star.
WEDNESDAY,

A

JANUARY

long enough before this letter is half way
over the sea. But though the immediate
issue of the

case

—
Earth, with its angry and dreadful ills,
Recedes and fades away ;
Lift up your heads, ye heavenly hills;
Ye gates of death, give way!
song;

My blindness is my sight ;
The shadows that I feared so long
Are all alive with light.
The while my pulses faintly beat,
My faith doth so abound,
I feel grow firm beneath my feet
The green, immortal ground.

will

be

soon known,

its

ultimate and remote effects upon English
loyalty it will take time to manifest. .
Should the Prince die, sympathy with the
again afflicted Queen will produce a strong
feeling in the nation ‘which will work in
favor of our
Monarchical Institutions ;—

should the Prince recover, the illness may
be so useful to him as t6*start him upon a
new course of life and win for him the
public

esteem not very

at present.

largely

possessed

Anyway, ‘the Throne is like-

ly to receive by this illness a new accession
of stability at what is supposed to be a critical time, rather than to suffer any shock in

| popularwegard.
But the undercurrent of Republicanism
in England, of which so much is said, may

very easily be misunderstood. Any day for
more than two thousand years a knot of
doctrinaire statesmen might have been
gathered together in Europe who would
gravely and wisely maintain that the ideal
State was republican in ‘its form of govern-

10, 1872, mént. But

Dying Hymn.

My soul is full of whispered

the legitimate hopes and just aspirations

capacity for taking nourishment not lost, so
that it would seem there is some hope that
the Prince may tide over the pulmonary
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The

if the_ three estates of the realm are modi-

of our time,

General Baptists in England.
.

Jd

»

-

A reference to this body in a recent num-

ber of th€ Star reminds me of a promise

in England

we have

not to

construct an ideal, but to mold and fashion
an actual and existing State. It is the belief
of by far the larger number of Englishmen
that we can not afford to dispense with our
monarchical and aristocratical constitution,
the growth of a thousand years. It would
seem to most of us that the sun ofEwxgland’s
{ glory had set forever, if the royal dignity
and splendor of. our government wédyre
dwarfed down to the stern simplicity of the
republican pattern. For English loyalty is
a sentiment, a passion, a tradition, a habit,

der appeal of a widowed mother,and she the
met with a prompt,

a loyal and sympathetic response.

as if a wave of deepest emotion

It was
passed

over every home and every congregation,
Such an expression of feeling has not been
- known since, exactly ten years next Sun‘day,

the

mournful

tidings

came

that the

Prince Consort was dead.
One feature of the excitement yesterday
can not be overlooked. The form of prayer
prepared by the Archbishop of Canterbury

with all its

freedom-

anomalids, admits of more real

and

far, more of true national

greatneds than have ever been found in the

best European republics since the world
stood. France is our perpetual bugbear,and
the fate of ancient Republics our constant
warning.
I am not defending popular feeling in England ; I am only describing it. It'is possible
that some day that feeling may change. It
will be the fault of the Crown if it does,

‘the form of prayer itsell was used; i
* others it was read as showing the n fe o
the request

the world. But that day, if it threatens,
has not come as yet. Since the retirement
we were . asked to urge befoye of Her Majesty from public life, the Crown

en. , Most sincerely and fervently did our
congregations join in supplication for di-

vine help and grace for Her Majesty and

has veiled its splendor but it has not lost its
probity, and the heart of England is loyal
still, We have not a new world to people ;

we have not to initiate a wholly new

order

- the Princess of Wales, with whom. the of things; we have to deal with a condisympathy of the nation is intense ; and with’ tion of society and a mode of government
great earnestness was prayer offered for the ‘which we did not create and which it would

restoration of the Prince and the pardon of be a hopeless ‘task to attempt entirely to
all his sins, The passage in the: prayer by revolutionize. A perfect ideal State for a

the Archbishop of Canterbury-in which forgiveness is sought,—** Grant, Lord, thatall
the sins. of hig past life may be done away,
. and

his

soul washed. in the precious blood

perfect ideal generation might not give us
a’ constitutional’ and hereditary monarchy
as its perfect model of government.
But

it gives’ prominence to the need of pargon

is suggestive of special and conspicu-

ous transgression.
The Tories regretted
thas the exact words of the ‘! office” had net

of the

Owing to districts abounds, whepe,

tion, but its deliberations were harmonious,
and the results generally satisfactory. Hon,
E.“A Straw, of Manchester, received the

with brickbats that it finally charged upon
the mob; firing and Killing two, and severely wounding several others. This produc-/
ed a temporary quiet, but the mob subsequently becoming: fiercer all approaches to
the jail wereé™guarded by loaded cannon.
This pesition was maintained till Thursday

of what

has since been

ignated the New Connection
Baptists,
It was this New
which

celebrated , its one
;
44
a

des--

of General
Connection

hundredth
:

anni-

defied,

and

was

so

pelted.

ed to Court, plead guilty and was sent2nced to Prison for twenty years.
THE MOVEMENTS OF ALEXIS.
The Duke Alexis is still on his travels.
Having passed through Canada via Montreal, Toronto, &e., taking Niagara on the
way, he arrived in Chicago in due time,
‘having also visited Detroit, Cleveland, &¢.

remarks
crease of
General
Baptists,

Association,

and in

his

lot of their braves, and see that a plenty of
he alluded to the fact of the in- game is provided. In the meantime the
the New and the. decrease of the | Duke says he is enjoying himself, and his
Baptists. It was ‘to this sort of imperial parents are well pleased that he is.
doubtless, that the cerrespondent
so enthusiastically received.

There are practical difficulties in the way
of the organic union of denominations which
have for many yea
aintained a separate
existence, which may postpone such a union
of the English Baptists, but the more vital
union

seems

to

be

almost

except in the case of a few
tic Close

Communion

accomplished,

hyper-Calvinis-

churches, which, like

THE

U.

8.

AND

CUBAN-SPANISH

QUESTION.

There have been recent movements on
the part of Spain which look as though she
meant to defy the wishestand rights of our
| Government in regard to Cuba: The. present Spanish minister is said to have been
recalled and his place filled by a gentleman
whose past career indicates hostile intentions on the part of Spain. But the total
absence of any official or definite information from the Spanish government of course
embarrasses the administration and renders

its proper course more difficult and doubtful.
The present policy is, however, believed

to

be designed simply as preparation for whatever emergency may arise, and if the Spanish ministry expects. to surprise this Gov-

ernment or lead it unprepared into hostilities, it will speedily find out its éiror.
SENATOR SUMNER AND HIS CIVIL RIGHTS BILL.
Senator Sumner is endeavoring by every
possible means to s- cure the passage of his
civil rights bill. IIs is sending letters to
prominent colored men in the South,urging

the importance of action at the present time.
He suggests to them the calling of meetigsof tolored men for the purpose of select-

ing delegates to sendto Washington at once
to confer with their representatives and senators and«nfluence them to vote for the bill
asan amendment to the amnesty bill, and
force the democrats to vote for amnesty—
if they vote for it at all—with extension of
complete equal rights to the negro. Mr.
Sumner thinks now is the time for the colored men to urge their claims to full recognition, and that ammesty should not be ex-

tended further till their rights are secured

and provided for.
;
will die out forAMERICAN SLAVE-OWNERS ABROAD.
progressive eleN. HERRICK,
The-bill prepared at the State department
28, 1971,
and now pending before the House committee on foreign relations, making the
wh
er
holding of slaves by . American citizens in
) Aberratioy 8 of the Heart.
foreign countries a criminal misdemeanor,
’
"
»
- effectinga forfeiture of citizenship, conThe cotnpass on board an iron. vessel is tinues to excite strong opposition which
very subject to aberrations;
yet, for ald will be formidable should the bill ever

that, its evident desire
pole.
True hearts in

is to be true tothe
this wicked world,

and in this fleshly body, are all too apt to
swerve, but they still shew their inward and
persistent tendency to point toward heaven

and God.*

On board

iron

and . desires; the

nearer to God the less swayed
influences.
.
n

of the aged Pelias, our constitution were
cut to pieces and cast into a boiling cauldron. Aap mote likely ‘are we to secure

growing freedom and continued prosperity

grass has scarcely

any

scythe.

meadows

by worldly

respite

from

the

there is no

Even thus the

netivér we are to God, and the more regard

He has for’us, the more frequent will. be
our adversities. To be very dear to God
involves no small degree of chastisement.
“

/

.

Its stated on

good atthority that the committee

will not

report the bill ‘unless it is positively called
for by the House, and that their recom-

— Mission Fields.
!

re

«©

CEYLON.

Fa

The mission’in Ceylon has been deeply

4

afilict-

ed in the recent death, by apoplexy, of Rev. M.
D. Sanders, one of its most efficient missiona-

ries.

He had been returned to his field fronr his

visit to America, whither he came to raise funds
for a college in Ceylon, only eight weeks when
his death occurred. - Mr. De Riemer, one of his

associates in labor, thus writes through the Dec.
No. of the Miss. Herald under date of Aug.
29: “ This morning at half past six o’clock, God

called away from our station and from the mission,

our ‘dearly

loved

brother’ Sanders.

Hi

ing to have equaled in the number of converts,
all the years of the mission’s history that had

:

gone before.

ATHENS,

The story of an Indiun girl’s conversion found
its way into the mission school at Athéns, and a
box of articles, made by the scholars and

valued

at $1,000, was dispatehed thence as a contribu-| tion to the Indian mission. Athens ministering

{iin Christian things to Dakota!

——

* Last

‘Washington Correspondence.
WASHINGTON, D. C., Jan. 4, 1872,
With New Year’s day came rain and mud,
as usual. Nevertheless, receptions were the order of the day, and were as well attended as us-

ual. I ‘heard one gentleman
say that he made
one hundred and seven calls, and others, doubt~
less, made more than that number.
Almost everybody, from the President down, “received.”
The scene at the White House was decidedly

brilliant, with the gay uniforms of army

and na-

night he was in health and strength like one of vy officers and diplomats, and the enchanting
us,~to-day he is appareled for the tomb, . . : music of the Marine Band. The’ Président was
He

was

our

strong

tower.

We, thought

him

equal to any burdén, Most of the brethren had
come to feel that if brother Sanders only return-

ed, all would go well.

Then the starting of the

ege was looked upon as the summum bonum

for

yur field of labor.

e brethren

The

eager hearts of most

could hardly

be content to wait

till
the enterprise could be planted upon a firm:
financial basis. Buf where are we now with
reference to all these hopes and plans? Our
standard bearer has fallen!
We are in trepidation and alarm! . . .
t

INDIA—MADRAS PRESIDENCY.
ed hand among. the Teloogoos.
Mr.
Jewett
writes, Aug. 245 through the Miss. Mag., that

since June he has baptized 26 and that others are
oad.
He has seven young men studying with
iim preparatory to entering the Seminary, and
is expecting many more will come to fit them-

selves for the "Lord’s work.

Sépt.

7, six more

were baptized at Nellore.
At Ramapatam, at
the beginning of Aug., 25 were baptized, and
there were 40 additions during the month,;-and
six more the first of September. .

THIBET.
The Moravians, in the commencement of their

mission work, selected for mission labor some of
the most remote and forbidding fields on the
globe, as Greenland and Labrador.
In later
years, they have not departed from this policy.
In 1857, they planted a mission in Thibet.
A
representative of that mission, in a recent meet-

ing in Switzerland, said: ¢ If this were a mission
of the Roman Catholic church, I think it would
bear the name of ¢ Our Lady of the Snows,
since it is entrenched in a valley behind the immense barrier of two chains of the Himalayas,
cut off from all connection with the civilized
world, and buried in snow during six months in

a year. It was in this isolated place that two
brethren established themselves in the
a population of Buddhist mountainegfs.
They
labored with zeal, but years passed
gay and no
fruit appeared.
A third mission
family arrives. The gospel is translated intd the language
of the people; a press is established ; the Seriptures are distributed by thousands; schools are
opened—there is greater activity but no fruit!
To the poor success of twelve long years, the
mission opposes an act of faith. A fourth mise
sionary couple repairs to this desperate position.
A revival commenced, and the habitation
the sentinels of Christ upon the hights of the
imalayas, was transformed into a churchin
which the praises-of God were Tieard in the
Thibetan tongue.
A second station was founded
at Poo, and’ there success begins to reward the
efforts of the missionary, Pagell.
When he arrived at his post after erossing the smows and
glaciers of several chains of mountains, he found
“a green valley 9,400 feet above the sca. At first
the mistrust and hatred of the people embarrassed him. ‘No owner of land was willing to sell
to him;
no laborer was willing to help’ him

build his house.

In the year of his arrival,

harvest failed throughout the country.
upon there was

a great

commotion

the

There-

among

so, and does not show care, as many high in authority do.. He leaves a great deal of work and
responsibility to his constitutional advisers,
and does not puy much attention to details. In
this respect he differs from Lincoln and earlier

Presidents.

the

enslaved parties if the bill isn't

passed ?
:
"THE IMPERIALIST PROPAGANDA.
The Imperialists are very active throughout: France, at present, and the existence of
a powerful Imperialist propaganda, with
which it is believed many who are now in
favor and influence are in league, has been
discovered, by government agents, «Fhe

propaganda is known tobe in constant com-

munication with agents in all parts of the:

:

He still smokes nearly all the time,

and will, probably, carry this habit to his grave,
if it does not carry him there.
The Vice-President and hs pleasant wife also received, as did

the Secretaries and other

prominent

officers

of

the Government, civil and military.
New

Year

opens

well

THe inliabitants are free from

for Washington.

small-pox, which

has so fearfully afflicted Philadelphia and New
York, and are generally healthy.
As I said in
a former letter, the city is rapidly improving.
f
The weather, during the last two months, has
bé¥n much colder and damper than usual, but,
of late, it has been more agreeable, apd promises to continue so. Business has been good, and
probably will be better in the spring.
Society
will not be so brilliant this season as usual, as
many prominent people of fashion are absent
from the city. or do not propose to give parties
and receptions.
There is not so much suffering

among the poor

as usual at. this season

year, while there is a greater desire

it.” The morals

to

of the
alleviate

of the capital are certainly im-

proving.
Crime and intemperance are gradually diminishing, and virtue and education are

steadily increasing.

Schools and scliool-houses

are modeled more upon the plan of those in the
chief cities of New England, and are improving
each year.
The colored people are becoming
more intelligent
and industrious, and more earnest in their éfforts for independence. Altogether,
1872 promises better things for Washington than
she knew in 1871, and what is true of Washington is true of the country.at lurge.

*

AMONUMENT OF DISGRACE.
The other day I was contemplating the unfing
ished Washington Monument, and recallingto
mind its history.
It is an interesting fact that it
stands upon the spot where Washington sup-

posed he was to be commemorated.

In 1783,the

Continental Congress passed resolutions directing the Minister to France to secure the services
of the best artist in Europe, for thg‘ making of a
statue of Washington, ‘to be erecfed at the place
where the residence of Congress shall be estab
lished.”
These resolutions were brought to‘the
attention of Congress soon after Washington’s
death, and were the subject of a long and earnest discussion.
Objection was made to the
erection of a monument in memory of any individual, however distinguished, on the ground
that it was a bad precedent for the Government
to set, ‘If we decline,” says Mr. Macon, “to
rear one to Washington, no one who Succeeds
him can expect one reared gorhis memory.
On
the other hand,if we erect one, every pretend- y
er to greatness will aim at the same distinetion.” But the majority were in favor of the
project, notwithstanding.
In 1799, Congress directed President Adams to correspond with the

widow

of Washington, and

ask her consent to

the“interment of the remains of her husband

un-

enemy

They sent to consult

Mrs. Washington gave her consent, but the monument was not erzcted, and, therefore, the
rethe deputation,
with this declaration: ¢ A stran- mains were not removed from Mount Vernon.
ger has comefto dwell with you, and you hava In his will," Washington directed that his remains should be buried in the family vault at
caused him all possible embarrassment.
This
If, however, Congress had prothe reason of the failure of your crops.
Do him Mount Vernon.
as much good hereafter as vou have done him |. vided a place for them at his death,doubtless he

Lama—a kind of sovereign pontiff more or less
infallible.

.

.

.

The Grand

Lama’ sent

evil,.and your fields will become

back

fruitful again.’

The missionary’s house soon became too small
to hold the people that came to hear, and he re-

solved to build a chapel.

olution become

Scarcely had

known, when

this res-

days

they

col-

lected the materials necessary for the building.”
CHINA.
J
Late advices from China indicate increased
hostility to missions. Recent letters from Foochow say: “There seemsto be a grand attempt
to stir up the minds of the people throughout
‘hina against foreigners and foreign religions.

stories are circulated that foreigners are poi-

soning ' the

Chinese

Christianity.

to ‘force

them

to

embrace

The.movement which was started

at Canton about the first of July, has reached us,
and swept on to the province north of us, and in

all probability

will spread throughout

So prejudiced have the

people

He died in

140 men came to [er Who planned the city had so recommended.

offer their services, andin. three

THe

would have acquiesced in its wish.

the expectation that the statue ordered by the
Continental Congress: would”be erected where
the Monument now, stands; for the Commission-

become

China.”
in

some

places that they make covers to their wells and
lock them up, and some draw off the water, fearing itis poisoned. The Methodist missionaries
trace this hostility tothe influence of the gentry

and official iterati wie shrewdly anticipite the
they, live, should

In 1833, several citizens of Washingtoh matured a plan for the erection of a monument,
which, in the language subsequently used by
Rdébert C. Winthrop, should “bespeak the gratitude, not of the Staté, or of cities, or of governments, not of separate committees, or of official
bodies ; but of the people, the whole people of

the nation,” Fhe result of their effort is seen in
the present unfinished structure, The plan contemplates, as a base, a circular temple,

250

feet

in diameter, and 100 feet high; .from the center
of which i8 to rise a shaft 70 feet square, to the

hight. of 600 feet above the ground, and to be cased in marble.

The temple at the baseis intend~

ed to contain the statues of Revolutionary

thies, and the remains of Washington,

wor-

and tobe

entirely surrounded by a colonnade of 30 piflars
in the Doric style,45 feet high and 12 in diametery
surmounted by an entablature of 20 feet, which is
in turn to be surmounted by

a balustrade ,of 15

feet in hight. A triumphal car, with'statue of
Washington, is to stand over the grand en-

mendation in that event will not be favora:
The opponents of the measure deelare foréign intercourse. increase. .
But China, with a country larger than Europe,’ trance.
that it is ‘unconstitutional and certain . to and far richer in mineral productions, embracing - The only part of this great enterprise that has
work great hardship to American citizens one-third of the human race, a people of great lieen carried into execution is the shaft, whichis
There
in Cuba, who also have been despoiled of reach of intellect and full of energy. and enter now ene hundred and eighty feet high.

their property by the Spanish volunteers.
But what about the hardship that will at-

|

As he gets older, he gets fatter ut’

of der a monument to be erected by the United
the Grand States in the Capitol at the City of Washington.

people, already alarmed by a foreign
their religion.

looking well.

The

God still continues to work with an ofifétretch-

fate of the systenis by which

tend the

such repeated cuttings ; they are mown but

or¢eor twice in the - year.

~

5

Out in the

the House.

subterra-

vessels it ‘is a’ ble.

common thing to see a compass placed
aloft, to be as much away from the cause of
aberration ag possible ; a wise hint to us to

elevate onr affections

comé before

are concealed in

nean labyrinths in the neighborhood of Paris.
:

night, when the negro was secretly convey-

versary in 1870. It is:this body which cor-|
on
wi
pee
and afterwards calied at Milyaukee.
He
responds’ with the®F. Baptists of America.
has been received and weleonfhd and adhe prefix, New Connection, has, for many
dressed and all the rest of the programme
years, been dropped except in some of its
at each of these places, ag is just now preofficial papers, from the fact that the body
paring to start off for a grand buffalo hunt
from which they went out has become nearwith Gen. Sheridan. They will proceed at
ly extinct. There are a few churches of é6nce to Omaha, and then strike out int4 the
the old sort. A Corresponding Messenger buffalo regions, where Spotted Tail and
from theé\lipitarian General Baptists. was Whistler have agreed to meét them with a
introduced to the

alist fraternity

nontination for Governor,and A. S. Twitch-

this force .was

in 1770,

work of organization progresses rapidly.
Large numbers of adherents of the Imperi-

unusual interest centered in the Conven-

ply Baptists until after the new denomina-

secure from in-

terruption and scrutiny of government, the

last year, there was

tion had become quite numerous, when
they began to answer te the name, General
Baptists.
Something over one hundred
years ago, while the dissenting churchés
were enjoying rest from persecution and
outward prosperity, vital piety declined,
men speculated in an unholy frame of mind,
and heretical opinions began to prevail.
The General Baptists suffered with the
others and perhaps more than others, for
the larger portion of them embraced Unitarian sentiments. This led to the organiza-

it would be foliy to abandon what is capa- |" Lawns which we would keep in the best
ble of almost indefinite growth and adapta- condition ar» very frequently mown; the

of Christ that it may be pure without spot
before Thee —does not seem to have been. tion, and has stood thetest of experience,
acceptable to everybody, inasmuch as de- for a theoretic and perhaps by us uhattainviating from the words of the Prayer Book, able perfection. Our country would not
in the office for the visitation of the “sick, necessarily renew its youth, if, like the body
and

experience

our anti-mission Baptists,
want of the aggressive and
ment.
.
H,
What Royalty owes to itself, to its history, i Minneapolis, Minn., Dec.

and ‘the latest telegram from Sahdringham to the people and the State may be forgotwere sént to Noncofiformist churches as ten, and a virtuous and indignant nation
well as to those belonging to the Establish- may decline to alow the shame of a cored Church. In some Nonconformist pulpit§ rupt Court to discredit her in the eyes of

the throne of our common Father in heav-

the

ell, of Gorham,.that of R. R. Commissioner. Stirring addresses were made by Hon.
E. H. Rollins, Sen. Wilson, who was present
for the purpose, and others. It isbe, At the Centennial Association, held at
Leicester, June, 1870, which I wis permit- lieved that the party "is" now thoroughly
ted to attend, méiny facts relatingto their united, and that a campaign is marked out
origin, growth and present and prospective which is sure to lead to victory.
A RIOT IN ROCHESTER, N. Y.
condition were brought out. It was boldly
A serious riot occurred in Rochester last
asserted that the earliest English Baptists
‘were all of the General sort. That the Par- week. A negro was charged with having
ticular Baptist body went out from them, committed a gross outrage upon a young
having embraced what is now termed hyper- girl whome he found “unprotected a short
Calvinistic doctrine, giving special promi- distance {rom the city, and was soon arrestnence to the dogma of particular atone- ‘ed and lodged in jail. = A® the affair became
ment, in distinction from that of general known, a large crowd gathered about the
atonement which had ‘been previously en- jail, th¥eatening summary measures, and to
tertained by the body. Hence their name, prevent lynching, the police were obliged
Particular Baptists. . The others were sim- to appeal to the military for aid. But even

tion,

Meetings of the society are being they move in masses, and there is no reason why

country.

this rule may not operate to the advantage of
for the most part held under ground in Ch
nity. Inthe Foochow Methodist mission, '
NEW HAMPSHIRE POLITICS.
: some of the numerous subterranean pas- th€re
were last-year
981 ‘members and 969 proc
The Republican State Convention conven- sages with which the country in certain bationers, showing the work of the year preced-

| ed in Concord last Wednesday.

not a logical conclusion of the intellect or a
product of well-considered and philosophic
thotight. There is more of poetry abou it of the Christian Register referred, when he
That faith to me a courage gives,
than
prose, of chivalry than economics, of asserted that they were Unitariang, natural
Low as the grave to go;
the feelings of the heart, than the reason- affinity not having led him to seek the acI' know that my Redeemer lives—
ings of the brain. The Throne is upheld quaintanée of the larger and more evangelThat I shall live I know.
and defended now far more because of its ical body.
The palage walls I almost see
°
:
historic glory, and because of personal re‘Where dwells my Lord and King,
Since the days of Andrew Fuller and
gard to the Queen than because of any ab- Robert Hall, more moderate views have
O grave! where is thy victory?
O earth! where is thy sting?
solute theoretic preference for ¢ Princes and prevailed in the Particular body and the
— Alice Carey.
Kings of the earth.”
The question of a apellation, Paiticular, is betoming less and
Monarchy versus a Republic has never been
less appropriate. Now that both denomifairly before the mind of the country, and
English Correspondence,
nations have practically: become Open Com.
it can not be under present circumstances. munionists, there remains but little to jusSir C. Dilke and Mr. Odger get mobbed tify a separate organization, so that it is
DERBY, ENGLAND, Dec. 11, 1871.
Yesterday
, will long be remembered in wherever they go. Riots have occurred in thought that, General and Particular as’ hanEnglind. No such Sunday has been spent several towns where publi¢ meetings have dles to the Baptist name are doomed to join
for ten years.
The tidings of Saturday been held to consider the questions of re- the New Connection in going the way of all
from Sandringham, telegraphed over half form in the land<aws and in the expendi- the earth, They already have an organization
At Derby a hearing known as the Baptist Union, in which both
the world, showed that the life of the ture of the crown.
was
denied
to
Sir
Charles
and his friend,
Prince of Wales trembled in the-balance.
branches of the Baptist family are representSunday morning came and brought slightly and at Reading Mr. Odger had almost to ed. They talk -of the invisible line which
better news, and a suggestion of possible run for his life. A rough sort of Lynch ministers cross in leaving the pastorate of
hope of recovery. From an early hour, all law is not unknown in England,and an yone a General Baptist church to assume that of
over the kingdom telegraph clerks were who gravely agitate§ to revolutionize our | a Particular Baptist church, or the reverse.
busy copying and issuing what was virtual: national institutions altogether and to conProminent parts were assigned to, minisly a request from the Queen, through her vert an old and cherished Monarchy into a ters in connection with the other body, at
Republic must expect to suffer a severe
Privy Council, for prayer for the Prince,
their Centennial Association ; and one of the
and for herself and the Princess of Wales. penalty. It seems to the popular mind an meetings was held in the elegant chapel beThe order or request was received by the outrage on propriety and good taste and longing to the Particular “Baptist church,
clergy. and ministers of all Christian church- political sagacity to raise openly the ques- of which Dr. Cary and Robert Hall were
es in the land. The heart of England was tion of Republicanism under an elastic con- once pastors, and which is now presided
~ profoundly touched. Sympathy was awak- stitution, a viriuous and law-abiding Mon- over by the venerable. and beloved Father
ened everywhere even to tears. The ten- archy, and a parliamentary system which, Mersal.
‘
first Lady of the land,

re Eventsof the Week.

THOMAS GOADBY.

progress across the Atlantic the submarine
cable, will anticipate. The impression of I made to some of its eastern readers to
‘make public some facts I gathered during
Sunday and to-day is that recovery is immy recent visit among them concerning thé
possible ; but the strength of ‘constitution is
relation “of the two Baptist denominations
‘considerable, the. pulse good, the exhausin England.
&.
be

REMITTANCES must be made'in money or
ders,

No doubt the Archbishop

illness are out of place in a letter whose slow

To whom all letters on buginess, remittances of
All communications
mopey, &c., should be sent.
d
ed for publication should be addressed to the
Editor.
a
Terms:
$3.00 per year; or if pad strictly IN ADVANCE, $2.50
~~

2

uf

Prayer Book must be welcome to men who
are Sunday after Sunday bound hand and
foot to this ancient ritual of devotion.
Conjectures as to the issueof the Prince's

Mal
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A

‘might have avoided the appearance of pre- fied and .adjusted so as to harmonize with

FAMILY.

ISSUED BY

7.

‘been followed.
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Pe

prise, will not bé left without the

gospel.

A

is no trace’ of the “temple”

great work for. Christ has already been done in the “balustrade.”

the

‘‘colonnade,” or

For many yeéars,the contribu-

laying the foundations of his kingdom iu this tions of the grateful countrymen of Washington
populous. country.
Rev: M. J. Knowlton, of have been sufficient only to keep the shaft in res

pair. Nobody
Ningpo, calls attention to the fact that of late the completed.

number of out-stations, of native preachers,and
of converts has doubled once in a‘period of little

over three yeargy and that we may reasonably
expect that by the year 1900, the native Chris-

tians will number ofér 2,000,000. Bishop Kingsley, in addressing the native Methodist preachers
at Foochiow;in 1869, reminded them that there
were more Methodists in Foochow in 1869 than

knows when the work will be
Will iteverhe finished? As it stands

it is a reproach to the

American

people,

and I,

for one, ean ot look at it without. shame at the
indifference and coldness, which’ have follotved

so soon afterthe great outburst of enthusiasm
and patriotism with which the project was start-

ed, As it mow stands, it is not a monument to
Washington, but of our disgrace.
If it should
ever be-finished, it wouldbe the highest Bok of
human bands in the: world—excelling.
Bunker
Hill Monument by 400; the Dome of
the Capitol
there were in America a hundred years "ago. at Washington by 800, Saint Peter's by nearly
-Let this fact be borne in mind, that, although the 200, and the Great Pyramid of Tgyps byldd, feet.
Chinese move slowly; when they begin to move

pi

ik

:

Pp

.

A
rr

.

.

.

——

pr his |
Lord, and in the power

« Strong in the

et sa

was slow

own work.

' and beset with many and great difficulties.

chairman,

himself whetted

up, as it were, on

ot

man

:

most universal custom in this countey to it. But where .the conception of religion

cou

custom. Camden; the celebrated antiquarian who wrote on this subject in 1637, says

gement is the favor God ‘has’ given

of religion in its aspect toward men ; ‘where

it is undbrstood that God is less to be fear-

this Mission in the eyesof the Indiag” pub- that he only knew of four<such cases in the ‘ed than to be loved; where love is an en“all; had to bé severely tried,
lathe
by
ibed
lie, and especiallyof the officers of - the gov- whdle of England. These were, the King, thusiasm’; ‘where it unlocks the heart;
descr
watiorf was but too well
By
ernment. The pecuniary aid thus secured | Charles James, his son, Henry Frederick, where, instead of binding a man up tight
ing.”
pursu
yet
Faint,
**
eonic phrase,
for the maintainance, of or- and among commoners, Thomas Maria erin shackles it becomes his liberty ; where
the blessing of God, however, a brighter in the country
,
hearts
ful
phans,
schools
and other local objects, has Wingfield, and: Sir Thomas Posthumus it enlarges him, and. gives powerto everygrate
with
day has dawned, and,
ness
‘weak
not
been
_imconsiderable,
amounting, ‘in Hobby. This statemeht is ‘confirmed by thing thatis in him; where itis felt that
"of
Out
**
say,
to
ed
we are enabl
made strong,” yes,** strong in the Lord and some years, fo a sum scarcely less than that the fact that of the forty-one signers of the no 'mian is so free as the man who is in the
During the sent out from America, for the use ofthe compast made on board the Mayflower, in truest sense a Christian, a really religious
it the power of his might.”
ess of the | Mission.
This co-operation and material 1620, not one has two given names. Cam- person; where one is ‘conscious that he
progr
the
years,
ten
or
past ‘eight
Mission has been such as to greatly cheer aidin our work, though, owing to the _den states, however, that in his time it had himself is made a som of light, a prince and
"‘and encourage the hearts of those who are * changeable character of Societyin India, not become commqn in Italy to append the heir expectant of ‘eternal happiness,—under
name of a saint to the specific name given such circumstances, it is natural that men
Jooking and laboring for the salvation of always to be relied upon, is certainly canse
@od in this dark, dark laud; and not to wo for gratitude and of confidence for the fu- to a child, and that in Spain, it was custom- should attempt to extend this same blessjoice with devout thanksgiving to Gody-and ture. - Let us but do our duty, trusting im- ary to append the name of the Saint on ing; rolling it as the sun rolls its light in
whose memorial day the child was born. ’ the morning from one side of the earth to
sake courage, would be to overlook a mans plicitly in the divine promises, and God
and will raise us” up helpers and coadjutors,
It would seem that in this countryit was
““ifest Christian duty, and forego a high
when and. where we least expect to find formerly the custom to select the oddest and
Such a feligion as that can not lie still.
delightful privilege.
most uncommon name
that could be found.
If a religion does stand still, it is because
Eight years ago, our Indian Mission was them. Finally, let no one be faint-heéarted nor Hence,in addition to such names as Ichabod, itis dead. The very spiri¢ of true religion
‘War was still raging ir
"in alow state.
exchange unprecedentedly high, stand in doubt, as ‘though our Indian mis- Zebah, and Zalmunna, from the Bible, the is that it must be working cut. Light can
America,
and as a consequence the Mission depress- sion were to become a failure. . Fail it writer has often met with Silence, Comfort, not confine itself td any given place.
od for want of funds. The Annual Report never can except by the unbelief and neg- Welcome, Freedom,and others of liké char- has to travel. Heat can not‘temain innctOld and de- acter.
:
W. H."
It is to radiate. What these elements
for 1863, gives bat two churches, number- lect of its professed friends.
the
in!
voted
friends
may
(
as
many
have
been)
rs,
membe
e
shall do is not a matter of choice.. ‘And so
ing sixty-seven Nativ
there is a spontaneity in the true Christian
Turning to the Gentiles.
aggregate, and two schools, - one at Bala- be called home ; laborers may. pass away or
be changed ; but our God remains faithful,
latter
The
ore.
faith by which it must work outward. ** Yet
Jellas
at
/
)
——
i
ether
thé
and
sore
In a previous article; I closed with the are the salt of the earth;" not, yeJouglit
contained 20 pupils; the number of schol- and will Secure the accomplishment of his
One ‘of question, “How shall & niinister know that. to be, but ye are. ‘‘ Ye are the light of the"
ars in the other is not given. Of the (girls) own graciogs purposes of mercy.
, these - juiposes, wé can not 'doiibt, is, the vhe is not succeeding ?”.
writes
ford
Craw
Miss
sore,
Jella
in
. | world;” not, ye should be, but ye are, It
school
-*
of ge Gospelto the heathen... His “This is a' very important question, and is as if it were a thing that inhered in the
«It is'with deep regret, we have to say "giving
Jone forth, ** Ask of me and I one that is, sometimes, exceédingly diffi- quality rather than in the will, and the comshat not one member of the school is a mém- word has
". perof the charch.” Still, He by whose shall give thee the heathen for thy inherit cult. to decide. There - are ‘instances in mand is to let it shine .in sucha manner
grage the Mission had been planted, watch- ance and the uttermost parts of the . earth
which the success is so apparent and so that men shall be illumined and penetrated
fp
J.P.
and its friends falter- for thy possession.”
od over its interests,
great, that it'is impossible. for any one to
Santipore, Oct. 30, 1871.
:
od not. Better and brighter days. were in
entertain
the slightest doubt.
The church . So, then, wherever there is.a deep spirit. reserve. God heard the prayers amd blest
is being quickened, and sinners are docking ‘ual impulse in any church, and in any age,
Names.
’
the labors of his servants,and to-day, by the
to Cibst in great numbers. In such cases, it manifests itself in this outspreading,
- Often the sit-

|,
divine blessing, four mission churches, with

There is no difficulty in accounting for
the origin of hames; for we can readily see
that as soon as there were three persons in
the world, it would be necessary that they
should have names that they might be distinguished the one fromthe other. As. the

a native membership of over 250, cheer our
enter-

the

still,

hearts, and what is better

prise, intelligence and piety of the Native

Christians are on the increase. Our Native
ministry is also advancing in intelligence,
: piety and efficiency. Young “men of talent
and devoted piety are coming forward, as
never before, to engage in this noble work,
"and a mind to work for God and souls is
laity.

a

~ The recent precious revival in Santipore
"has not only oheered our hearts, but shown
of .the

us much

move

even

of

power

to

Lord

the

it pro-

‘still

and

Hindus,

Onthe 15th inst,
duces excellent fruit.
Lord Jesus were
the
of
es
discipl
four more
baptized, making fourteen in all since the
work began, while an equal number remain, who profess to have been awgkened
in

and to be

souls.

their

about

earnest

Among the converts are a number of young
One, an
' men of considerable promise.
amiable Santal youtkt, by the name of Kandun, mentber of the first class in the school,

has had

trial to" endure.

ofa

something

His father is

mother lives

and - his

dead,

with a second husband, is fond of her son
but bitterly opposed to his becoming 2a
Christian. © The baptism had been appointed to take place at sunrise, and this hea-

" then mother was the first to- obey * the sum.
mons of the early bell. She came, one child
on her hip and another at her side, bound

to prevent the baptism of her son, and fol- lowed him to the: waters shore to puil him

Kandun,
away from the other candidates.
however, remained firm, fully resolved, if

No one

need be, to forsake all for Christ.

an be surprised at the distress of this fond

mother, heathen and Santal though she be.
like

To her, in her blindness, it ‘was

bury-

tion that she refused to receive him into her

family after his baptism. Kandun finds quar-

in

existence,

we

Noah was born, Lamech called him by

this

————

dications, convinces us that the leaven of
the kingdom is at work, permeating the

same

principle,

each

name

:

ig
a
i

the particular

being given;

reason

for

and the name

thus given, expressing the idea brought in-

to view. These are specimens of a large
The Mission schools are also affording ‘number of cases in the Bible, in which fhe
There are, at the reason for selecting the name is given ; and
‘great encouragement.
schools, sup-

- stations, four well organized

plied, with fairly competent trained teachers,

* enrolling nearly 400 pupils.

are all

, These

training schools, and those of the pupils
capable of becoming teachers are carefully

for the work of instruction,"and the
"trained

demand for qualified Christian’ teachers for

. génana and village schools exceeds the sup" ply. The beginning §if the zenana work,
and also the commencemgut of Santal village schools, of which there are, at present,
not less than50 in operation, enrolling over

700 pupils,
are of recent date,~and

come

within

Both

the

period

under

review.

of these are important. départments of misgionary labor, apd| ofa very promising
. character.
Sa
In the Normal school at Santipore, all the
teachers and twelve of the pupils are mow

embers of fhe church,

At Jelasore about

in other cases, as the names] are words expressing ideas, it is natural to suppose that
the selection of the name was made on the
same principle. The Egyptians appear to
have pursued the same course, for not only
did Pharaoh give Joseph the new name of
Zaphnath-paanéah, which means *‘ a revealer of secrets,” but the daughter of another
Pharaoh called the babe she rescued, Moses,

which means ‘““drawn out,”
¢ drew him out of the water.”

because

she

+ If we examine Greek names, we find Peter, a stone ; Timgtheus, - one

who

with the faithful.

number

The exact

God; and Theophilus, Loveér of God.
Roman

“nathes,

I will only

mention

Au-

gustus, splendid, majestic; Aquila, an eagle; ‘Brutus, brutish, irrational; Celsus,
lofty, noble ; and Octavius, the eighth.
If we come to the ancient nations of Europe, we find the same practice.
Thus,

of from the Germans,

er two schoolsis not known to the writer.

it is “known that frequent conversions
But

d hearts of those who have
have cheerethe

Albert,

or all bright;

Wilhelm, defense to many;
Enric, rich and powerful,

Henry,

Similar

from

illustra-

tions might be given from the French

others.

and

And we all know that among the

aborigines of this country, the names used

i
Fc prima
jmsts.,a
vance
nx

fois wn fuspbrei
these meetings, the burdem had
es, and more

os
a

si

groaned,

being burdened.”

Slo hyip the ready and efficient * co-op-

Craion of ou mie rte, both
lg a
-

The best city superintendents go to their
schools with , their” minds fully made up as

greatest

to just what they are to read, what they are
to. pray for, and what they are to sing.

weakness

in the Sunday-

others’ labors, as well as of his

nature .of

theré is a sad deficiency.
and some think it to be without

They have studied the lesson for the day,
alld have read ‘aloud the selected hymjs.

are descriptive of some quality
stance,’

&ec.

the word

olve

to

ment.

make

the

of

effort at selfsimprove-

mind

step

is to

have it must pay for it. It comes only from
the expenditure of much time, labor, effort,
and long continuance in up-hill work. Taking things easy néver yet made a good
teacher. Youcan not become a good teachto your class once a

week, and spending an hour or an hour and
a half in the school. = Unless you are ready
to give several hours every week to the

work of preparation,

we

ex-

for skill, and

or circum:

We are referring in this article to the
name which designates the individual; and

he

can

not

rally

support
raise his
that some
desire a
nationat

diminishes,
salary, and
pronyiment
change, Jet
once, aud

parish an opportunity to obtain seme one
in whom they will be united, and let him
go to some other field of labor or to some
other occupation.
Ww.
r

>)

The Prayer-M

meet God, and because it is a precious
There is, probably,
Christian privilege!

no other agency by which man’s spiritual
nature can be brought into such intimate
| communion with the Creator.
is in his sanctuary as well in the great con-

Religion Aggressive.

,° gregation agin the imore hunible service of

the lecture room, but the Holy, Spirit geems
The very spirit of religion is a spirit of to hover with a. peculiar grace and sweetinfection. There was not, in the ancient re- ness over the place hallowed by personal
ligions, any onward spirit. That is, we consecration in prayer. Who, that has gone
have no knowledge thatthe more ancient. there in the right spirit, but has felt that
religions ever attempted to spread, to prop- inward refreshing, that soul exaltation
agate, themselves. Ewen when one nation which come alone of true Christian devoconquered anofher; and took possession of tion? Those who aBent themselves from
its gods, it was a matter of considerable this means of grace lose the: most delightful
indifference to the conquerors whether the part of religious worship.
conquered adopted the religion of the gov- themselves of that which, under the provierning state or not.
dence of God, would prove to them a most
The want of the spirit of propagandism inestimable blessing.
People sometimes
—

Er

dd

i

h

£

in the world lias sometimes been regarded

think that because but

few attend, it is not

There
g, forgetting that ,our Lord has
toleration! When a man" said: “Where but two or three are assemdoes not care, he_ can be tolerant. I toler- bled, there.I will be in the midst of them,
as evidence of universal toleration.

is nothing like

en called the Christian name, from the fact

difficulties in Asia with the ut-

them, one way or the

This name is oft- most resignation! .I do not care
to give this

the beginning.

It is a partof the cost,

Success in teaching is not to be gained
without cost. But whoever
gill pay the

ation

of the,

lesson,

it is

useless

to

talk

about other things.

and it is difficult to
especially if he knows ~ How few Christian people properly value
QUESTION THEM ABOUT THEIR LIBRARY
members of the church and appfeciate the prayer-meeting! Many
him tender his resig- go there from a sense of duty; many from Books. The 8.'S. Times suggests a novgive the church and | habit, or other causes; but how few go to, el exercise—an examination on the contents

ate all the

that it bas been the custom

them

around the cross; when the interest in his

not to the surname, of which we propose to

speak in another article.

ishing of stocks and stones; up with man’s already achieved success,
To teach without book
requires study,
traditions and his laws; down with God's
traditions and his most holy Word. Down and a great deal of study. This we said

price is almost sure to win. W least four
out of five may succeed if tHey will but
Latin,
not!so
much
as
‘‘
Remember,
that
ing more earnest, then let hifn not think of
ive the needed~labor.
resigning and going away, for he will reap thou art ashes, and unto ashes shalt thou re- | &4 P., not the object worth the price demand,
in due time, if he faint not. But when all turn,” which are the words that the minis- e
are other things, within the reach
these indications of success are waning; ter speaketh unto the ignorant when he of There
the teacher, by which he may improve
when his congregation diminishes, and be- gives ashes upon Ash ‘Wednesday, but it himself in the art of teaching.
But this is
must be spoken in Latin. God’s Word may
eome less attentive to his preaching; when
the first inexorable demand, and until the
in no wise be translated into English.—
teacher has settled
this first question,
the social meeting is waning, and attend|Latimer's Sermon on the Plow.” .
whether he will, or will not, give the time.
are
they
and
professors,
few
a
only
ed by
and labor necessary for a thorough preparcold and dull, and

about

other; and therefore

Iam very liberal, very large-minded re-

and that to bless.” God's promises are not
in vain; and those féw:-who do attend receive from him the most precious assurances
of their acceptance and restoration to heuv-

How can.

minds off wholly from

comfort will it

What

fashionable raiment, and that;we far-

all unregarded?

:

Remember this sealed reservoir, and how
fast You are using up its precious contents.
Some of these hold very little more. How
will it,be with {es when you have quaffed
the last cup?
Will you then be sure of a
welcome where the blessed * river of the
water of life” is flowing forever ?—Presbyterign.
:
;
;
:
3 —
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SUNDAY-sCHOOL CHOmS.
A good. deal

*

has been said and written about the rela-~

tion of the Sunday-school

The

to the church.

Christian Register suggests one that

we should think miglit be profitable to both :

There is an arrangement ihade in the En-

glish churches in this matter of singing
which meets so many difficulties, especially
in the smaller congregations, that we won-

been so seldom attemptéd in
spend an hotir occasionally as a silent ob- der it
Americ®
The Sunday-sehool, or
its best |
server in his class-room.
4. Study careffilly some of the books on trained scholars, is made the choir of the
the theory and practice of teaching. Mere church. It may be that all the Singing is
that
theory and speculation ‘will not make you a entrusted to this choir, or it may be
teacher. Yet a study of such works will these trained children and their teachers
save you many mistakes, and will suggest lead the singing of the congregation. Jn
thoughts and expedients which you may such an arrangement, thosé of the children
who are trained to sing together sit togethrender available in your own case. You
er, perhaps in the very center of the church.
should of course take a teacher's paper.
5. Make most diligent and thorough pre- We ‘have heard the most elaborate musie
paration for each lesson that you are to rendered by such a choir, in a church as
ive. Here is where teachers fail most. old as the Conquest. The advantage for
‘hey seem to have no idea of what it is to our arrangement of such a system is that,
be prepared on a lesson. The general idea as a genera! rule, it is easier to get the chilis that if you go over the lesson once, and dren together for practice than an equal
hunt up the answers to the questions, so number of their seniors, and that we have
that you understand the meaning, that is in existence the whole machinery of the
all that is needed.
You might as ‘well Sunday-school, embofying many of the
think that you tan teach a class the Multi- most intelligent members of the congregaplication Table, because you can by look- tion, and those most eager to secure exressive and satisfactory methods of serving in the table see how much seven times

attentionto

tent are drawn to the prayer-room, if the
Sabbath-school is becoming more interest~
ing, if there be a livelier interest in his with the old honor due to God, and up with |
welfare, and" his salary more easily and’ the new god's honor. Let all things be
promptly paid, and his own prayers becom- done in Latin ; there must be nothing but’

How oan

it?

trifles as occupy us every

read, its teachings

and you can thus

is noted

who

for

ed sumptuously every day, or even that we
were most diligent and studious in out daily tasks, and took ahigh standing among
our mates, when there lay our Bible all un-

get an opportunity of seeing some one else
teach who' has a reputation. for special excellence. A better thing still is to visit
some’ of the daily schools.
Inquire for
teacher

such

ready

to draw our

most

pert. Improvement comes by comparison ;
we learn how to do things by seeing ethers
do them. Of course a teacher ought not to
leave his own class in order to visit other
schools. But often some othér schools are

some

in the morming!

be to us, when the last hour comes, to remember that we were clad in the finest and

and to spend: some

hour,

allow

day

+8. Take, or make, an opportunity of see-

open at a different

were

this great concern?

paration, do nQt hope to hygpme a skilled
teacher.
Count the cost, and’then.say, Yes
or-No, I will or I will not. . .

itself.—

we

we put off getting

money, too, in-procuring the means of pre-

ing some one teach- who is especially

Every day the

and soon it will all be
‘

than

determine in his own

going

supply.

diminishes,

rote.

that the thing can and shall be done,

merely

the

We must keep ogn-

there is no means of re-

: What a solemn thought it is that every
night we are twelve hours neaver eternity

2. Let him be prepared to make some
sacrifices.
Skill costs,”
Whoever would

er. by

using, and

amount

If, through indifference, or self=dis-

first

How muchs in it, we have ne

plenis ing

trust, or. discouragement, he sits down in
dull and hopeless content; of- course he will
remain where he is, or perhaps grow worse.
The

water.

stantly

if the social meetings

if prayers are more fervent, if the impeni-

their place atthe head of

means of knowing.

book in his hand, and go through the
- clothing the naked, the poor, and impotent ; the
lesson in the form of an animated converup with decking of images, the gay garn- sation, can hardly fail of Success. He has
and more interesting,

preached,

take

order, never a doubt as to what is to come
next, or howit is to be done. This mneh

remedy.

which they are now doing.
What should a Sunday-school teacher do
who is conscious of not being as well prepared for his work ashe qught to be?
Ek Let him earnesily and prayertully re-

There is one that passes all the others,
and ig the most diligent prelate and preacher in all England. And will ye know who
it is? I will tell you—it is the devil.
the most diligent preacher of all oth-

own. . And

they

known yery many teachers who have had "the plainest Superiien ent can do; and deing it he wil @ n advance of most of his
no means of becoming proficient in the
:
r
of teaching, except that which the Sunday- "fellows,
schoo itselt afforded, and who yet had made’
thémselves thoroughly expkrt, and would
THE SEALED FOUNTAIN. There hasbeen .
compare favorably withthe best profession- much distress this summer in many ce
al teachers; Wg believe that a large pro- from wells and brooks going dry.
People
portion of those "engaged in Sunday-school have learned what
a
thing to be
tefal
teaching might, with suitable application, for is even the commorr blessing of wag.
fit themselves for the work,so as to accomJohn Foster compares
our life to a sealedplish two or three times the amountof good up reservoir containing a certain amount

which is inherent in

Christianity

When

We are tot of that number. . We have

A Diligent Prgage-

he was working with ggod results.

Of | :

professing Christians at present in the oth- Charles or Carl, stout,couragous ; William or

* ut this place, on the 18th—17th
A
g
évidnce
of an ad

Improved Teaching.

the school, they comrhence promptly and
All admit this, || go right on with the several exercisesin

occur

almost as soon-as a new minister enters upon his labors. In such cases probably the
soil had been prepared, and seed sown by.
others, and be was -gathering the fruit of

honors

‘9ne hundred of the girls are now numbered among the names we ‘now use, we have

I

sometimes,

are better attended

find that all his sons received names on the

This, with other favorable in-

hearts of many aboat us.

grace,

* God hath appointed me another seed instead of Abel, whom Cain slew.” When

has once been seen inside the chapel in time

of worship.

tations of God's

the ‘very

Such glorious manifes-

numbers,if there be a growing

Christian - youth, and

our

Lerd is not in vain.

place,” giving as the reason for this name,

name, which means rest, saying, ¢ This
shall comfort us concerning our work and
and dishis mother has appeared more)
‘the toil of our hunds, because of the ground
posed to reason of late. In company with which the Lord hath cursed.”
fo
the mother of another of .the converts, she
If we pass on to the time of Jacob, we
ters with one of

SEA

book

the minister may know that his labor in the propagating instinct,

prompt in their performange.

It is the lack of ‘Such preparation. ‘and
promptness that puts the great majority of
country superintendents at a disadvantage.

But it is certain that" minister is not doing (sometimes at least) as good a work,
but is really succeeding, though he does ers. He is never out of his diocese; he is
not see such a rushing to Christ as others never from his cure; you , shall never find
for the purpose, merely as a designation; witness. This success is often measured him unoccupied ; he is ever in his parish}
but they were given with reference to the by the number he gathers into the church he keeps residence at all times; you shall
circumstances of the person or of those con- by baptism. Such evidences of success are never find him out of the way ; call for him
when you will, he is ever at home.
He is
nected with him; such as the birth, the peculiarly gratifying to a faithful ministry,
for not only are sinners saved,but old saints the most diligent preacher in all the realm;
prospects, or the wishes expressed.
“WThe first name recorded is Adam; but are greatly strengthened and encouraged. he is ever at his plow; no lording nor loithis seems to be not merely the designation But, a minister’s success should never be tering can hinder him ; he is ever applying
of the first man, but the specific name of judged by such an uncertain test,"for some-, his business; you shall never find him idle,
the race or class of beings to which we be- times there are many stony ground hearers, I warrant you. And his office is ta hinder
long ;. for (Genesis 1: 21) “God said, who endure for a while, and turn again to religion, to maintain superstitibn, to set up
‘Let us make Adam (Hebrew for man) in our folly, and the church is but very little idolatry, to teach all kinds of popery.
| image, after our likeness, and let them strengthened by all the accessiops to its is ready as can be wished for to set. forth his eight is.” To teach this table you must
In the protracted absence of plow ; to devise as many ways as can be to know it. You must have it all at your
have dominion,” &. When Eve was made, numbers.
conversions and additions to the church,
tongue's end, so that you can give at once
Adam called her woman, that. is, a female
deface and obscure God's glory.
the result of any combination of ¢figures
man ; and we have no account of the use of ministers grow discouraged,and think they the devil is resident and has his plow going,
without stopping to look at the boo
hat
must
change
their
field
of
labors,
hoping
the name Eve till after the fall, when Adam
away with books and up with candles; is precisely the way to teach any other lesthat
some
new
gift
will
be
more
suecessful,
away with Bibles and up with beads; away son. We need not merely to understand
gave this name to his wife (Hebrew Chavah
which means living, * because she was the and it may sometimes be his duty to leave, with the light of the Gospel and up with the it, but to be familiar with it, to have it at
the end of our tongues.
mother of all living.”
When their first not simply because there are no conversions light of candles—yea, at noonday. Where
6. Learn to teach without book.
The
but he may not be adapted to the people.
son was bora, Eve called him Cain, a word
the devil is resident, -that he may prevail, Youndation,.
of this’ is “laid in the previous
But,
what
may
be
regarded
as
evidences
meaning possession, and
gave as the reaup- with all superstition’and idolatry—cens- rule. In order to its accomplishment, the
son, ‘“I have gotten a mah from the Lord.” of success, and indications that the minis- ng, painting of infages, candles, palms, teacher needs first to have the text of the
We are then told that ‘she again bare his ter should labor on, knowing that his la- ‘holy water, and new service of man’s in- lesson thoroughly committ®l to memory ;
go over the topics of
brother Abel.” This name means vanity ; or is not in vain ? When a church has been venting ; as though man could invent a better and secondly to
thought so frequently that they all come up
and some suppose that he was not called a long time inactive and cold, it may take a way to honor God with than God himself of
themselves to the mind without having
by this name till after Cain had killed him. long time to bring them up to such a hearty hath appointed. + Down with Christ's cress, to look into the book for them. A teacher
¢o-operation
in
the
work,
as
will
insure
sugWhen Seth was born, Eve called him by
up with purgatory pickpurse—up with him, who has so prepared a lesson that he can
cess. But if his congregation inereases in
this name, which means * to put,” or ‘to
the popish purgatory, I mean. Away with git down before & class without even having

, ing her son, and so strong was. the opposi-

—n

the oldest

must of course go to that for the earliest information about names.
And we' suppose
that the most cursory reader of Genesis
will be struck with the fact that in the early
times there spoke of, names were not selected as with us from a list of words used

part of the

the

on

increasingly manifest

Bible is

' The

can then be

enterprise is the want.of skilled
custfi@, though not so general as in wthis de itd root, and its. centrgl governing ele- school
teachers, In some other re§pécts the Sunment;
where,
to
make
men
happy
by
makcountry, prevailsto some extent in Engday-school is in better case than the daily.
+/and.’ But this is ‘a comparatively rhodern ing, them better is the sum and substance school. But .in, regard to skill in teaching.

oF Sil another and importafil ground of en

agents,

The faith of its fiends, supporters,

keeps

give two names “to every child, and’ this] is that it is benevolent { where benevolence

for

was made to"| well, and a goodour beginning
native brethren do weir
having
wards
|
the
ement,
commenc
its
after
For years
Mission

requires; where it is a

little tool, a mere instrument, by which one

held jn the interests
of tie cause they’ each
had in hand,
These meetings went off

brother

.

might”.

progress of our Foreign

used when occasion

who also presided at the different meetings

with a" native

S'S. Deparinen,

Ei

| spiritual fsubjects,—there is no special realigious ceremony called christening.
We believe that it is the general and al- son why thert should be a desire to spread

each

c.
of Facts
~The Logi
——

Ait

the parents; and it is more proper, because
| were appointed on Missionary work, Re- | the majority of children in this country re| vivals, Sabbath schools and Temperance; ceive it without any connection with the re-

~ @onmumications.
i]

a

clerical. At our late meeting, committees

=

of the Library books, = Perhaps, as applied

to some libraries, it would bg a novel exer-

ice.

No person who has seen the interest

—almost universal—taken in the very poorest Sunday:school concert,

will question as

to the sympathy felt in a full congregation,
when a ow of children takes a recognized
and esseatial part in worship. By an arrangement of
this kind the smallest congregation has it in its power to vary congregational service, often

called

monotonous,

to an indefinite extent.
Nor

A TEACHER

BUT A LEADER.

The

difficulty sometimes found in securing a!
teacher for an adult class may be obviated
| in a way suggested by the Congregationalist:

It is often very difficult to obtain teachers

for adult classes in the Sunday-school. Not
but that there are competent
persons for .
the
position, but they are oie
take
it. a such cases do not attempt to have a
¢¢ teacher,” but a * leader.” Let the members of the cluss serve by turns: Let the
method be discussion and conference and’
comparison of views, rather than question
and

answer,

the

leader not pretending to

instruct, if he does not feel competent to de
so, but Simply to- guide.
Such classes
might easil
formed anywhere, and they
would gather together mumbers who are
now unprovided for.
.
BH

BE CLEAR.

A.very

obvious

duty

of

teachers is thus exhibited in the 8. 8.
Times :
If your own knowledge is vague and uncer-

tain, how

can you expect to get the atten-

ly be keen

enough

tion of your scholars?

They will general-

to see whether you are

well-informed on the subjectof the lesson,

and if you are not, vain
tempts to enlightén them.

“When

you explain anything

will be your at-

to them, use

by asking
Exp
the simplest words.
questions of the class, whenever the thing

to be explained will admit of it. Their attention will be much more closely given to

you, if you can

some of the talking out

cise im more senses than one:
To do it in the best and most thorough

single truth well-explained
of them, One
and illustrated, so that the class under-

mannet,

truths would be, just touched upon, or dim-

the

teacher should make it a spe-

cial object to become acquainted with the
books which are read by the class. Then
questions

cam be ada

stands it, is

worth more to them than many
:

ly explained.

—————

, when necessary,

to draw out what’ there is in the memory,
Be CareruL. The 8. 8. Workman utabout the book that has been read.
: ters a caution that should be heedfully
‘The scholar will read with more care, if
; Sl
he know$ he is to give an account of the noted :
little
the
to
say
to
yourself
allow
Don't
book, and thereby a great advantage will
be secured. The teacher will find, too, that ones, ‘God does not love naughty chil
some will understand = book well, while dren,” nor use such arguments with them
others in the same class will hardly be able as ** If you are not good, op can't go to
If that is the'oonto tell a word about it. The scholar who heaven when you die,”
did not read understandingly will get some
ideas from another in
the class who did,

and thus he will be benefited.
A———

(

"WHAT COUNTRY SUPERINTENDENTS CAN
Do.

Superintendents of Sunday-schools in

the country sometimes feel disvouragld by
a conscious

inability to come

up to ‘the

standard of efficiency set by Superintendents in cities, and described in Sunday-school
conventions and periodicals. Because there

dition on which people must get to heaven,
the prospect looks alike dark for children
and old folks.
vB 2

Tae INFANT Crass. The Congregationalist exhorts the teachers of infant classes
2
to magnify their office :
‘They have not the least “Important de
partment in the school, but;in one respect,
important. They are laying iounthe most

Sundayhey are molding the
dations.
school character of the little ones under
CUB
Is
their charge.

are things they can not do, they are disBilin |
heartened at the undertaking to do anything. -But the Independent suggests some |. Men and statues that are admired ‘n an

enly favor. “OH, Teader, as you value your things that can be done anywhere:
name when the child was christened or bap- specting them.
elevated station have a very different efWhere religion does not infuse itself into future peace and happiness, do not slight
tized. It is mote proper to speak of it as
Every superintendent can come to his fect on us when we approach them: the
the *“ given name.” This distinguishes it the character very largely; where it is a the blegsed : dvantages: provided for your | Sunday-school prepared, through study and first a pear less than we imagined them, prayer, for the discharge of his duties, ant the last large". —Rochefou auld.
from the surname, which is inherited from | kind of pocket concern, to be taken out and soul's highest interest \— Fnteribr.
eo \

ee

—————
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Selections.

‘| the Catholic Church
man Catholic

Refuge in Jesus.

“Bind my Hoar to Thy
re

never ra

in

IR

deur cross;
y

{

i

instincts,

ng,

late Cardinal

formation, when

soil.

O’er its fierce and wild commotion,

belles-lettres,
are mines of

for this

sweet” tones, to one

if any

brave, strong

and daily declaration by the faculty that
faith in God, and growth. in the knowl-

edge

of Him,

is an

attainment

much afraid of death as. any

least be expected,

rmness could

more;

compared

fort; but ‘the gift of Him who gav
death its terrors when He made it the doom
of sin, and who takes those terrors away

the blood

sin is blotted out through

take away the Bible,

and

you

take

longer
to the

nature, person, or office of Christ, His

Father retires into

an

impenetrable

sion, infinitely more oblivious than
er imagined

before.

And

then

. Sunday Marriages.

of wholly

his-

one chooses to frequent those old dig- tory, condition, or destiny! All the maggings, and toss hither and thither the spent nificent apparatus in preparation for His
rubbish there abounding, we do not forbid coming is gone! The cross crumbles and
itat all. Weallow it.
The boysmay dig the sepulcher sinks, and the throne, symwhere they please in the religious mines,
bolized by the rainbow that adorns it, like
* In other institutions, which were found- the rainbow vanishes away. His pre-exed in prayer, and had never known a day istence, his current existence, is nothing.
of prosperity but for sacrifices inspired by
And so of the Holy Spirit; take away
religious enthusiasm, we observe with re- the Bible, and the Spirit becomes a ghost
gret a gradual yielding to the restlessness indeed, or rather less than a ghost. Like
of the young andthe clamor of the super- a meteor, it flashes from darkness and falls
ficial in the matter of reducing to a mini- into the blackness of darkness, And so of
mum their time-honored religious obsery- the Father; take away the Bible and the

,ances, and an absence of any

as

of God, and the power of His
COmJosedly and with joy to look
death in the
|! e.” whon
It often
from
pon appears
fi mi that exactly those
courage or philo-

eformation,” he said thé other

away the Lord Jesus Christ. No
most, diligent la- need any disputes be held in regard

religion—well,

but
as

once

—I; that have been many years under the
terror of death,—come now,’ in the mercy

yet saints trod the English | when

————

bors;

man,

seclu-

was ev-

when

the

Sunday

ntl

On

marriages,

we

learn

day desecration in that city :

It is easy to seethe gradual introduction

of Continental ideas of the Sabbath into
this city. The churches
are usually well

The

illegal.

That jour-

nal says:
The legal gentleman who has made this
discovery says that a note drawn and sign-

ed on the

Sabbathis illegal, orany

other

legal agreement between parties.
Marriage is a legal contract, which if perform-

ed out of the ‘legal time necessarily mgast

higher

schools,

it were

better

that

each

ohurch endow its own school, build high him, and is hencforth not his own,
walls, raise its flag bravely, cease to apol- who hath washed him and redeemed
ogize for, and begin to inculcate religion.
O blessed communication to the
Colleges that are stridulously sectarian, soul! None will be disappointed
werea less evil than colleges’ without piety happy effect of such a contact; none
and without God.—Christian Union.
denied its cleansin
efficacy, nor

but His
him,

weary
in the
will be

can the

eternal virtue residing in that touch ever

Archbishop Manning.
:

—

be exhausted.—Cong.

|.

Courage

at the Last.

church, inthe city of Rochester,

New, York.

If the question isto be decided that such
marriages are illegal, another long catalogue of vexatious suits will be brought into our
cpurts by parties similarly related
to the oneNabove mentioned. - The decision

lately rendeéxed by a learned judge, that
marriages of
‘minors are illegal, and
a divorce for such is not necessary in order that
they can separate and remhrry legally,
since it was carried into immediate practice by the parties for whom the decision
was rendered, is proving baneful to society.
The harm that this decision does to our social system is temporary only, and if the
entire marrying population but learn of this
decision the

future

will witness less elope-

ments of young couples, and
a less number of cases where ghileful and designing
men entice young ladies from home in order to wed them. That the ceremony of
marriage performed for minors on any and
all

days

minor

of the

week,

and the other an

pronounced illegal

or where ‘one

adult,

should

isa

be

and non-effective, is not

strange. But in the face of long practiced
customs, that Sabbath day weddings are
illegal, will strike thousands with feglings

akin to consternation.

With

all out

laws

and codes it is indeed strange that these
legal enactments which most coneern our
personal welfare and happiness are least
known and least

Publis,
e.

including

vndestood

by the

general

our most intelligent peo-

What is Life?

J".

A

tion, to use the afternoon of the Lord's day.

On the Bowery and Third Avenue there are
five miles of pleasure places open for music, drinking, dancing, bowling, and for
ames of various kinds, with theaters,

ager beer saloons and
tended by tens of thousands

en and children.

gardens, and atof men, wom-

Some of our’ most fash-

ionable and so-called respectable
amusement,

theaters,

opera

places of

houses

and

some clergymen have taken Sunday night

to . give secular lectures; one announces
his subject on ** Work and Play.”
Unable
to get an audience on religion, he is trying some other theme ; this shows the drift
of things. The old landmarks of Sunday
are being rapidly obliterated.
With Continental fashions comes the Continental
Sunday.

+" The Jews’ Regard of Christ.

having fallen

of the

|

A

3

.

ent destination,

ted in the office in Boston, it reaches

n
1 repos
tepose,
lil
nybut

e office
a hundred miles away in some

rural town.

Conversation about Ieligivas things is not

necessarily religions; much of it is very
irreligious.
All
such conversation about
ministers,

churches and good

men,

that is

dictated by suspicion, or envy, or jealousy,
or rivalry, is selfish, and therefore irrelig-

ioug.

r received. It
Rghted with almost
they have from the
Its weekly visits are

Religious conversation is that whic

from the

command,

‘“And

ions concernine Jesus Christ,—noticing incidentally the great parties into whiclfhe
modern Jews are divided :
Of Christ the Jews have no uniform opinjon, . The radicals regard him very -much
as a

good many Deists and Atheists

done

before them,—that is, they believe{him

have

either to have been a great reformer pr a
religious enthusiast; and the New Téstament they suppose}to have been written
long after his death, and to have been made
ap in part of material taken from the Old
Testament, the

maxim,

“love thy neighbor

of the Conservatives,

as no

doubt

also with many of the least advanced of the
Orthodox.

Of the

last,

however,

a very

occasionto allude to him;

but

when

théy
one.

do they call himx fo-lut,—the banged
He is rarely the subject of conversa-

tion among them ; it would be a distasteful

topic,

and they

would have

from the command of the Saviour,

bringing it up.

these

“Go ye

As ta the methods of personal religious con-

versation, we have not only a ‘divine com- |
mand, but a divine model, and may refer
to the conversation of Nathan with David ;
of Philip with Nathanael ; of Philip with the
Eunuch; of the Saviour with Nicodemus;
also with the young: ruler; also with the
woman of Samaria ; and also with the disciples journeying to Enmaushy All these
were written for our exampleséfand are perfect models for our imiation.

Tell Yoii- Wife.

BY

If you are in trouble or a “quandary,

our wife, or

Rev. Drs. RicHARD FULLER, of Baltimore; E. M.
EVY, of Philadelphia; 8. D. PHELPS, of New
Haven; H. O. F18H, of Newark; TH THOS. ARM1TAGE, of New York; W.W. Evarts, of
Chicago; E. T. WINKLER, of Charlesfon. CSL oBnER, of Boston.and
ABIL
MANLEY,JR.,0!
TRE
town. Ky. Mastin
itor
J.P,
HOLBROOK, Esq.
A= Already adopted by leading churches in PHiLADELPHIA,
NEW ORLEANS, CHICAGO, SAN
CISC0, BOSTON, NEWARK, HARTFORD, Utica, ROCHES-

tell

your

mother,

or

not

see a cat

there. In
trouble to
and advise
secret from
happily

in the

TER, FALL RIVER, E (C., ETC., ETC.

sister, and

e assured light will flash upon your darkness. Women are too commonly adjudged
as verdant in all but purely womanish affairs. No philosophical student of the sex
thus judges them. Their intuitions or insights are the most subtile, and if they can

dence

meal, there

is ne

**The

receipt

and

many

a fortune

with

confidence?

We

are

1
wl

as he who, taking a partner for

life, makes

and most*'deserves,

Yh love is“never
non.

a

Silent Influence.
Sg

We are touching cour fellow-beings on
all sides.
They arc affected for good or
for evil by what we are, by what we sa
and do, even by what

we

think

and

feel.

is

confidence—without

free from

shadow.—

The

more

we

know

about

‘ Church

Fairs,” the less, on the whole,
we like them.

is now

8,

ready,

and

examination, on

&

113

William

Street, New
=

York.

Fire.

GRAHAM, PERRY & (O.,
REAL

ESTATE AND

LOAN

AGENTS,

Of all the money we had placed on loan, we have
not lost a SINGLE DOLLAR, even in those cases
in which the buildings were consumed and the Fire
Insurance companies have failed. «

NOW IS THE TIME TO INVEST

|.

hee, and to place on loan.

:

:

OFFICE AT PRESENT,

468 Wabash Avenue Room, 5.
45tf

CHICAGO.

MAN

: IN GENESIS AND IN GEOLOGY:

or, the Biblical account of Man’s Creation
tested by Scientific Theories of his Jui wand Anti,

qe
y Josepn P. THOMPSON,
b. bn LLD,
ne vol., I2mo. Price, $1. Will be sent prepaid by
post, on receipt of price, hy

’

'L. R.

BURLINGAME,
DOVER, N. H,

AGENTS WANTED. EXTRA TERMS,
BOOK AGENTS have long wanted a novelty in the subscription line, which will sell at sight in every family.

The Bible Talks to You. ™
That holy Scripture is very familiar:
“When thou wakest it shall talk with thee.”
To

talk

signifies

fellowship,

communion,

familiarity.
It does not say: “If shall
preach to thee.” Many persons have a high
esteem of the book, but they look upon it
as hongh it were some very elevated teacher speaking to them from a lofty tribunal,
while they stand far below. I will not altogether condemn that reverence, but it
were far betterif they would understand
the familiarity of God’s word; it does not
so much preach to us as talk to us. It is
not ‘‘when thou awakest it shall lecture
thee ;” or,. ‘“‘it shall scold thee;" no, no, ‘‘it
shall talk with thee,” We sit at its feet, or

Mayflowers
in the parlor ‘breathe their
fragrance through the atmosphere.
We
are each of us as silently saturating the
atmosphere about us with .the subtle aro- rather at the feet of Jesus, in the werd, and
ma of our character. In the family circle, it comes down to us; it is familiar with us,
besides and™ beyond all the teaching, the as a man talketh to his friend. And here
daily life of each parent-and child mys- let me remind you of the delightful familteriously modifies the life of every person iarity of Scripture in this respect, that it
of the household. The same process on a speaks the language of men.— Spurgeon.
wider scale is going on through the community. Noman liveth to himself and no
Trusting a Father’s Hand.
man dieth to himself. Others are built up
and straightened by our unconscious deeds ;
and others may be wrenched out of their
I happened to.come down to my shop one
places and ’ thrown down:by our unconscious day, and found my eldest boy, then about
influence.— Cong.
"
eight years of age,busily punching holes in a
piece of leather with the instpument used

Somethingto Get Rid Of.

Book

After the Chicago

re-

certain

Tune

be sent post-paid,

of $1.75 each by the

*.* The Book of Hymns enly, 48 nearly ready ; also
oe Chapel Edition (an abridgement) of the Hymns and
nes.
:
;
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counseling a man to tell his |
his wife we would
go farther
him to keep note of his affairs
her. Many a home has been

saved,

Hymn and

samples. 1

cat

that no man succeeds so well in the world

There is, as I have said,

-

It is read

into all the world, and preach the gospel to
every creature.”"
J
~

no motive for

no uniform sentiment entertained in regard
to him ; but one thing may nevertheless be
safely asserted of the whole race,—all expectation that they will ever come to regard him as anything butia man and a son
of man is based on desire only.
;

hailed with.delight.

words which I command thee this day, shallbe in thy heart ; and thou shalt teach them
diligently to thy children,” etc.
And also

considerable majority have expended no her the
partner of all his purposes and
thought whatever on the matter. Their hopes.
hat is wrong of his impulses or
notions about Christ are of the vaguest, and judgment, she will check and set right with
to some he-is even veiled in mystery. What her
almost
universally right instincts.
they know most clearly is his fate, and the ‘“ Helpmeet” was no insignificant title, as
persecution of themselves and their ances- Sppiied to man’s Soon:
She is a meet
tors on account of it. They have a, very pe- lielp te him in every darkness,difficulty, and
culiar name for him. It is not often they sorrow of life. And what she most craves’

‘have

it is the only

comes to the inmates
the only intelligence
great world abroad,
anticipated with inter-

SECOND EDITION
THE MUSIC TYPE PERFECT.

trieved by a man’s full confidence in his
as thyself,” being considered an illustration ‘¢ better half.” Woman is far more a seer
of this. In fact, whatever opinions they and prophet than man, if she have a fair
may have on this subject, they have formed chance. As a general rule, wives confide
by thinking for themselves over the writ- the minutest of their plans and thoughts to
ings of the
at skeptics, just as many their husbands, having so involvements ‘to
others
ne who are not Jews; and screen from them.
y not reciprocate,
this is the ¢
ell with the most ad- if ‘but for the pleasure of meeting confivanced

called. for, it is

ughly by every member of the family,
anll before the next number comes is carefully folded and laid away to be preserved.
Now who can
estimate
the intluence of
such a weekly visitorin such a home ?— Rev.
William Lamson, D. D. .

is dictated by Christian charity,
It is always reverent towards God, and loving towards all men.
Our duty to engage in such conversation
is seen

being

pol

est and

oo

There

taken to the home in w

Religious Conversation.
—

and if we would estimate
and influence of the
v one of these. De-

paper we must,

that her Majesty seem-

am sensible of the near spp
of death,
and I will not allow myself to be surprised
by him in my sleep.
wish to meet my
ssolution awake.”

“

to the full the ral

ladies in

your wife—that is if you have one—all
From the Galary we take this strik- about it at once. Ten to one hex invention
ing passage. Mr. W. M. Rosenblatt, in an will solve your difficulty better than all
The wit of woman has been
article entitled ‘“The Jews,~—What They | your logic.
are Coming to,” thus expresses their opin- praised, but her instincts are quicker and
eener than her reason. Counsel with

And as far as we have been able to discover, that ithe gederdl sentiment among
who'liave had mist experience in con“As a father pitieth his own children, so “those
ducting
them. Familiarity with the details
the Lord pitieth them that fear Him.”
of their management, and their social and
“Having long experienced this mercy and
oral results, is apt, we find, to breed’ a
tenderness, we come to know Him.
He
ost hearty contempt for the ‘institu.
will manage our death for us, and as He tion” in all. its forms, as a means of raishas .managed' our other affairs, without
for God's sefvice. ~
‘
shock or alarm to the remaining or depart- ing money
d yet, though everybody votes them a
ing. .He holds us up perpetually, and will ¢«¢ weariness to the flesh,” and would be glad
do 80 éspecially in a moment to us so crit- to see them placed under perpetual
ban,
‘ical. We shall wonder when He has borne whenever a slight financial pinch occurs—
us through, how slight a thing this
great unfortunately a- chronic complaint with
operation was, Like many things we have some churches,—some good brother or sisknown, formidable in apprehension but ter with more zeal than discretion proposeasy in experience, our next hour after the es a fair as the readiest means of raising

—

WW

and others,

one

for the purpose by shoemakers.

The bit of

leather was of little worth ; but in order to
prevent his trying the operation on something more valuable in future, he received
a correction ; and by way of trying his-confidence,

he was asked

to put out

his little

tongue, that it might as it were, undergo a
similar operation. As may be ‘supposed,
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do it, pa;” whichshe did wi =
out hesitation when requested. Resolved

of flinching, it was

for

(whichis a first-rate one) will be duly announced.

proceedin,

on; but not showing the least appearance

SINGING :

Day Schools will be ready.

said, “I il

to put ‘her to the test,

Wait! _ Wait!

Only a little while, and the NEW

the request was not complied with, and the
matter was likely to end there, when his
sister, two years older than her brother, who

Twi
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smiling in her father's face,

who feeling himself overcome, withdrew
the instrument.
Judge of his emotion.
—
when she exclaimed, “I knew you would
pale as a ghost, one might say. He is so ‘ The excellent-Sir William Forbes, the bi- transition will be as natural
and as well the wind,” and forthwith the ‘¢ ladies: of not
do it, pa.” Dearest dauther! the Lord
thin as to look almost
cadaverous, The ographer of Beaitie, uttered this: * Tell provided for as any hour we have known.
the church” plunge bodily into a chaos of who gave thee has taken thee to Himself, but
outlines of the face are handsome and dig- those,” said he, * that are drawing down. to
| preparation, with as much zest as though not until He had first taught thee to trust a
nified. There is much of courtly grace and the bed of death, from my @xperience, that
An Educated Ministry.
a fair were the chief end of life, and .one father’s hand.
refinement about the bearing and gestures it has no terrors; that in the hour when it|
‘
of the most delightful ‘and unobjectionable
a
of this pale, wepk, and wasted man. He is most wanted, there is mercy with the
modes
of
getting
funds
for
church
use
imwears & long robe of violet silk, with some Most High; . and that some change takes
While it is very evident that for the pres‘A. Family Religious Paper.
agivable.
And ' when all is done, and the
kind of dark
cape or collar, and has a mas- lace which fits the soul to meet its God." ent our colleges and ‘academies can not proceeds
are
reckoned
up,
how
many
are
meet
but
partially
the
demands
of
the
hen the loyal .Egrl of Derby came to his
sive gold chain'round his neck, holding attached to it a great gold cross. There isa execution, although he had said in previous Church for ministers, and many must still be ready to sit down and say,—or] think, if ¢« It would be interesting, were it possible,
certain nervous qu vering about his eyes times, that he could die in fight, but knew called from the plough and the” mechanic's they do not say it,—‘‘l svould rather to follow each copy of one issue of a religI have made than fous paper whose subscription list is eightis as evident that the number of have given outright all
and lips, but otherwise-he 1s. perfootly: cols not how it might be on, the scaffold, he iow ‘benchatt
lected
ihcreas, go through such an experience again,"— teen or twenty thousand, to its destination.
and master of the occasion ub Li8 aid that he could lay -his head on the block stations throughout the country are
3
One copy goes into a home already surfeitvoice is thin, but wonderfully cledfiaid! |
pheerfully as On his pillow. *‘ Let my ing in which only well-trained men, devout Esanmewer-and Chronicle.
ed with reading. One or more.daily papenetrating. It is heard all, throug
Bople know,” said the pious Archdeacon indeed and.endowed from on high, but cul.
ers enter the same home, besides monthThat we wl not complain of the presgreat ball—a moment ago so noisy, HO
timer, ¢ that their pastor died undaunted, tivated besides in the schools, will be reies, and quarterlies, and books from the
God’s hand in all events;
silent. The words fall "with a pk y Sh band
hot afraid of death, I bless my God ceived, We may not'approve the plan of ent, let us vi
ublic library. It is thrown aside till Sunforce, like drops of water. Whateveft®
1 have nc fear. no doubt, no reluct- constantly bringing new men to supply cer- and that we may not be afraid of tlie future,
#8
opinion.may be, you can not chodde
but an assured confidence in the sin =| ain pulpits; but this permitted evil, if ‘one, let us view.all events asin :God’s hands.— | iy when, in the intervals of public worship, it is taken’ up by the several members
listen ; and, indeed, you want only td
gwoming merits of Jesus Christ.” So is a significant sign of the increasing diffi- Old Divine.
Jo

He is a tall, thin
nage, some sixtytwo years of age. ' His face is Plootions

-

men

be void; and claiming this, the: sons and well-known halls, are open on Sunday
daughters of a recently deceased millionaire -nights for, concerts and entertainments.
mean to contest his will, because in that a Paid lecturers are. common on literary and
ldrge * portion of his estate was willdd
to ¢omic subjects, with broad burlesques.
the children of their step-mother, who was One of our churches was opened aa
wedded to their father én a Sabbath, in a .day night for a service purely secular, and

earth is exhausted of everything inspired,
with which a]! other gettings are but rub- and heaven of Svarysiing angelic, and the
Life is but death's vestibule, and our pilbish.
True, we find that natural theology, universe of everything divine, what- is left ? grimage on earth is buta journey to the
evidences of Christianity, and moral phi- A man without a Maker, without a Saviour, grave; the pulse that preserves our bein
losophy: still have: place in the course of without a pugpose; and without an send. beats our dead march, and the blood whic
y. But these are put far along: in col- The noblest pl
and yet the meanest circulates our lite is floating it onward to the
lege life, and do not, as a general thing, ex- and most miserable—all sensibility, sym= depth of death. To-day we see our fliends
cite enthusiasm or provoke the ambition of pathy, and affection; yet iy desolate in in health; to-morrow we hear of their dethe student.
sackcloth,among the graves of dead friends, cease,
We clasped the hand of the strong
The sophomore year in college is the full’ himself of living memories,
ever man but. yester fay, and to-day we closed
time when indellible marks are made upon mourning for the dead, but without hope of his eyes. We rode in a chariot’of comfort
the student. ‘Habitsare formed and class- their return, having no hope but that he and |.but an hour ago, and in a few more. hours
momentum
acquired, late along in the his children may likewise die and be n
the last .black chariot must convey us to
freshman year; and when the sophomores mere. And what kind of an earth is left? the home of all the living. Stars die
mpyap;.
reassemble
-there is no lost time,
The And what kind of heaven? And what kind it is said that conflagrations have been
seen
fires are burning the third day of the of universe? Who cares what kind? If a afar off in the ether, and astronomers have
term. Itis the hardest year, the hottest man be a worm, if angels be the specters of marked the funerals of other werlds—the
year of all the four. In this year the class worms, if Father, Son, and Holy Ghost be decay of those mighty orbs that we have
assorts itself.
The ambitious go (o ‘the mere names without subsistence—who eares imagined set. forever in sockets of silver to
front, their college honors shining on their what kind ?
glisten as the lamps of eternity. Blessed
brows.
The dull and discouraged drop
be God, there is one place where death is
back. In short, the students that are to be
not life’s brother, where life reigns alone,
Touching Jesus.
shaped by Siljete training come to their |.
and * to live,” is not the first syllable which
plastic state,
their weldin
heat, someis to be followed by the next, ‘to die.”
where in the sophomo2
pv: “early junior
The question was asked in a prayer-meet- There is a land where .death-knells are nevyears. In just these hy
it with be found ingjwith marked effect, ‘* Have we all touch- er tolled, where winding-sheets are never
that
pride of intellect mounts highest; ed Jesus?” Many in the audience; even woven, where grdves are never dug. Blest
boys
that came
to college with pious habits those who had borne the Christian name land beyond the skies. To reach it we must
of prayer and Bible reading, and holy liv- for many years, began to doubt, to ask die.
;
won
Ing as plemsing God, “be,
in the famil themselves the same uestion, and the im- |
and
fostered in the
Sunday-school an
rtant interrogation
has often presented
church at home, in this year fall back. tself to my own mind since hearing it then
Anticipation of Death.
Their spiritual faculty, unfed and unexer- uttered.
:
— i —
cised, is overshadowed and forgotten.
We read in ome of the gospels,
that
How
peacefully
and gently God .deals
When they conre to the studies of the junior “ the whole multitude sought to touch Him,
and senior yearsy where religion is at last for there went virtue out of Him, and heal- with thofe who put their trust in Him!
allowed to put in an appearance; and make ed them all,” and we are led to ask, What What catastrophes are turned aside—what
an apologetic plea before the court of intel- is it to touch Jesus? Can we touch Him judgments spend their - force before.they
reach our tabernacle!"
I have found, in all
lect, clear, cold, and proud, the youn
now, as did His early followers, and can
personal experience, that
judges will seize upon the arguments as if we be assured the same result? We have things in my
religion could be apprehended by the same often read of Jesus; we have reverenced God's discipline is different from what our
faculties that mastered the calculus and ran Him; we have even prayed to Him; but haughty and vindictive nature would lead
through the domain of natural science, con- have we ever sought to touch Him? To us to expect. He makes use of time, He
teaches us by many. lessons. We have
quering and accumulating,
touch Jesus, we must come very near to
_ Thesie young men might as well exam- Him, as He invites and enables us to do, learned but little since the last time, but
ine the Perfuinie of heliotrope and mig- and reaching out to Him, His own out- He repeats His admonition again, making
nonette by chewing thém, or master the stretched hands will meet ours; His yearn- allowance for our slow parts and ‘reluctant
mystery of harmony and counterpoint by ing heart will welcome the seeking, trust- avills. The old obstacles are still inthe
cleared;
smelling of an old score by Beethoven, or ing belieyer and through this touch he shall way; our vision is not wholly
judge of pictures and statuary by listening receive cleansing and healing, and life-long distressing temptations have still power,
but He does not tire. Our education lasts
to
them, as attempt to examine and under- peace.
To such an one the name of Jesus
put
stand a Christian's religion by help of the will thenceforth be more precious than ev- through life. When He might have
Him
logical, mathematical, or any other faculty ery other name, and ‘all his affections. will us to shame—when we even expected
to cast us off—He has not done so. He has
Jue intellect.
become elevated and sweetened, and his
» to avoid offending the Christian de- whole being ‘consecrated by the infusion of watched over us in our waywardness.
nominations, itbe necessary thus to min- Christ's love. Renouncing his own will When slighted and forsaken, He has come
again to ‘Gur rescue in time of need.
ify or dismiss spiritual culture from our

and his own righteousness, he accepts the
robe of Christ's righteousness provided for

literary

going for a ride, that five years ago could
not have been induced, on any considera-

slumber,

sleep Ln
if I. wo
dk

attended Sunday morning; dinner comes

and the afternoon js given ‘up to re gue oF
Ve
!
pleasure.
Whoever stands at the
entie gate of Central Park of a Sunday afternoon will see a class of citizens; mer-

Presbyterian, are, according to the opinion

of an eminent lawyer,

a slight

The New York correspondent: of the
Boston Journal tells a sad story of Sun-

chants, bankers,

from

AS

before she breathed her last,

New York Sundays. *

plete triumph over their
apprehensions. In the recollections ee
, Some

different opinions, who listened with a
mingling of amazement and reverence.
No views that I have ever heard put into
¢
Thee.
in
rest
my
mar
not
hall
living words embodied to anything’like the
In Thy strength their fury scorning,
same extent the full claims and pretensions
Onward, upward, shines Jy way
It is quite wonderful
of Ultramontanism.
Toward a cloudless, rapturous morning,
Toward un endless, glorious day.
to sit and listen. One can not- but be im—(Geo. Lansing Taylor.
pressed by the sweetness, the thoughtfulness, the
dignity, L had almost said the
sanctity, of the man who thus pours forth,
Religionless Colleges.
with a manner full of the most tranquil
conviction, opinions which Jivdain
all
We can name at least two institutions modern progress a failure, an
glorify the
.in which all culture of a man's spiritual Roman priest or the Irish peasant as the
nature by'a diet of revealed truth anda ‘true herald and repository. of light, liberty,
. drill of religious observance, is- intention- and regenergtion to a sinking and degraded
ally and boastfully abjurdd. ' When visit- ‘world.— The Galaxy.
a]
ing one, we accidentally called the large
lecture-room ‘‘a chapel.” - The president,
Without the
Bible:
who was courteousTi® exhibiting to us the
splendid ‘wcientific apparatus there gathered, started suddenly as if stung, and
Take away the Bible and you take away
with an
unmistakable s
id ‘‘ No! all the angels.
Not a single cherub, or
no!” We have no chapel.
We
3. seraph ; not a single throne or dominion, or
“preach.”
Visitors at the other are offen principality or power; not a single morntold, “ We interpose no obstacle in the mg star or Son of God is left. Gabriel vanway of our. students going to church ishes as a phantom, and Michael vatisHes
where they will. We do net meddle with into air and is seen no more. Take away
those
matters at all... We provide sittings the Bible, and you take away the elect suc1
of their cession of inspired men.
for our students in the church
Not a single pa.choice, but we don’t pretend to teach re- triarch lor priest, or prophet, or apostle, or
ligion.” All this in a magnificent, patron- evangelist remains to proclaim or record a
izing style, which, like an atmosphere,so single superhuman oracle. Moses and_his
pervades the institution: that susceptible law, Isaiah and his vision, dissolve togeth:
youth wust needs absorb the opinion that er. * Matthew and his Gospel, Paul and hi
science, and history, and art, and mechan- Epistles,
- perish in tke same fire. Nay,
‘What though sofrow’s bitterest chalice,
Strife and hate may mix for me,
Wath of men or demons’ malice

the

you will find it so.” These were the words
of Haliburton: * I, a poor, weak, timorous

‘In England there has been no saint of the Lamb.—@eorge Burgess.

since the
day, in sad

Girt with ice and wintry roar.

ore, well rewarding

not ‘afraid

‘Oh,do not, fear to. die,” said

Irish | down to the valley of death with most a

loves his. own country dearly, but turns
away from her present condition of industrial prosperity to the days before the Re-

h
’s wildest tempest rages
Wee
friendly cof;
: ;
Flee I oer
life’
ro-swept ocean,
O'er its bleak ahd desert shore, = °

and
such

and that I am

that 1

et to be accomplished through
the such example of a dying friend will occur
wer and tenderness,
devotion which with Sonvinding
influence of that relig fo
abse
fear is no
is “i the bottom of tte. | sh nature, and They tell us
some of us call superstition. He fruit of nature, of habit, or of strenuoys efwhic

Once for ruined sinners reft,

and engineering,
philology, and all

to die,

tell them

land

Thou, O Rock of endless ages,

ics,
and

going

noble-4 80,

c

Id leave

an

of Princeton;

Mrs. East, “in dying; **you will find the
Word of God sure, all will be fulfilled, and

of Westminster,

:

Let
s
surges roar, .
At thy word I tread these billows,
and strife-and sorrow drown;
G
pillows,
* Howling waves grow
i Winter's arrows turn to down:
7

he

th]

people

1

10,1872.

;

of the family circle, each one perhaps fifidculty of meeting the demand for culture as
Meeting Death.
ing «1 article suited to his taste, until nearwell as consecration, Every year this diffi- |
{ly tie whole paper has ) been read. On the
culty will be enhanced, and if there is .not
Bonaparte died in his wilitary garb, his ‘following week it is gathered "up with the
a‘gréat enlargement of our corps of univerweek before and finds
sity and seminary students, these troubles field-martial's uniform and boots, which he | decumulation.of the
will be constantly increased. The fact that had ordered to be pt on a short time be- its place in the rocepiccle for waste papers,
e rag-man.*
some of our most acceptable and effective fore his dissolution. © Augustus Cinsar ghove and eventually in the b
and was caré- Such is .the fate of the rel
8 paper in
ministers have not enjoyed
liberal training to die in a standing position,
affords no relief in
this dilemma. Genius ful in arranging b 8 person and dress for thousands of* homes. And it is not without
Siward, Earl of Northum- its benefit. ' Some salutary truth, or some
is rare, and cai not be relied upon in calcu- the occasion.
lations for the fature; and
God does not berland; when at the point of death, quitted | impressive incident, or some stirring fact is
armor, saying, ** That lodged in the minds
of those who have onwork miracles of providence
aftér he has put | the bed, put on
nf to die
like a beast.” ly thus glanced at it. It vastly more than
adequate means in the hands of his people. | it became nota
A more remarkable instance is that of Ma- pays for itself even here. |
it
—Christian Advocate.
:
a Theresa, of Austria, who, a short time
ut thousands of
have a far differ|-

said President: Finley: ‘* Give my love to

Ro-|of death.”

Manning,

It is no wonder that the Irishmen at the
meeting are enthusiastic abopt Archbishop
Manning.” An En lishman of Englishmen,
blood In his veins, he
with no dro; of
Hibernian than the Hibernians
with Ireland .
pathies
of
A man ofof socialal posi tion, 0of goldmofamily,y a od

trust RO More;

love

Archbisho

successor in that office o the
Wiseman

y
Allin] hse henpels my

raeli’s * Lo-

of

Henry’ Edward

in’

This. is the

of Bagh nd.

the Cardinal .Grandison

“| thair”—Dr.

man

foremost

For this is the

.| and see.

———
J
let, thy love unchanging,

«Jesus,
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the

rudder that

Corporations

give

is kindled by these new resolutions.
We would stréngthen the purpose of

every one

Lv

who has

vowed

to

begin this

year with a better life.
Whatever the sin
A Special Premium.
or the indulgence from w hich we would be
—
Tree, the best help can come from only one
To every new subscriber for the Morning.
source, and that never fails. s Seeking help
Star who shall remit $2.50, and ten cents there, this year need not bring us at the
a new and beautiful chromo

entitled** The

'

is to remove mystery, and furnish greater
simplicity. ‘But 1ké all such attempts
nothing’is ‘gained by the process.
After
criticising
the obscurity
and difficulty of the

close only the bare stocks and’ pricking
thorns of unkept pledges, but rather the

in addition to pay postage, &c., we will send

wholdsaws stimulus ‘which will doubtlols
prove '# benefit to both journals. Every
Saturday is still published by James R
Osgood & Co:

common ‘view, Mr. Beecher thus endeavors

ripe fruit of these numerous buds of hope to explain and vindicate his own:
. Wreathed Cross.” _ This is one of the most
“The Divine Spirit came’ into the world,
and resolution, But this implies constant
elegant works of its kind that Las been
care and watchfulness.
They ‘must be wa- in the person ofjJesus, not haying the attviproduced, and is worth the price of the pa- tered and digged about and well tended all butes of Deity in their full disclosure and
per. This offer holds good until Apr. 1, through the coming months, or there can power. He came into the world to subject
A single hour of ‘his spirit to that whole discipline and ex1872.
: phe no fruit at the Tend,
faltering
may
allow
the
entrance of the perience through which- every man must
N. B. It will be understood that no-pefpass. - He veiled his royalty ; he folded bac k
centage is allowed in those. cases where the moth that will cat away the heart. of all
these springing hopes.
May there be such as it were, within himself those ineflable
Chromo is sént,~-that the subscription and
care and watching that we can all ‘gather powers which belonged to him as a free
postage are to be paid in advance,—and that about the tree at the close of the year, and spirit in heaven. fle went info captivity to
it has himself, wrapping in weakness and forgetthose who wish the Chromo will need fo rejoice in the abundance ofie
fulness his divine energies, while he was a
borne.
their4
with
connéetion
in
signify that wish
babe.

A Bill of Tmpeachment.

‘remittance,
Ld

New

Resolutions.

This i$ especially the tim® of new resolutions. They cluster around these first days
of the new year like bees around a rose-

bush.
And then they go away into the
‘busy world laden with determination and
hope and brightened prospects, just as
the bees go away laden with honey. . And
then the busy world, with its arts and
temptations, subdues that determination,
the hope,and
robs the fature of its

.

©

=

lories, just as the bees art often
eir honey and left to starve. Oh,
ds and thousands looking
rning from. amid the
bloom of these

fresh

resolutions,

inspired

and ahimated by the aroma that comes up
from them, feeling not the

thorns

because

looking only at the beautiful buds

of hope,

and this whole coming year

seems a steady

*‘mparch of triumph towards a better life.
thousands and thousands of them
thrown back ere long upon the bare
and sharp thorns of these blighted
gloomy and despondent because the
is so much different from what they
it should be.
*

Ah,

will be
bushes.
hopes,
result
meant

But it is best to resolve, nevertheless.
It is well, just as itis natural, that the

sat

down to his desk and began to write an

or-

won

the

victory,

paring them thé better to win

just as

the

field:

Alas that there should be so many recreant
resolutions, so many weak and timid spirits,
who throw down their arms and desert
their standards, betraying the soul into the

bY

for

sumed that

intervention.

office.

Mayor

He

Hall

as-

der legalizing the organization of the old
Board. The order was about half written
when faithful Colonel Joline whispered in
his ear,—‘‘ Mayor, they have impeached
you,” The fingers relaxed; the pen fell
from

them;

a

look

of utter

ures.

The way they did in New Testa

ment times was to, forget the things behind,
and press on to the things before.
There
Jone better way to-day than that. It may
nire extra time to assure ourselves that
Fe atéreally in earnest, and to convince.

a

that we mean

we shall only,be

to be steadfast; but

gaining

‘vantage

ground

in the meanwhile, and by the time we have

assuréd ourselves and convinced others, we

hall
ad bo propre for a steady march
"pie

vices
vo avo

and

slready voselved nuv

us and fierce upbraidings, with the
‘solemn vow that they must be throttled and
slaip. How many hundreds have confidently promised themselves that they have Just
now: smoked their last cigar, chewed their

last mouthful of tobacco, and sipped the
last glass of grog forever, just as

ister desire to inflict punishment

cardinals’ hats

those

hanging

He way/

subject

to

amazement

A human

that may

work which the first school was attempting
The new school presents
itself as a substitute for the first, and as such
is cordially welcomed.
‘Consequently, a
relationship of a most inmate nature is

The corrup-

found between. these

will:

courts

be awaited

with

interest, for faith

and common

honesty

in

has been se-

verely tried by the career of the Ring.
'

2

——BRrIGHAM YOUNG A PrisoNez.
The
Ruling Elder among the latter-day Saints
is a prisoner beneath his own roof. He returned to Salt Lake City from his mysteriousé wanllerings last

the re-

mediately

arresfed

week, and

on

charge

was

im-

of murder,

Bail was refused him, and he'is at present
guarded in his own house by a Gentile

ing and defying wholesome laws. . To
sure the Saints

have had recourse

be

to arms,

and have always vowed that, whatever clse
they might endure, Brigham could not be
taken captive without a bloody protest.

But the threats have gone away into the air,
and the bullets have followed them, and the
magistrates havé kept quietly about their
work. What the result of Brigham’s trial
will be remains to be. seen, There are at
least grave charges against him, which may
prove grave in more senses than one, Big-

amy has doubtless had its day as a regular
institution.

‘At least it must drag out a har-

assed existence af er this.

| Theoretically and

——THE AFFAIR AT ROCHESTER."

The cir-

cumstances of the riot at Rochester, N. Y.,
er column,

furnish several

~—— HENRY
The Hon.

* WILSON
Henry

ON

TEMPERANCE.

topics of inter-

——CELEBRATION OF EMANCIPATION.

New

Wilson delivered

an

ad-

dress in Boston last week on. temperance.
It was quite characteristic of the speaker.
So long a champion of reforms he may
have acquired a little of the impatient and
upbraiding spirit, but his large braiu and
eminently human heart prevent hin from
scolding sincere reformers out of line. If

have favored it in almost every age.
Beecher,in his

Life

of

Christ

Mr.

just issued,

We

mation.

In Boston: there were addresses

by prominent citizens, and at various places
in the South the negroes held proper exercises. It is interesting to note how gladly

we

‘hail the return

of this anniversary.

dn old story. The'contest was too bitter and
the sacrifices that
dear, to allow us
Ever as the day
hearts remember

progress. in this country in the cause of
{emperance, and pra gress enough made to
encourage us
ave been in the Senate of
the United States seventeen

years, and I am

lad to say to you that there are fewer
arinking men in Congress than when I

Denominational News al Notes,

wonder that they delight to use their tongues

and hold up their hands
still are free.”

‘‘to show

thej

.
XN

iad
TuNNEL.
Boston is at present
exercised over the future ownership of Hoo-

fimo,

|

°

%

|

was

foreseen

and

hastened on. Just this result was desired.
It. was meant that the school at Bates
school and absorb it.
effect, therefore, the

This
two

was done.
schools

“In.

are

now

one. If they were legally united, they
could not be practically any more one than
they now are, It is a case of essential,

though not of formal union, in which
schools are fused

together.

claim {hat virtually they

two

Therefore

we

are the same.

In view of these facts,

which

all

admit,

the question arises, Can the, Education
ciety, in honor, devote funds,

So-

given for the-,

ological instructionin its own school, to
this sunie purpose in the school at Bates

College?

Would sich an appropriation

of

s mores involve a violation of sacred
ute?
Could any other theological school
cite this agency of injustice to itself? Remember that, before the law, the schools
secand

are, by the fusion of the first with the
ond, in egpence, one, are still distinct

separate, and we shall see that the ** letter
killeth” where the spirit would make alive.
The Society,by sach an appropriation would

be liable to legal

embarrassments,

nocent, on the one

hand

while

in-

w
yet at the bar of abstract right,wholly

:

breach of

any

of

trust, and on the other, of injustice to any
Expending the income
other institution.
of its funds for this purpose, would be no
more illegal than the present was to them,
and much nearer, if not altogether in harmony with, the design of the donors; but
can fail to see that, in the presstill, no one
ent legal relation of the schools, it would be
unwise for the Society to proceed on the as-

sumption that they are one.

ou”

The appropri-

;

ation of money to support teachers in the
new school would not be efcused, but as
sailed, tnd so open a fountain of sfrife
Considering everything,it is not expedientto
move, as the schools are now related; in the
direction suggested.

i
1
-

On which grounds then must thoke who

hope to see the society make. just this use

is evi-

The answer

of its funds, proceed ?

dent: They must secure a legal union of
the two schools; then every objection to
their hope is remeved and every mouth
stopped. Whén these two institutions are
made one before the law, as they easily can
be made, then the money

Society,

received

for

of the

Education

instruction

in its

school, instead of going, as it now does, to
foreign objects, would naturally be devoted
to its legitimate purposes, and the College,”
struggling under the load which it too

kindly proposed to carry, andby which it is
crushed, could be relieved, and saved

from

A vote to revive the Original
at Lew-

iston, would, if agreed to by the Trustees of

attached to Bates College.

school.

es in which the

tained’by the Education

1.

Society and that

UodeE “fhe circumstanc— is unexpectedly found,

The two schools are not the same ating the funds,
They

are

not under

the

con-

the same institution.

Bates

a new, the Education Society

votes
votes

A

the College, make the Society partner in the

firm for the support of the new composite
school, and settle the question of appropri-

it

would

be . honorable,

magnanimous,

Christian, for the Society, waiving the petty question of control as unworthy to block

the way of love, to so call for such a union.
"The rare opportunity of doing a generous,
to open noble, friendly act withgut cost to itself, is
to dis- here pr esented to the Education Society.
APACE,
Legally,
A.
not ip-

continue an old,theological school.
they are not identical, and one can
herit the property of the other.
2. Nevertheless these schools are related to each other. The suspenst
the

regret it be-

to

buy the

tunnel,——which we

fnention,

(Speaking

figuratively)

for some-

time, and because

mouth

the talk about

it has not

, | to.pe made like unto his brethren, that he: find it difficultto excel the Living. Age in church, Let's'all hail the movement, and
might be a merciful and faithful liigh priest this respect, but the rivalry will’ furnish a’ thay God speed it to a successful issue.

of

!
4

-

but for which

school and to unite it with the one

THEIR MUTUAL RELATIONS.
By the two schools, we refer to that main-

West Lebanon Academy.

This school,considering its limited friends

and

community.

1t 7s easy of exit and

access

by rail and stage.

It has a
on the south

ate elevation by a location

e of a beautiful swell of
land, thus commanding an extensive view

east, south and west; reaching

a!

the sea at

one point of compass, at another the beautiful village at Great Falls, and covering‘the
cigs
entire town of Rochester.
* Its natural attractions, together with

Hs
a

to
8. These schools are: not only related, moral community, offer an enticement
parents to send their children to this school.
but very intimately related, to each ofher.
We realize none of the demoralizing effects

Eg

or

This

|

sac tunnel. It says the State has expended a original school hinged upon the opening of and” funds, has always been, and is now a,
good many hundred thousands of dollars to |
of resort for the lover of
the new, Were the two to be alive at the desirable place
bring it to its present condition, and that it
a healthy location in a
has
It
learning.
same time, beth would be dead. Consewill need to expend a good many thousands quently, the proposal of the College to accept thriving : little village and an enterprising

law and to the testimony which is our only because the tunnel has heen in everybody's
sure guide.—J. J. B.

dence in the new.

fatal injury.

The Two Theological So

trol of the same overseers, nor supported
made it possible were too”
by the same treasary. Ome rose long beto forget its significance.
fore the other, rose only to sink below the
comes around, grateful horizon as the other appeared above it.
Lincoln and the precious They would not be recognized, in law, as

boon he bequeathed to their racé, and no

|

=

he asks of the Church more for the cause of should both ‘take the place of the former

By the agreement with the College, in view
of the founding of a school at Lewiston, the
yet all passed into history.
|
Society links closely the old school to the
EVERY
SATURDAY,
When.
this
periodical
{ing, There is nothing new under the sun.
SR
new.
In harmony.with this intimacy, the
gave
up
its
purely
literary
character
and,
and.
distinotly
is
The humanity of Christ
teachers and scholars of the first institution
fully taught in the Seriptures. Prophecy became ‘an illustrated paper, there were | —— TEMPERANCE AMONG THE CATHOLICS,
designates him as *‘a man of sorrows.” many who decidedly objected to the | Allusion has already been ''made to the are transferred, as a unit, to the new, and
Jesue often called himself ‘a man,” and change. But when ithad shown to what a growth of a temperance sentiment in the classes leaving N ow ‘Hampton at the close
of the summer term, begin their recitations
: Re
ve
ety Be”
oi
Gomer. “the son of man.” The apostles speak of high standard it could-carry the art of illus- | Catholic church, From being sectional, it
from
the same textbooks, in the fall, at
tration,
those
objections
were
quickly
with|
has
become
a
general.
matter,
and
the
lead,confidence and help these yearly reformers. him as *“the ‘man Christ Jesus,” “the offLewiston,
under their old instructors. The
drawn..
So
when
it
was
announced
al
ers
in
the
church
seem
to
be
taking
up
the
If it is onlya
month, or evena week, re- spring of David,” “made = little lower than
month or two ago that its literary character matter in earnest. = Various Irish state or- old school enters as one body the new. |
man
a
be
not
could
But/he
angels.”
the
deemed
from a year's debauch, it is somewould be resumed at the beginning of this | ganizations have been formed, and the
The work dropped by the school of the
thing
in God's sight, and should be very without having a human soul as well as a year,
the
objections
were
just
as
stron
ng
as
Presidents
of
them
have
just
now
united
Education
Society the new school takes hey
mich in the ontimation ofof usvs who are so, human body,
I* He exhibited all thé characteristics of a | in the first case. But now that thé first’ with several clergymen in the Eastern and carries forward. This institution d
glaim an absolute independence, in ;
in issuing a joint address and call not
‘of these | ha n. He was born; grew up as a child in-; number of the new series is before us, ‘wha: | States
agri)
than the
to
its work, of the former, That’
for
a
temperance
Convention
in
Baltimored
s
shall
we
say
P
Itis
decidedly
a
journal
of
drank,
ate,
stature;
and
: specific vices, is the fact that so many home- creasing in wisdom
stitution
confesses that it has laid off
the
{twenty-second
of
February,
It
"is
their
choice
reading,
convenient
in
size
and
renew their pledges of affection, and slept, formed attachments, was tempted, comely in appearance, and made up of se- aim to form a national organization for the other shoulders
cirles
the burden it was bead
necessary.
that the Christian life is rid of so many suffered and died. All this was
Assuming, ‘before th: denomination,
“Wherefore in all things it behooved him lections from the vevy best conrces. It may spread of total abstinence in the Catholic
gets it forth prominently as doctrine, thus
! | furnishing another illustration of the say-

state ‘dis-

operation. Believers in the transmigration
of souls may here .find an illustration of
their doctrine, Leaving the old body, the
spirit of the.first school “takes up its resi-

more to complete it. It speaks of the imthe work which the school of the Society was
mense addition that the tunnel will make to performing was heartily received, and the
duction,
and
|" , Among the various theories which arose | cause the book is a valuablep
the fabric of the City’s greatness, because
in the fourth century wus one which de- one that will be read by
Not all |,it will afford a direct:line of communication latter institution fell asleep. But, for any
nied the real humanity of Christ. Some of good preachers are sound interpreters or with the West, and of the corresponding loss reason, let Bates College recede from its
those adopting it, as Justin and Apollina- theologians, There are persons and fami- that would énsue if the control of it goes undertaking, and the Education Society
would be compelled to awaken the sleeper
tes, taught that the Saviour bad not a hu- lies who through charity have special li- into - other hands.
In view of these and a
nature
divine
the
him
in
that
man soul, but
cense. Dr. Cox was allowed to coin new good many other considerations, it says the and set him at work again. This sensitive‘was united to a human body merely. ~ The words, though few adopted them. The legislature should not entertain for a mo- ness of one school to the state of the’ other
much prevalence, Beechers propound or revise theories in doc- ment the liberal offer of New York parties proves the existence of a connection betheory never gatged
tween them.
|
and minor sects trine with about the same success.
men
eccentric
though some
To the
hin Mr. Beecher’s book.

of

the original school would, this day, be in

temperance than it is at present doing, he
also gives it credit for the real service that
it has and is rendering. Besides, he got so
much in the habif of reproving the Church
during the anti-slavery -struggle that he
could hardly be expected to excuse it-en.tirely from the temperance campaign. But
here is an extract which speaks for him and
the cause better than any words of ours.
The Christian churches are not decing
what they should be doing.. We have this
giant evil, the nex curse in magnitude to
slavery. We have destroyed slavery. We .|
declare everywhere that for the cause of
our Master we are ready to work and sacrifice, and to do a&
ing in the world to carry that reat work
fgrward; and yet thousandsof Christian
ministers in our land
nds of members of
and B anirol of tho
churches go on daily drinking themselves
and offering the intoxicating cup to others
and doing “nothing to’ save the poor amd}
perishing ones around them from -drunkards’
graves. If there be a member of a
Christian church here to-night who has not
written his’ name upon the temperance
pledge, I beg him to go from this house and
do it at the first opportunity and commit
himself to the cause of temperance. * * * In
spite of all the failures of men and Mjpie-

Year's day was quite generally observed as
the anniversary of the emancipation procla-

incolisist- There are no indications that it is becotning

by all classes .of true bemost uncompromising foes of these villain$ by the church,
lievers, and will continue thus to be.
ask a severer sentence than that?
We regard the effort to revive the dogma
of Apollinates and others, as bad so far as it
* The Humanity of Christ.
\ \has an influence. Itis a fault and blemish
.—.- ee

before - the

for the discontinued schoo,

est. First they show how ready the rough- went there, When 1 took my seat, we had
Nor would a human body joined to a divine|, er classes of society are to avenge an act a great many drinkers, and some pretty
drinkers. I have voted many times
soul constitute a man. If, as the Scriptures which they themselves would not hesitate hard
not to have a night session, because I did
teach, Christ was truly a man,he must have to commit under favorable circumstances. not wish to have Senators make an exhibipossessed human’ Bature complete, soul and Then there is the disposition of the rabble tion of themselves before the country.
body,
to take the law into their own hands when When I went into that body, there was
No less is the new doetrine opposed to any special outrage stirs their blood, which, hardly a temperance man in it. Thank
God, to-day about one-fourth of thé body
the divinity of the Saviour. God is infinite fortunately for us, is not allowed that easy are ple dged temperance map, and there is
in his nature and unchangeable in all his triumph which it so often achieves in the not an habitual: ml in%t. The same is
attributes ; hence he®ould not as God in- western states. There is also the almost true, more or less,of the House of RepresenWashington toflay,
crease in wisdom asJesus did. Christ was inevitable result of civil power appealing to tatives. If you go
you can see an all-night session in the House
tempted iin all points like as we are.
But military force,—the indignation of the mob, of
Representatives
without having any
God can not be tempted with evil.
The their provoking assaults, the random firing drinking scenes.
Saviour in Gethsemane exclaimed, ‘My soui of excited soldiers, and the fatal results to
The last sentences, coming from this
is exceeding sorrowful even unto death.” unoffending citizens. - Of course the mob is source, are especially cheering. The enThis could not have réferred to the divine usually the guilty party, and that the inno- | couragement that has been given to the evil
cent suffer is their misfortune rather than by the practices of prominent statesmen has
nature.
Futile ate all attempts to explain or com- the fault of those who inflict the injuries. largely helped it in its resistance to reform‘promise this subject in any such way as But that the rabble should find any excuse ers. But here are indications that some of
Mr. Beecher attempts. To suppose the di- for their summary methods is not very com- the fountains are being cleansed, inspiring
vine nattre while {on earth as not bearing forting, for one needn't look far to find in the hope that they qpay all "ere long send
the attributes of Deity in their full disclos- them a rebuke of that uncertainty which out pure and sweet water.
/
ure and power, ‘‘that he veiled his royalty, hangs about the results of our Court sittings.

not be deserved. The voice of the whole He
ent with this doctrine proceed from efforts
country asks only justice. It unites with
to be wise above what is written.
the ery that goes up from the outraged and
‘We need the full doctrine as unfolded in
plundered citizens of New York, but like
the sacred word. We need a divine Saviour
them, its hot cry for justice’ is tempered by
to make an atonement for §in, upon whose
the desire for nothing beyond justice.
merits we can rest with confidence.
So
Albeit Tweed and Connolly and Hall and
we need for an example one truly
do
also
Sweeney and the rest have taken the bread
our brother man, adapted fully to our cirfrom hungry mouths to build themselves
up to heaven. Such
mansions and buy themselves diamonds cumstances to draw us
.a days-man or Mediator has in all ages met
with the proceeds, still the demand is,—
the soul; the doctrine of
“Give us only justice, simple and pure, the demands of
has dlways been, embraced
Mediator
a
such
and we will be content.”
But, could the

i

A union

soul, like that of Damon ahd Pyihias, knits
them together.
:
4. These two schools are, in offoct, one.

“ters and churches around us, there has

body is the particulars of which are given in anoth-

not a man ; if Christ had no more of humanity than a human body, he was not a man.

was God-man.” All theories

schools.

:
|

tinct, they are in spirit the. same. school.
present. . The defrauded English bond hold- froth, perhaps hé thinks it isn't bust to Practically, the old has been merged in the
ers have united with those similarly situat- ‘change the hats from their present wooden new, making of them twain one new man,
ed in this country, and declare that the heads, At any vate, there are the hats, and This was aimed at by those who entered infight must now be waged until one side or there is the multitude, who would like te to the agreement now in force. This result
the other is.exhausted., Fisk & Co, are wea them, and there its the Pope serenely was expected and wanted.
The theologiin consultation, evidently anxious about the taking snuff, as though there were no bare cul school of Bates Collage,at great expense
result but determinedto employ the old tac- heads about him.
to the College, stands before‘the whole Free’
ties of defiance and corruption. The issue
Baptist church, as an accepted substitute

strictions which hold “and hinder common sheriff. The public has here another proof
men. He was to come back to himself lit- that, the Government is in cprnest in this
tle by little. Who shall say that God can matter of ferreting out, the crimes of Mornot put himself into finite
conditions? mondom.
The opinion has been lately
Though as a free spirit God can not grow, growing stronger and stronger that the
yet as fettered in the flesh. he may.” p. 50. saints were following “ways that are. dark”
The same thought is presented in various and tricks that would be vain but for their
parts of the book,
We quote once mere: serious character, and the clamor for their
4‘Hjs hands wereto bear more largely than investigation has been ever growing louder
before the power of God.
Since the de- and louder. The events of the last)
few
-sgent upon ‘him of the spirit on the banks of months are but the proper results of nor.

real humanity of Christ.

*

on for our church,

pegs in Rome, instead of placing them on
the heads of netdy dppointed "Cardinals,

——THE WAR AGAINST ERIE.

spread over his face ; the Mayor was dumb.
But there was a sudden rally; the great
goggles flashed forth indignation; the pen
| Was seized; the new Board was declared
enemy’s hands or, which is the same thing,
1 legally organized.
running away like cowards from the opThis scene has certainly marked another
posing foe!
eventful day in the history of the great reIt is just this fact of so many (failures,
form. The proper tribunal may fail ‘to sus- |
that often works needless mischief.There tain the resolution of impeachment; the
are multitudes of dissatisfied people who City may be forced to bear still longer that
would really prefer to do better this coming official incubus that has for so long a time
year. They hold jn their hands only the been pushing it still deeper into the slums
ashes of the year that is just gone, and they of corruption; he himself may escape the
would like to hold something better at the fate that seems now inevitable; but the
close of the one that.is just coming.
But fact that a resolution of impeachment is folded back, as it were, his ineffable powers,” is gross and absurd. The Bible teachthey remember the same disgust and the passed, by the men and under the circumes nothingof the kind, intimates nothing of
same desires of previous years. They have, stances that it was,—this is like a spring in
the kind.
The divine nature is infinite, im“meantto do better, oh, how often.
They the desert, or a light in the night, or a frost
mutable
;
human
nature is finite, mutable.
have planted their feet, and
clenched
when a pestilence is raging, or any other
The
infinite
could
no more become “finite
their
hands, and
braced their courage,
proper cause of thanksgiving and gratis than could the finite become infinite. "The
and said to the conling year, * Come tude.
Scriptures clearly recognize in Christ the
on, with ail your temptations and your
And this joy does n’t spring from any «inunion of two naturés—human and divine.
lures!
I have shown myself a coward in the past, but this year I will: stand
by myself and fight it out.” But they have
"hesitated the first month, faltered the second, yielded completely the third, and been
led a half-willing captive the remaining
nine. Remembering these failures, it is no
easy thing to mally the forces for a fresh encounter.
”
Now, it is never a wise thing to be 3
terred or hindered by the fact of past fail-

a

(they doubtless meant to cleanse and repair them) of their rivals. Here was a

to them cheering words, reminding them of

good generals harangue their sqldiers, pre-

{

robes

immediately

after they have

1

official

chance

to be valiant and true, and promising them
the reward of continued and peaceful joy

“

It is like one of those changing scenes in a

the

has any particular design in keeping

twenty-four

urrent Topics.

panorama, which continually presents new
attractions and fdds volume +o volume of
applause. Ever since last summer. the situation there has been one of absorbing interest.
The, first thing looked for in the’
papers h. been thé latest miove of the refostpers. And they have been constantly the Jordan, the hidden powers of his naieving\new triumphs, so that the inter- ture were springing into” dctivity.
Only
,
their efforts has been constant] re- when he was prepared to lay aside the clog
ceiving a new stimulus. If the whole af- of an earthly body could he bé clothed again
fair had been’ in’ the
control of a limited with all that glory which’ he had with the
number of journalists, apd they had wished Father before the world was,” p. 120.
to parcel it out as the event of each succeegWe could not deny that thistheory of the
ing day, to increase the s#ff& of their papers, person of Christ is more easily comprehend:
it could hardly have been
managed better, ed and explained than the orthodox view
This time the new feature is\p bill of im- /of the subject ; but we should not accept it
peachment against Mayor Hall
merely on. this account:
The Scriptures
adds to its significanice is the [fact that j teach that the doctrine of the person of
Christ, God manifest in the flesh, is a great
mystery. Hence, it is not to be rejected qn
was this: When the new or re
that ground. If we have an explanation
presented themselves as the suc
which removed the mystery, we might for
the old, the latter refused them admission this very reason distrust it,
to the hall. But the new Board soon orMr. Beecher's theory is opposed to the

moral nature should have its days of mustering and reviewing its forges, delivering

fierce battles just before them, urging them

=

The grand spectacle in New York is taking on new grandeur almost every week.

ganized, and claimed

~—A Rusk oF THE Pork. It may be a to’complete the unfinished edifice abandoned +
mistake to suppose that the Holy ‘Father to its care, It voluntarily accepts all the

But these are vebellious times in the
Church, and
rhaps good Nono thinks he
tions of the Erie R. R. ring have only been | can more
‘efsily ‘manage the expectant
not a single passage of the New Testament equaled by those of Tammany itself. Ts” throng while keeping them on their good
is such an idea even suggested,” So much victims, both'in this country: and in Europe, behavior for a hat, than he could after they
have" often moved for rédress, ‘but never had received that emblem of authority,
for the influende of. favorite theory.
- The evident purpose of this new doctrine with such “apparent determination as at And, with the company that he must pick

a pitying thought to their operatives, and
the whole of life glows with the ardor that

TRS
7

Justice takes a step nearer

STAR i. JAN UARY. 10, AT 2.

in things pertaining to God, to make reconciliation for the sins of the people. = For in
that he himsgelf hath suffered being tempted,’
he is able to suceor them that are tempted.”
Yet with these passages before him, as well
as those which speak of Christ being ‘made
flesh,” and “**‘God manifest in the. flesh,”
Mr. Beecher says: “There is no hint here
of joining a human soul to' the: divine, In

can not but give new: joy and significance
to life. The Chunch feels their influence,

pe

JANUARY

MORNING

contract by which the Education Society
bound, the school at Bates College pro do

of rum-drinking. There is not to my
knowledge an intemperate man in “the
place. At present the Faculty is all ‘that
can be desired, the-school being thoroughly
and successfully managed by a competent

board of teachers.

:

*

I say this, in behalf of a school and com-

munity which I believe will give to all that
patronize the school, satisfactory returns
jitommodations and instruction.
A.

D. FAIRBANKS.

po
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Revivals,

A] SEE,

Mick,

dc.

The

i
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Baptist

1rd it Alagansee, Mich., has enjoyed a
on § revival season during the last four

Th interest first commenced un- .

the abot of Bro. A. B. Taylor, i
bntinued by the writer, Seven mon

&

MORNING STAR, JANUARY

10, 1872.
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We request the pray-

and eight baptized.

Meigs Q. M~Held

An Appeal from Nebraska.

the church

past,

Christians in the

pathy

CT. DAVIS.

:

Li

for us.

abroad, pray

Brethren

"W. Concorp, N. Y." ‘Some mercy drops
have recently fallen in this place. “~The
writer held a series of meetings ; the church

has been greatly revived, a number of wan-

dering souls reclaimed,
of our God seems still
May it continue until a
God's power shall come

and sisters, who haye

confidence to our brethren

of

FARMINGTON Q. M. We learn
vate letter, that a series of revival
were commenced in the West
church a fortnight since, by Rev.

evening, Dec. 24, eleven

Sabbath

bell, and

emphatigall y few, Only one Iminister of nd

|

pel is giving himself whollyto the work, ane

came forward for prayers. The same letter
informs us that a good revival is in prog- ress in the East Dixfield church, Bro. G.
W. Gould, Pastor.
i

Gr. FaLLs, N. H: Three persons were
baptized and added to the F.’B. church at
Gt. Falls,'by its pastor, Rev. J} F.* Smith,
on the first Sabbath in December.
JonnsoN, Iowa. The last session
of the
Wapsipinicon Q. M.” was held with the

time ,~or rather suspend in a measure his labors
as an evangelist and teach the present winter:

paste

0 engthy for

Chicago church.
'

Salem, Richardson Co., in May, ‘69, and m Aug.

N. W. Plum-

mer has beén laboring in this vicinity since
May, and a good work has been done. A
revival has resulted from his labors in Mi-

not, and about thirty are hopefully converted.

A series of special meetings was

late-

ly begun at this place, and backsliders
sinners are

already

coming

and

home.

the good work go on.,

May

Com.

®

Was,

In. the Register for this year the name

of Rev.

J. C. Dyer is omitted.
He is a regular ordained
minister of Leraine Q. M., Ohio, and member of
the Rochester church, of which he is pastor.
Donations.
ev. N. W. Plummer and wife express thanks
for donations from friends in Hebron, Turner and
Minot, Me., valued at $110.00. .

Rev.

Rev. E. Tuttle and wife, of N.ILebanon,

write

that

parsonage
left goods

a host

Me.,

of friends visited them at the

on New Year's day and evening, and
to the amount of $47.66 and cash

amountingto $58.00."
Rev.

W. T. Twort

and wife express their

sin-

cere thanks for a donation and other presents
amounting to about $70.00

from

friends in

Ly-

wife

gratefully

ac-

man, Me.
Rev.

L. P. Bickford

and

knowledge the receipt in presents, from their
friends in Northwood, since the19th of June lust,
the amount of $90.00.

have a church extension committee, which

its own borders—in aiding missions, furnishing
chapels, distributing Sunday school papers, etc.
—about $7,000.

cir-

.

The Melbourne Argus

‘Much difficulty is often realized in this new coun-

important one, and the breth-

ren take hold of the matter as though they meant

to make it succeed.

Their present pastor, Rev.

J. Boyd,is also holding other meetings in that
vicinity, and good results are attending them.
HILLSDALE, MicH.
Owing to a detained letter we have just received the information that
the steeple was blown from our church in this
place in a late gale, falling, with the bell, about a
hundred feetto the ground.
Strange to say, the

bell was uninjured, although falling upon frozen

ground.—Rev. Mr. Reynolds, who received serious injuries the evening following the close of
Gen. Con.,is almost entirely recovered, to the

great- yoy of a wide circle of acquaintances.—The
letter adds that the College is prospering finely,
and that its future never seemed

brighter,

‘We learned a few days since from a brother
residing

in

Farmington,

Me.,

that

Bro.

8. P.

Morrill had been detained in Canada with a sick

“86m since General Conference, , The son had so

Church of England

We are

sure that Bro. Morrill and his amily will have

the. sympathy of his brethren and that fervent
_ priyer will be offered in their behalf.

church buildings to be used for other than Church
of England purposes.
This is supposed to have

favorable

opening,

several

to the

church until

are able to build a place of worship.

F.

ing ministers.
There

[It isto

Reformed

Baptist

The house of worship of our church in this place

siderable time. It has been raised up and a good
vestry put underneath. The audience room has
bind new pews of excellent workmanship, semicircular in form, cushioned, and the floor carpeted, and, besides an orchestra, a gallery at one
end. There pre instructive emblems, Scripture
mottoes, and as a whole the place is convenient

Magoun,

The pastor, Rev. L. L. Harmon,
be-

sides his other labors, has done a good work in

planning and helping forward the improvements,

and he has

found

many'to work with

him.

Probably some two thousand dollars have been
laid out and no debts of consequence are unpaid.

The re-dedication took place on the evening of
Dec. 20. The house was filled and some were
obliged to stand. “Reading the .Scriptures and

prayer, by Rev, J, Fullonton; Sermon, on The

Elements of the Power of the Gospel, by Rev. A.

H. Heath, of Providence, R. I.; Prayer of ¢onse-

cration, by Rev. J. Malverr, of Biddeford,
Me.

the

clerical party

who

got up an

, Rochester

ductive

German

chureh,
Clerk.

A

Next session with the chureh in Salem, comPer Order.

the

churches

one

from

-|

in Feb.
.R. BRIDGMAN,

some of

7

:

!

‘

had

paying

rent

and

heavily

in

Morgan—O

lady 109

years

&f age

recently

She

arose

W Plérce -A

than

the

following

to be raised the ensuing year:

voted

Tracy

late

J L

has declared

WAUPUN Q. M.—Haeld its last session gt Grand

And 8. Phillips, of Wrightstown, Wis.,

was licensed to preach the gospel
for one year.
gession
will
be held at Berlin City,
Friday, Saturday and Sunday in Feb.,

ofer Order.

himself an unbeliever

Roman Pontiff.

him,

did

nor

he believe it.

It was not taught to
In

G Plummer,

get apart to the work of the ministry by
ii

prayer

‘P. 8. DOULITTLE, Clerk.

HONEY CREEK, Wis:, Q. M.—Held its last session with the Honey Creek ch.,Dec, 1—3.The business octings were harmonious. A good interest

prevailed ;

throughout,

especially

eeting Saturday afternoon,

the

so-

By a rosolu-

“Physical effects of

the Curse;

R. L. How-{

ard, 2. Amusements; KE. M. Carey. 8, Pre
aration and delivery
of Sermons; O. D. Augir.
4, Revival
ud . Jewal; G. H. Hubbard.
Sermon

before

the Institute

Ty Row, OH. HObbaph

"Next

mencing

session with the

Feb, 9th,

(o;

rsday

JauTeday

Rochester

even

_ FOR THE LADIES.

gvaning,

mon Friday evening, by Rev. E. M. Caroy.
2,
G. H. HuBBAXD,” Clerk.

with

churghes were represented, and reported
ral steadfastness but ne special revivals,
Du
the conference the follow: i Frentble and resolutions were discussed and
adopted :—
hereas there is a lamentable disregard of
church obligation and ovder in our churches,

’

Vt.

n'Falls,

. JonnB White, N

a

.

CAUTION | — Druggists are sometimes careless, and
in purchasing their stock get hold of an imitation of
Dr. Sage’s Catarrh Remedy, or a counterfeit article,
and innocently sell it for genuine. Never bny &
package without seeing that the name printed upon
itis Dr. Sage’s Catarrh R MgpY and not Dr,
Cure, CaCatarrh
New
Sage’s Catarrh Cupe,
similar sounding
tarrh ‘Reliever, or some other
name, also that it has printed both upon the wrapper and also upon the U. 8. Government Stamp,
which is upon it, the words “R.V. Pierce, M. D.,
Buffalo.” In this way you will he sure to.-get the
GENUINE.
P¢
oe Ad
IE

Ser-

WAPSIPINICON Q. M,~Held its Dec,

ngton,

M

Mary V Moulton, E LH

YH

2.

That

:

the

increasing

missionary enterprise call:

ystemetic

efforts

a

amd, Bt

ibe

ey

Froedot

;

en

for raising and spproprising missionary: funds.
* The business of conference *was done with
harmony and dispatch,
Next session with the Hale church,to commence on Friday before the fisst Sabbath in Feb.

|R.R

1yeows
-

A

".'
5

i
0

\ per

equegtof t ai

Rev

y+

Mass, land sold

(in

inzupon. or addressing Rev. A. K. Moulton, 733
Woodland Avenue, a8 above.
FART

|

rior quality, and its mechanical excellence is
equal to that of any other paper of its class.
All communications intended for publica-

of C., and

All orders and

PosTAGE.—The postage on a single copy
of the Myrtle, under the new law, is 24 cents
a year; and no more on 10 copies.or any

.

number between one and
+| one address, than on a

subscription
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Prices of Freewill Baptist Books.
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:
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within the last two years.
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Conf, *

do

Ful of

GALOPS, MARCHES, FOUR-HAND

.

Treatise,

=

2,00

All who wish to go to an ORGAN SCHOOL are
152,94 | advised to apply to that excellént teacher, Mr. GEO.
OURTIS, Treas. | F. ROOT whose brilliant reputation fire cannot burn,

\
.

Samuct Warren, Abbot,

ve,

best books that cpn be devised for

12,50

Treas.

[Foreign
Mission.
Mrs A G Brace, N Winflold, “NY
N
Children’s Wiss ~o:Unadilla Forks, N Y,far support
of
Dua in India per 1. A Penney,
:
*

;

Instruments. Alfbns sll known,
and has an extensive sale. Prices$ 00.
A Popular Piece!
Waltv.
no

;

Foster,

:

ROOT’'S SOHOOL for the CABINET ORGAN
2,50 | i8 one of the ve
10,00 ) | learners of

SILAS CURTIS,

Amember of Mt Plehsant ch, Wis,

whose

IF EVER I CEASE TO LOVE.
.
Knight. 30

The above books and pieces, mailed, post free, on
receipt of retail price. by
OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAN
H
DITSON & CO, New York.

5,00
|
12.008]

"67
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do
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dozen, 2.
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single,
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do ban

Butler’s Commentary,
Vol.1
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"dozen, 960

Ques. Book) single, 3
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woe
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Paper Cov. single,
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| Storydo ofJesus,(
PRIDE.
A Capital: Song 1 NELL THE VILLAGEMorris.
.40
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12.52

dozen, 1158
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Price, Boards, $2.50; Cloth, $3.00; Full Gilt, $4.00,
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to + do.”
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QUAD- | Church Member's Book, . single,

“PIECES, Az: 41] of Gig Doki quality.

Concord, N. H.

Ia Randolph, Vt, per OC

To

Christian B

Blue Karth Q M, Minn, pledged by 8 A Stow, at Gen "
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dozen,

History TaN
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SCHORTIS.
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3do .. Jme.
do

50 | Music fittedg for Piano-Forte
oF Reed
Organs.
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Freodmen's Mission.
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on the same

a

work, here and else | psaimody, 18mo.in Shey, single, 18000
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Single
and by the dozen ; alse Postage

This aftractive Collection, Just ibljshed, contains

| MU

10, when
i? hr
e
single one.

stage is payable at the office of delivery.
he volume begins with the first number in
April. Orders are solicited. . No percentage is allowed on money sent
us for the Myrile.
Sample copies will be sent free on appli-

2.
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L. R. BURLINGAME, Do-

TerMS.—Single copy,-30 ‘cents a year, !

Salina
3

will send, post

e

-

remittances for the paper

should be sent to
ver, N. H.

Laura M.

Miss

addressed to ‘“ THE MYRTLE,”

Ten copies or more sent to one address, 20
cents each,—payable in all cases in advance.

in advance, $7.50, we

A good assortment of -Freewill Baptist Books,

including Sunday §thool Books, can be obtained
at the offi e of publication,
at the same prices
from our Depository in Cleveland, Ohio, by cal-

Miss

MYRTLE.

and much improved about the first of April,
1869. It is printed on paper af a very supe-,

by Rev. H. N. Plumb,

J

|The Musical

ovRen.

THE

use of Sunday School scholars, was enlarged

subscribers, with a yeas

Ww Avery. of Haverhill, Wi

Samuel Warren. Abbott, Vie

~

This semi-monthly, published by the Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment, for the

.

wards, .

"

Dover, N. H.

Nason, Mr.

1,500 Copies sold in One Week!

Nathan Raekiey, Malden 1,= : i

r
7
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ular price of the

Moda

RR

Address,

L. R- BURLINGAME, »&
No. 39 Washington St.,

In Cambridge, Mass., Nov. 16, by Rev. S. E. Root,
Mr. John McClintock, 'of Natick, and Miss Sarah

10,00 |

NY.

BryOs B.C

que.

the countrys.

aE

and

|

14,

:

Orders are solicited from all parts of

where, is $2.50. |

Q MONX, per H Peck

8 Go

kverett

Nov

the

an be dope in good style at short notice

Testament,” a work of the highest
value to all careful students. The reg-

Mrs A G Brace, North Winfield, N Y,
,

J.

N.Y.

that all

and upon reasonable terms.

Wis., Nov.30, by Rev. G. H. Hub-

Andrew

therefore,

printing of cuts and printing in colors,

Oct. 15, Mr. Elisha ¥. Pi-

Mr. Jeremiah Richardson,
Titus, of Roten, N. Y.

r, Iowa.

:
/,
Concord, N. H.

{.

Mr.

In Concord,

Me.

Home Mission.

y

«

;of O. Jan. 1, AbnerA. Walling and Miss

Warmington, both of R.

Me.

dala

«lemands upgn

bard,

experi-

of Job-printing, including

J. Witham
both of Kast
Albert J. Estes and Miss

paid, the ¢ Critica
GLISH CONCORDANCE

Mest and Oldest Family Medicine. —SAN:
SILAS
FORN'S LIVER INVIGORATOR.—A purely Vegetable
.
Cathartic and 'Tonic—For Dyspepsia, Constipation,
Education Society.
Resolved, 1. That we as a conference recoms- |
mend the reading of the Church Covenant on Debility, Sick-headache, Bilions Attacks, and all } Woloot & Hardwlich ch, Vt, per J M Nelson,
communion occasions, and the observance of its derangements of Liver, stomach and Bowels, Ask
Silas Curtis, Concord, N H,
provisions,
Jb
4
:
your Druggist for it. BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.

therefore, .

i

ARETE See.

Hn

It “is believed,
kinds

¥

had an

of the country.

Orders

Rev. J.

has

ence of twelve years, and that-in some
of the best offices in the largest ‘cities

L.P. Bickford, yr

.

In Rochester,

ohn Heron; Rome Honey
6s. tows.
:

Abbie
30, Mr.
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type is .entirely new, and

type made

Phebe A. Richards, ali of O.
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This Press is the

has been selected with great care from

A Fine Premium.

Rev L B Potter, Lansing. Mich...

.

bur own

LR: BU

The Job

of Lawrence. Nov.1l, Mr. Ira Blanchard,of Eustis,
Me., and Mrs. 8. Jennie Stevens, of Lowell, Mass.
In Oneonta, N. Y., Dec. 27,by Rev. 0, T. Moulton,
Mr. E. C. Parmelee, of Fly Creek and Miss Anna E.

Joslah Horr,Cen Lovell, Me.

:

100

be fmm

William O. Taplin and Miss Almira W. Dow, both of
L. Oct. 16,
Mr. Sewell A. Blake and Miss Elfen F. tion should be
both of L: Oct. 18
Dover, N. H.

Uxbridge. Mass.

er,

by

MOOR, of Dixmont, Me.

CM Sewell, Hamilton, Ill.
Augustus Wentworth, Brownfleld, Me.

Mes. J. S. BINGLEY, Poughkeepsie,
N. Y., has
used her Wheeler & Wilson .aachine over 15 years;
brought up and educated her family by stitching
shirt-bosoms, the bindings on to leathern cap-fronts,
and making coats, vests, pantaldons, and doing all
kinds of family sewing; averagingsometimes $5 and
$6 per day.
i
5
A

church, com-

1872, at 2 o’clock, P. M.

N¥.

teeth that have been ruined by neglect. Shall this
thing go on in face of the great fact that SOZODONT
is a certain preservative of Dental degay ?
wo

90
B55
125
490
90

of doing, most excellent work

y

and laying on of hands, according to the usages
of the
ewill Baptist Denomination.

prayers, and
Bro. Crouse.

55

55

best in use, and is, of

per and Miss Edith Snow; both of Newburgh. Dec.
7, Mr. Oliver S. Atwell and Miss Octavia
V. Chace,
both of Dixmont. -Dec.22, Mr. Frederick D. Mills,
of Bangor, ana Miss Luetta Newcomb, of Newburgh.
Mass., Oct. 7, by Rev. J. E. Dame, Mr.

BY MAIL.

into the presence of his Creator.

125
100

Morwing Star Office.

In Hebron, Me., Sept. 25, by Rev. N. W. .Plnmmer,
Mr, T. L. Rogers, of Hebron, and Miss K. D. Read,
of Minot.
Oct, 10, by Ebenezer Allen, Rev. ALANSON ST.
CLAIR, of
itehall, Mich., and Mrs. LORANIA

cott, of

who died in 1860 held just one doctrine less than
the good Catholic of 1871 holds when he passes

150

has just been put into operation in the

and is ready

one hundred

paid

Whitney, of B.

1871 it is taught
Forwarded,

1

180°
10
.:
17

A new Steam Job Printing Press
9

Isaiah V. Toby, of Wells, and
Miss Lydia 8. Woodman, of South Berwick,
In Buxton, Me., May 25, by ‘Rev. I. M. Bedell, Mr.
Fred D. Scammon, of Gorham, and Miss Arzilla
H.

B

Pitman

Partridge—E

A

On the Sabbath Bro. 8. H. Crouse was publicl¥1"As big as the grand Pyramid might be built of the

unconverted young people arose for
the meetings
were protracted by

NH,

Woodbeck,

Books

:
5
a5 -

JOB-PRINTING OFFICE.

its appearance

In North Berwick,Me,Nov. 25, by

Witherhed---Lydia 8 Westcott---C M Wells

to him, and if he does not believe it,he can not
have Christian burial! Thus the good Catholic

“1.85

«

.

»

sarah A. Hall, both of North Berwick, Me. Jan. 1,
Mr. Horace G. Hart, of Great Falls, and Miss Hattie
F. Worster, of Berwick, Me.
:
‘In Holderness, Oct.1, by Rev. S. P. Fernald, Mr.
Charles F. Chamberlain and Miss Grace G. Coburn,
both of Ashland.
;

Spring-9 H Scott—V M Soule—S 8

Rev A Redlon, Dexter, Me,
+. 0D Moore, Richford,
NY.
* GH Hubbard, Honey Creek, Wis.
‘J Malvern, Biddeford, Me.
8
** EN Fernald, Auburn,
Me.
‘* N Jones. Canaan, N
H.
* 8 Bowden, W Waterville, Me.
‘J Stewart Cameron, N Y.
“ GP Ramsey, Poland,
NY.
J M Russell, Concord, Vt.

N Co. Q. M.—Held its last session with the
ona church, Dec. 1=8,\871. The meetings of
worship were spiritual and interesting. Several

cts; on

Hoyle and
Rochester.

ams -=A
mms
Wakeman---P M_Wight---A G Wilder---E Welch—W
H Yeoman—H F Wood—M R Wade—W White—Mrs G
Wakefield—N F Weymouth —Mrs 8 8 Webster—L_W ood
—W Winsor---G C
Waterman—J T Wooster—D Veasey
—dJ D.Van Doren—M 3S Voorhees —P Yeaton—S8 D York—
ME Young---B F Zell—W Dennet.,

Catholic of 1860 did not believe in the infallibil-

: 1%
25

puplications,or will be filled with the books of other
lishers, and will be furnished to.
n Libraries.
at whelesale
Sabbath school

*

Emma Tebbetts,of Berwick Me. Oct. 14, Mr. Benjamin

W

Prescott—E G Pape.C

AW Wortasto-ats
West
Will

{
>

THE ‘WoRNING oR

In Great Falls, N. H., Sept. 23, by Rev.J. F. Smith,
Mr. Charles H. Twombly, of Newington, and Miss

Trueworthy-=-M

Wey

trine of Papal infallibility. He sgys:—The Christian of the first century did not believe in the intallibility of the Bishop of Rome; the American

ity of the

Falls,

Tibbetts---A J Tho:

1S

in the doc-

.

children

Loudon, and Miss Annie M. Piper. of N.
Jan. 1, by Elder J. T. G, Colby, Mr. Walter L.
Butterfield and Mrs. M. Abby Keay, both of Great

D Turner—R H Tozer---D Tower---I Tucker---L F SorA Stow---Mrs E G Stillman--=8 H Small---Sarellg=-man---G C Sinclair---L Schuyler---J Stevens
--=J H Shepard
M Smith---Nancy

Chancellor Walworth of New York, who some
years ago became a Roman Catholic in order to

:

Daniel W. Gale, of Belmont, and Miss Susie B. Garland, of Strafford.
Dec. 31, Mr, John A.- Sargent, of

ens~ O F Slack—W Timms JJ 8 Towle—S
Teel—E Tuttle
~—J Tncker—W Tobey—E True—Mrs T-Truesdell—J W
Toothaker—M H Tarbox—J W
Turner—J F Tufts—E
Thompson—dJ 8 Trickey—W J Twort—Mrs E D Tarbell—

amounts ought

Willie Maitland,

orders which will

never wear

* MARRIED.

mall—A M Stanley—
er—W 8 Stoskbriagerit F Smith-J T Smith ~A A Stetgon— H Simmons—H N Simmons—J B Si

For church build-

~

Child Life,

.
¢

PHYSICIAN,”

In Northwood, Oct’ 1, by Rev,

O-D Patch—S Palmer—R Boboertson—F Reed-L J Rideout—M A Randall -N
Rackley—J 8 Roberts—M:
E
Russell-8 Rolling—Mrs L Rice—S
les—Mrs
J
Robinson—H M

nt—W Steere—A

Strawberry Hill,

Dover, N. H.

ham—R Place—C Puinam—Mary V Parker—L Parker—

a

that

Walworth, a son of the

H

Series.

Any of which will be sent by mail, free
on receéipt of.the price.
y
:
of poeiage
Pagties designy ngto get mew Sabbath School Libraries, or to replenish old ones, can ‘send us their

are solicited, and will be promptly filled.
Address
. L. R. BURLINGAME,

H Prescott—G H Pinkham—S C Page—A Parsons—P 8
B Philbrook—J A Phelps—6& 8 Peck—S B Philbrick—
J Parker - C F Penney (2) -J Pease—J Parsons—dJ 8 Per-

ing, $100,000; for work among the Freedmen,
$400,000; for Home Missions, $500,000,

Mansfield

Phillips—E

—C 8 Perkins—C Putnam—E Perkins—T C

“
= °©

Shoes for

TIPP

of the Star makes

which is to be

T Hill

D Moore—D

RB. R,

Ty

Hurlin—J

Peckham—T E Palmer—S 8 Priest—W Phelps—J

and said:

Council

copies, 12

P Lamprey—WH

Murphy—O

40,00

to be supplied to any who may want it at the
following rates, viz:
Single copy 10 cts; one dozen copies,
96 cts;
one hundred copies, $7,00. Postage on a single
copy; 2 cts; the same on two copies; on a dozen

Moulton— Vrs M Moulton—D M Meserve—H McAllister
—Mrs C L Mason—D McNeal—P N Veader—S McGooden
—FE Mathews—B K Moody—H Mowry—D McDonald—N
Miner—N K Moxley—R
Norton—W
Nutting—S 8 Nickerson—A C Newman—J M_Norris—J Nason—A Nichols
.—M W Newcomb—W L Noyes—J Newhall—8 Newcomb
—J C Osgood—0 W Oreutt—L
Oak—J L Odell—J C Osborn—John Peck—W Parker—F A Palmer—E W Page—

Now

attended

T Moulton—J

mm

5

Triumph over
Midish,
When we were Young, °
Sybil’s Way,
Rescued from Egypt,
Claudia.

& Center Harbor,

promptly upon the first of October,

Littlefield—~Mrs H Leach—W
amb—C
Livingston—K
Mitchell—H F Morton—Mary Mowrey—D T
Mason—E J

nei-

debt.

every reader

W Knowlton—G W

Fey—11

vito

Miscellaneous;

Who is-my Neighbor?

P.M,

* The Regisger for 1872.

Knapp—Mrs BJepson—O Johnson—W H_Littlefield—D
Leavitt—A J Lawton—E H Layton—L A Lucy—D Libby

United States

since,

R Kinney—G

—MrsJ M Little—AH Lam

get into the one infallible and’ immutable Church,

Clerk.

Prairie,
Nov.
6.
We had an excellent
meeting, and
the cause of God was revived.
Revs. Brown,
Wright, Moulton and Vanduzee,
of Wis., and’True, of R. I., were present. Bro.
M. Phillip
of Westfield, who 18 a brother of

Revs. M.

the

Education, a few years

nothing less

discouraging, ye

all were hopeful of fu
rosperity.
t
Next session with Monticello church,commenc.

ing on the fitst Friday

Ministers in

The- late Congregational

of

present.se

The reports

—~A W'Knowlton—J

“1 am glad to be with you; I am over 109 years
old. Ilove the Saviour, and have now enjoyed
religion 100 years.
'

its Dec, term ‘with

were somewhat

a pro-

mi

Avi
ay]

ITO

»

Overcoming,
Perfect Man,

This dnnual which has become so essential to

—P Hill-6G E Hopkins—E ( Herson—H, Henderson—W
C Houghtaling—L Harvey—G W Haskell—S M Haggett—
8 Hodgdon—A Hobson—L
P Hodgman—Miss CJ Hunt—
Mrs A Hilton—N Joy—D Jackson—L G Jordan—C Jostyn—J F Joy—G Jewett—S F Joy —S N Judkins—W Jenkins—B Johnson—Mrs E Jenne—S Kimball-I N Kitchen

Two-thirds of all the

love-feast in Niles, Mich.

much to the interest of the meeting.

zealous in the work,

has

|.

P.M.

wy mr—

F Ford—J H

Howell—C

Cra
Tha

7

Bradford—

P Hill—I Hyatt—H N Hovey, Jr—Mrs JM Hoyt—J

they have a president’s house, dormitory building, and the endowment mentioned above, The
receipts and expenditures for the year are $41,
503.20. Between two and three hundred valuable volumes have been added to the Library.

CRAWFORD Q. M.—Held its last session with
the church in Greeriwood, Nov. 17—19. A profitable session was enjoyed. Rev.:W. Parker
was with as from Washington Q. M! and added

unusual interest, and brethren

Seminary

-B

Day

Bloomfield,
Gléntoe- Parsonage.
Early Choice;
y

To have a Good Shoe made upon the right
principle,buy those made with the PATENT CABLE
SCREW WIRE. The only reliable covering for the
foot yet found. Try them.
.
All have the Patent Stamp. ,
3m2

0 Fitech—C Farnsworth—
R Giles—BS Gerry—DolGrout—H W Gove—Lyd-'J Garfield—H Greén—R
ya
Hayden-G R

Ham

»

se 42400 PeMesiv sia 43 5.45 P.M.

“FAMELY

Humphrey—E Harding =L Hatch—S8 G Hoit—B F Hol—
brook—H W Hilton—Mrs C G Hedges—E 8 Hine—C
Heard—W T Hanaford—L
Hildreth—J Hutchinson—E
Hobbs—A L Hanson—A L Hobson—Mrs LD Haycock—

ther land nor building, with but very little endowment,

session with 4th Ossipee church.
State of relig4) Su low.
Collection for Foreign Missions,

was

Theological

Baptist

isteriai

WOLFBOROUGH, N. H., Q. M.—Held its Nov.

session

Holt—L' L Harmon—C

received their instruction in theology at this
school. The New York Baptist Union for Min-

3

The

in the districts of

éndowment of $110,729.43; in all about

colleges and universities.

Next session with the Tuscarora church.
:
:
C. J. STUART, Clerk.

church.

insurrection

$200,000.
It is now in pressing need of $100,000
more. - It has seventy students from twenty-one

/

TUSCARORA Q. M.—Held it Dec. term with the
Adrian church.
Unign prevailed, and a comDriahle and it is hoped a profitable season whs

Q. M.—Held

has armed some Indian bands,

%
GTA

Starlight Stories,
.
Brother and Sister,

pages, free by mail, to any one. This book is to
make any one their own doctor. Remedies are given
.| for Thirty Diseases, which each perso] Can PRN.
SON,
Send your direction to Dr. 8. 8. FITCH &
1y18
714 Broadway, New xo1k.

Cassells—W G Carl

D Ferris—E W Fox—B

Fenner—J Fogg—Rachel Fisk Harriet G
D Gordon--L
1y Grad
Glidden—MrsR P
{a Grant G W Gould—J Grout
Holbrook—N_ Hovey, Jr—G W

Chiquemales
and Santa Rosas; but they have
been defeated with great loss by the troops under General Borrios, leaving several hundreds
of them dead upon the field.

Salem, Neb., Dec. 15; 1871.

J. CHICK,

lonton—J Foss—J

In retaliation,

P.M.

P.M, PM.

DR. 8. 8. FITCH,

—E R Clarke—J M Crandall—G
Curtis ~Laure Cunningham--Mrs Ad Davis—TLDolloff-LBDona—W
Delano—
Danlel-Mfs
CM Dorr—A D Dudley—d C Dyer—G H
Danforth—I Davis—D Damon—P S Doolittle—A M Dusten—A J Eastman—Mrs R E Eaton—J G Eaton-L A
Edgerly—A W Ensign—1
Emery—Mrs L Edgett—B F
Ford—B Farnham—8
Foe—J Ferrow—N H Farr—J Ful-

struggle of several months,

P.M.

P.M.

for Wolfboro’

economical

C Bean—R Bennett —Anna Burgess-J Batchelder--8 C
Bean—R M Blaisdell—A G Brann-C Briggs—C_R Blackall—P 8 Brown—H Belden— Mrs P Chambers—J M Crandall—J Chaffee—Miss O 8 Crary- J Covil-VR Cow
Clark—A Orocker—S Cartis -K C—N V Clongh—J
ick
—T Chick—H K Cram -E C Coffin—J Chase—W Clavenger—8 W Curtis—B J Cole -D Cheney—J D Cross—W
Connell, Jr,~D'W Clark—U Chase—MaryS§ Caret—Mrs

A A Coburn—J W Carr2—J Copp—M

PM.

SILVER

\ong—B Boughton—J Brockway (2)—E C Brown—J M
Bowerman—R
PBascom—M H Babcock—J Bickford—J

we judge,of

’

iv Starlight Series.

out at fhe toe, and are worth two pairs without tips.
Aw
3

Addresses.

Batchelder -8 Boothby—O

PM.

are the celebrated

urnham—J Bryant -T D Basséti—S P Baxter—J A BudH

PM.

found that the only

his

(
5

‘

Sunny Skivs,
Pompeii and Herculaneum,

Columbus. discovered America,
but it has been

E.W. Baxter, Sycamore, Ili.
E.C. Cook, Steep Falls, Me.

M Ballou—J

P.M,

& WINNIPISSEOGEE.

10.J0ADM on

sends

uw

Archibald Hamilten,

Portland,

* Or on their arrival from the East. 3
t On Tuesddy, Thursday and Saturday.”

Clerk.

0d oe d bulJ5

Mrs. Child's Sovips.

;
Bright
Bright Days,

1

ARRANGEMENT June 5, 1871.
Wn —
Trains leave Doverfor Alton Bay,
10.10 A M.ciunine SAO PMecvniens 5.45 P.M.

son—81 Adams—Mrs L P Abbey —G J Abbott—E Allen—
O Butler—D Brown—S8 W Brown—G_H Belcher—R ‘Bogie—M C Barnes—P
S Bugbee—M P Baldwin—P Burgess
—L Blaudin—8
—8 Beecham—A
¥ Boynto!
H

of Grinnell College,

in the country will receive them.

Union.

Next session with First Wolfborough

Office

PM.

AM.

Trains leave Dover

T. D. (lements, Richmond Corner, Mé,

**
*

the

the Jesuits have been expelled from Gautemala.
The exiled Fathers, eighty in number, will probbly go to Ecuador, as mone of the other States

P. HALL,

LAFAYETTE

D., President

the course.
After a protracted

7Three of the ministers of Portsmouth assisted in
* the opening and closing services,.~The flock in this
next, at 2 o'clock,
P. M.
The question will’ come
place will have the prayers of many for its pros- up
of dividing the Q. M. on the line of the N. W,
= perity and success,
R.
:
" R, S. BLACKMAN, Clerk.
hy

F.

D.

turers for this winter, to the profit,

Cor. Sec. Neb. H. Jl. Soc.

Feb. 2—4, 1872.

JPost

Rey.

Rev. W. E. Merriman; Rev. T. M. Post, D. D.
Boston draws largely on tHe West, for its lec-

sure that a proper use will be made of them.

enjoyed.

Assembly,

Ketchell, D. D.; Rev. Kinsley Twining; Rev.
A. P. Peabody, D. D.; Rev. Timothy Dwight;

in

Meetings.

4

AM,

DOVER

the next session, Please

Gen-

side),

8. E. Root,

AM.

for

2

"

+ "necdotes of Animals,

AM.

AM.

Th

ie ve 1 50.

tn

04 sonal bog
oh
ds N

Jawie and Jéannie,

. SUMMER

18’ CONE. If any church

Iowa; Rev. W. F. Warren, D. D.; Rev. H. D.

Second hand S.S. Books could’ also be made
very useful here. Schools having such to spare,
if they will forward them to Bro. Chase, may be

Quarterly

Presbyterian

old

with the

I’raivie church, commenc-

M.

NONLIN

-

.1580

.

ue

Bol
slain

ISIE ct

Boy’s Heaven,

eM

eis 10.10°1035 0s 240, ... BS ee

R.I.& MAsS. Y,M.MiN18T

General Assembly, the

(Covenanters,

AM.

-

Good Little Mitty,
Making Something,

Trains leave Dover for Great Falls,

in the Boston Q. M. desires

The Boston lecturers on Christianity and Skepticism for this winter will be Rev: George T.

the Clay éhurch on the 1st—3d inst. RT A.
and very beautiful, + Four hundred persons can Maxon was chosen Moderator. Most ef the

be seated.

Synod

AM.

sik

. The Christ-Child,

eave: JOIO TOBE sane SAO «zee S48. segs 740 2uns. -

inform the chairman at once,as it is desired to fix the
matter at the Jan. (13) session of the Boston 3 M.
8. E. Root,
CWm.

:

of the

AM,

BOSTON Q. M. MINISTERS’ CONFERENCE will hold.
its next session at Lynn, at 11, A. M., Jan. 13, in con.

nod of the North, and the Associate Synod.

at least comparatively so, in many of our eastern
churchef, who might be efficient laborers in this
new fiéltl,hear their Master say, “Go work to-day
in my vineyard.” Any contribution forwarded
to Rev. L. C. Chase, Bennet, Lancaster Co., will

and

branches

:

C.D. BUrelx, Clerk.

nection with the Q.

v

1,00

8,00

=

d

1% Sait gil

Fireside Angelyiradl
Rainy Day at Home,

7.00
Treas,

¢

Ey

Trains leave Dover

Reformed Synod (Covenantors, new side), the Et ————
Reformed Synod (Dutch), the Reformed GenerLesters Received.
al Synod (German), the Associate Reformed Sy- |‘ J D Ashbaugh—W Abbott—Allen & Long -L'G Adkin-

time of trouble.” Promises are abundant and
unfailing to. those who -will labor for God and
bumanity. May the sacres of idle Christians, or

Star

ten

the United Presbyterian

“Blessed is he that con-

\ be duly credited in

are

F

eral Assembly, the Southern General

they

deliver him

alter-

Church-in the United States—the Reunited

little, now, may be like the “leaven that leavenwill

before distinguished him-

po

BRT
RAL
New Year,

‘

0

4

Yon

a

Rainy Day Series.
at Sehioof, + UCU

A Rainy Day

AM. A.
6.50% 8.007;

mg at 2 o’clock, P. M., Friday, Feb. 16. A
general invitation is extended to ministers of other J. M’s.
AW.
Exsifiy
Clerk.
.
-

reference to an exchange of pulpits with Dissent-

be thankfully received and judiciously applied.
And now, brethren and sisters, can you render
any assistance to this Home Mission work, either
by your own labor, or by asfisting those who do
labor, or can, if the means are provided? A

the Lord

has

a

1,00

C0

My

Boe

Contradictions ; or, H gh Life in Edgerton, ‘ { ®

|

“ IPrainsleave Dover for Lawrence and Boston,

CALHOUN & NORTH BRANCH Q. M. will hold its |

ation of the laws of the Church so as to allow

raise means for this purpose that Bro. Chase is
teaching this winter.
A little help now in finishing and furnishing their little sanctuary would

1.

bus been undergoing a re-modeling for a con-

that at a recent
held in that city,

self for liberal leanings, recommended the

tion of conference a
Ministers’ Ivstitute was organized and the following are the assignments:

Dedicationin Portsmouth, N. HI.

says

Assembly,

Mas, ©

aki fate

Satine Racket; |

BOSTON AND MAINE RATE ROAD.
"WINTER ARRANGEMENT. June5, 1871. .

Clerk.

CORINTH Q. M. will hold its nexf, session

next term with the Cook’s

0%

Aunt Mattie,
’
Light from the Cross,

hs

Special Notices.

its next session at

E. D. MARSHALL,

‘

15.00

Church!

.

church at East Orange, Jan. 19-21. W
k a full
attendance. of delegates from other chifches, and
Cor. Mess, from other Q. M’s.
!

coming

net's Station, on the Union Pacific R. R , there

far recovered that they now are in Mass., and hope

“soon to reach their home in Farmington.

the

the bishop, who

the Warren

terest is quite an

for

try where houses are small and usually crowded
to their utmost capacity, to find a suitable place
for holding meetings. As for instance: At Ben-

purchase of Music Hsll,on Franklin St.,and began

in-

proposed

year greatly to enlarge the work, by building
chapels and helping feeble churches to pay their
debts.
:

faith and zealous in their Master's cause, often

mencing Feb. 16.

This

Jtis

Q. M. will hold

Tract.

Series,
“pwd

i Bo a]

A152

J

Prize

Haste jand Pupil,
;
el ,
.
iat

—

Treas.

‘1 i
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_

The Ministers’ Uonference will

‘West Paris, Feb. 7, 8.

ing the last year has raised add expended within

ter class, are strugglihg with poverty .or with
very limted means, but many of them are rich in

a very

OTISFIELD

dur-

i

» 0. 0.LIBBY,

il{

:

}

1st Madison, Me, per J W Carr, - |
y
Bi
VET
ETN 10 6.0) nin,

Clerk.

be held at the same place, commencing on Tuesday,
Jan. 80,at
2 o’clock. A full attendance is mort earnestly desired.
W. F: EATON, Clerk.

New York

§

Chicagd

a

116; Sunday-school teachers, 24,404;
The Baptist churches of Southern

a

.

nie
Lutigell

.- Andy

of

pan
RTH

.

4m

Wed

.

BM Smith, Sule;

2t2

“H. P. LAMPREY,

$5,644,674.

NH

SILAS CURTIS, Sec.

please remember assessments due? '

A.M.

1,00

fur support of a childin In-

po

ALR

M, will hold its next’ session with the

at 90’clock,

ver,

8b

Bible and

Canaan and
church, “at Factory village.
Conveyance from Kast Cannan depot will be furnished. Full attendance desired.
il the churches

scholars,

1.00

Mass,

Vt.

Mrs Julia M Jordan, Peterborough, N H,

riages, 9,698; burials, 16,791; candiaates for orders, 412; ordinations—deacons, 124; presbyters,
contributions,

v

ROCKINGHAM Q. M. will -hold its next session at
New
Market; Jan. 17, 18,
i
J. FULLONTON, Clerk.
k

WeARE Q.

wl

Was

:

wh Notices and Appointments,

Coyeord, N. H., Jan, 4, 1872.

t

Montpelier,
:

| } 1, Daver,N, H,

CUMBERLAND Q. M., will hold its next term with
the South Gorham
church, commencing Jan. 31

220,090;

means of support, are questions ever present in
contemplating this subject. The most favorable
openings are in towns and cities just starting,
‘and among the more recent-settlers on “Homestead lands,”
Most of these, especially the lat-

FALL RIVER, MASS.
We learn that the F.
Baptists in ‘Fall River have negotiated for the
worship there last Sabbath afternoon.

General. :

(0)

rend

,]

-

aay

,
Joburn,

Wi

Catalogue of New Sunday
Sehé Books) !
lished Ly the Freewill Bal 3
ting tal ni
ment. These Books are now reddy for sale and delivery.
:
Ru
SG
;
»

by]

To Per A W Ensen, | 248

Jenk id Boston Highly

J ¢ Garner, Elba, Pa.

Books, including . Sunday

ws va

a

o’clock, RM

Clerk.

with the statistics of the church for the past year;
has arrived. The summary is as-follows: bishs
ops, b4; clergy, 2,808; baptisms, 38,405; confirmations, 24,124; communicants, 224,905 ; mar-

they preach unless they ‘be sent,” and with some

Ira Emery and wife acknowledge the re-

ceipt of seventy-five dollars by donation from the
F. B. church and society in Deerfield, N. H.

BARRETT,

The “Protestant Episcopal Almanac” for 1872,

for no other denomination, to enter and build
up churches, all over the State. ‘‘But how shall
they. hear without a preacher,” and how shall

sidereth the poor;

Through mistake the name of RevaN. Woodworth was not forwarded with the
names of the
ministers of the La Fayette Q. M. for publication
in the Register. He is a minister in good and
regular standing in this Q. M. =
“Ci R. BRIDGMAN, Clerk:

:

i
MISCELLANY.

RELIGIOUS"

two, 70 miles-apart, were at once organized into
aQ.M. The Q M. in Aug. ‘90, organized a

eth the whole lump.”

Ministers and Churches. :

DSH.

27

following, anotherat Palmyra, Otoe Co. ®I'hese.

of which will be given

Rev.

publication.

Baptist

j To

re| © Bath,chon fin
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Bn,
Me, per A Cham & J Colern: WL onal
:

/Notice.
There ‘will bed& meetingof the Home
ssion
Board at the vestry of the Freewill Bhpuigt church
in
oll, ‘Mass.,” on, Wednesday,
Jan, 24; at 1

; 1 lr p one . nhundred, dollars
were paid and pledged or He benefit” of the

which we have any knowledge wigBrganizedat

seemed

fd”

8; which

re

No, 11, Wall Street, N. ¥

of Rev. L. 0. Preston, Hillsdale, Mich.

to

mencing March,

would run thus:—The first F. B, church of

ycumstances would think of doing.

Other
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history of. it
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Rey. T., H. Drake Cor.

Athens Q. M.'

“leave the Word of God and serve tables” for a

church in this place, and the meetings were Baptists being in that vicinity who desired a
protracted with good results. Twenty-six church organization. But there was no place to
expressed a desireto become Christians, a hold meetings. Bro. Chase feeling the imporpart of whom found acceptance with Christ. tance of commencing the work at once, is build.
ing a room, mostly at his own expense, the use
R. S.B.
East HEBRON,
ME.

HE

"“Appothted,

feels compelled by force of circurastances to

making sacrifices whieh. few in

,

i

Ereedom Q MN. per W it Po k,

ns.
and School Districts
at prices that | A
friend
0," Chesterville, armel
at the rate of ten to twelve per
Send for a descriptive
price list,
TM Dewey, Hanover,
N 0
taken in exchange at their highest

communicate with us.

iad a in ter, or, even as a member of

Th t anid Wo
to the noQ, :
Clerk

over the fleld.to see what was to be done. He
reports an “open door” for us, as there can be

by a primeetings
Freeman
C. Cathp-

Townships, Cities
|will yield interest
{-eentper annum.
‘Other securities
market values.
« Persons having

by the Salem Q. M. of Nebraska; therefore,
‘Resolved, 1. That we-feel it to be our painful
«duty to refuse,
under all’ circumstances, to recog-

and the good spirit State Home Mission Society. At its session. in
to Rover@ver us. | May last, Rey, L. C. Chase was employed as
general revival of Home Missionary, and ut great pecuniary sacridown on the place. fice has devoted himself to the work, looking
H. N. Prums,

INTEREST.—We offer for sale the Bonds of Counties,

a revi-

. Whereas we learn from incontrovertible evibeen proved guilty
H. F'. Wogan
dence,
of rosethatimmorality,
and hasunchristian conduct;
and has been censured, disowned, and-published

true Christian heart:
With this view of the subject we appeal with

will ask “Lord, what wilt thou hive me to dor ni
BrLmonT, N. H. God is now visiting the
A great fleld of labor is now gpen for us as a
church in Belmont with a revival of reli - ‘denomination in this State, but the laborers are. 2

couraging..

reported

by
and our own observations of the present time, val; thirty-one added to the church, mostly
Jollowing preamble
prove conclusively that feelings of charity, sym. 4 bantism, | Xoted, that theUnion
Morning/
t=
every | Star and in the Bap
and benevolence are

ers of God's people, that the work may still the abMity to help, briefly stating the opporfunity
E. O. DicKINSON. ‘| for doing a great work and hoping that ‘each one
£0 on.

ion. A few evenings since, ‘thirteen children and young persons. were forward for
The
prayers, and are now happy in God.
cts
prospe
the
and
d,
~church is mugh revive
for a general revival are somewhat en:

rt which

Mrs Jane Warren, |
Dayton, N Y, per D B
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«church numbered but eighteen, but since,
through the blessing of God , it has doubled,
and the intevest ig still increasing.” Twenty"three have been converted and reclaimed,

\
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Job Work ' ot ll kinds,
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TH TR Se

“You

re

good

:

she sought the fyjrest daisies,

“With her childish taste severe,
‘Over every perfect flower
Shouting Irer ecstatic praises

-

Patiing in her merry race,
. By the brookside in the meadow,
Now her daisy chain she weaves.
She has found the sunniest place—
Only grown folks love the shadow ;

‘What her next exploit shall be,
Ina meditation sweet,
‘With the bonnet thrown behind her,
And her brown hair falling free!

;

w

+ "Whispering over 6 enthrall her,
“Dropping sweet through silence deep,
. Could not bring 'more perfect rest—
Could not maké her peace profounder—

Happy peace, 'without a dream!

1]

. In her still, closed lids confessed,

In_the brown locks nestling round her,
Touched with summer’s stumbrous beam.

said the

“Perhaps I do,”
did not make it.”

From her childish joy erewhile;
id the flowers she gathered then,

her fingers,

Joyous sport or slumber fair,

-# Which the sweeter grace doth lend per,

' We know not; but ever make

Tn our happy hearts a prayer:
Heaven preserve her and defend her,
Fast asleep, or wide awake!

The colonel rose and gave Jasper his
band with great cordiality. ‘‘Pardon mie,”
said he, ‘are you Quakers?”

"The Little People.

which they could have easily made twenty
thousand dollars before twelve months were

A dreary place would be this earth,
there no little people in it;

The song of life would lose its mirth,
No little forms, like buds to grow,
And made the admiring heart surrender;
%
No little hands on breast and brow,
To keep the thrilling life-chords tender.

The Old Apple-Woman.
a

The sterner souls would grow more stern,
Unfeeling nature more inhuman,
And man to stoic coldness turn,
an would be less than woman.
An
io babies to begin it;

this world would be
little people in it.

@G. Whittier.

The Family Circle.
=

en

of

one, and yer father’s a gintleman, so no
wonder the little girl has leddy manners,
not a bit of it; for sometimes he steps up
here to buy apples, and he always has the

onthe

Col.

Gov-

ernment’s affair in regard to its contract for
army-wagons.
Jasper. bowed and said
have

published
~an adverexplaining what

we

want; and I have at the forts some wagons
which I could show you, with

good word for mie, same as yerself.

had

the modifica-

tions which Gen. Scott and Gen. Jessup
propose.”
Jasper howed again and said hothing.
“To be perfectly frank with you, we
have not had exactly the bids we liked in
to our advertisements. The order
answer

we have

though

work; and

ye mo good to tell ye where I and Tilly

given some large orders there, we shall not

carried into my

and wa

holt %o me, and to the hospital I had

clung a

seein’ she hadn't

So,

to,go along wid her.

why, ‘when the lameness in her

no friends,

back let her come, why, they just brought

her

to me,

and I've

kep’

her ever since,

be supplied. 1 happened to be in Detroit poor thing! But, then, it's ‘that good she
on business ; and I head “of your firm, and is, her keeping brings a, blessing, just mind
T thought I would come and see you. The that !
West has somé great advantages in the se- | . « Sometimes she pide, up, wonderfully,
and then it’s nice, handy little things she
lection of lumber for wagons.”
do to bring in the money, till she gets
can
sols
said
still
Jasper bowed again, Jy
back lame again, and then, poor darkin’,
ing.
“I think I can make you understand she has to- suffer alone when I’m tending
what we want,” said the colonel, a little my stand out here.
our time is short,and : « Haven't I no children of my own? No,
surprised: . *{Weknow
wo are disposed to be liberal. What we miss. I've had seven of em; fine, ourly-

should like wouldbe to engage the whole

service of some

men.

like .yourself,

whe

would be willing to make a large contract

Of course, they need not do the

with us.

work in their own shops—we want the first
of these wagons in fiveweeks from to-day—

service of
theand
could comm
uch
men
but's

all he small shops in.this partof the coun"The Government is very liberal about

“pw advances;

and “really, Mr. Rising, your

. own work Bere would be rather that of inEpogtion than of manufacture.

Gi them and pay promptly.”

was in this way that conscientious

unbeknowned

to the doctors, took 'em off.

I've. generally thought ‘twas living about
in damp places, for they had delikit consti-

stand what other chil-

tutions, and coul

ders does.
“pid I always
love ye! no, dear
green ould Ireland.
there along o’ my

live in Amerien Lord
child! My home’ was
- And we couldn't staydaddy's havin’ trouble

Them

agents

is terrible

creeters to poor people, so me father came
over here, with six souls of us.

offi-

dealt with conscientious workmen be-

: Tord oontRiats, also, were reduced to one of

the

your heart good to see; but some disease, -

So you sent wid the agent.

wagons we should pay well for

:

headed children they was, miss, as would do

meanr sciencesof soglal.life.,

time Jasper ‘hind to. speak.” “We

saw your advertisements,” he said, “and

“There

was the ould grandmother nigh

a

«and I can very well understand why you
It is all a demngogu. fog pretense, the whole theory of advertis‘bide, T told the quartermnster-general50 whenhe began. Now he has lost a
he knows it. , I should not
~~ month, /
bid. ‘It is’ we ‘who bid
would:
you
think
we must have the Wagons; "
short,
In
now.
ar
;
Junge bowed again.

do mot want to bid,

Dicky always reminded them of their moth-

Y
i

but they, too, thought that they .would not

Then Davie, the youngest boy, proposed
that they should do with Dicky as the men
had done with their dear mother when she

“ Me

two Crothers ot

West, and some

-way they kept havin’ bad fortin, till bimeby

es and rubbish of the house.

died, and that they should put itina “bury
hole.”
and got Jossy's little
|° So the boys went
cart and filled it with leaves, and put a tow-

el over them,and arched some green boughs
over it; and then they laid the dead bird on
towel, and they. walked in a little prothe
their
rest
God
;
-dead
May be they're beboth
cession to the corner of a pretty field that
souls.
far from thé house;
“I went, out to sarvice, and then I: mar was near a wood, not

1 Midn’t

hear

more,

no

and

its been

six

years and over since I gota line from either.

ried, and a good husband

delikit.

was Mike, but

Every bit o’ work he got, no

Er)

4

mat-

and one of the boys dug a tiny grave, like
that they had seen in the churchyard, and
[4

He

she

adoring

I do not

came from: I never

was

a stranger,

sir,

Danish West Indies; The Singer and the Songs.
A Visit to a Greénland Glacier; The Mysterious
Case of my Friend Browne; A Good Invest

ment; A Merry Christmas; A. Cup of Coffee;
The Snow-Bird; Is Alaska a Paying Investment? The Poetry of the Zodiac; The Rever

end Sampson’s Christmas Gift; ‘Quiet Life in
some

Little Cart.

saw

one as big as a mountain, like Uncle Petef’s,5

>

Danish

Towns;

Miserere;

The

Little

Saints; The Growth of our Theories of the
Weather; The Winter Wedding; Editor's Ensy
Chair; Editor's Literary Record; Editor's Sci-

——

a cart,and nobody ever gets me carts. 1 want

little schoolmatey

a Barnto Drury Lane; The

in the Pew; From

floor, and kicking his feet up in the air.
«1 don’t know what to do, gran‘ma, | I want

entific Regbrd ; Editor's Historical Record; Edi-

tor’s Draw er.

New York: Harper & Brothirs.

LIPPINCOTT’S

MAGAZINE.

1872.

January,

‘Contents: Scrambles among the Alps; Christmas Carol; Shadows of a Christmas, Fire; Our
New

Port

Storm. Signals;

Aytoun;

Types

of

to carry my marbles to market in.”
Castilian Vagrancy ; Brown's Christmas Bundle;
Grandma looked round from the jacket] A Dog of Flanders; The Hetald’s Ory; A Rus
she was cutting out, and saw the marbles. sian Family - Wolf-hynt; Jn Géod Time; The
Coming Wogan; Our,ont? Gossip. Litera
rolling all around on the doorstep.

and

will'step on them and fall down,
if we can't find a cart somew here.
this do, Charlie ?”

«There are the axletrees,”
* and now for, the wheels.”

not resting, only pausing; from her bright
glances to the tips of her tiny fingers she iis
wide awake.
“But now the merry play is over, and our
pet nestles yonder on the sofa-cushion, tired at last in earnest. Slowly the lids fall,
and the lingering smile dies. out: but the

Charlie couldn't think where the wheels
were coming from; but Grandma found
four empty spools in her work-basket, which
she slipped on the slender axletree ends,and
then drove a tack gently by each one so it

flush in cheek and lip remains, like the glow

04. B. Ln incott-& Co..

“Itis time they, were gatherpd in o
« Next fing| *
dbclare,” she said.

and thinking slyly of another spring.
Thrown back upon the velvet grass, she is

to have it stufféd and put under a glass the pictured face a real companion.
shade ; they knew nothing about this plan ; only in the parlor or the sitting -room would

a bin nice to begin wid, but it was all
stolen from the: ‘poor.man, and it seemed as

‘We'd a little money, too, that would

‘Because

the almost

tletoe; Holland and the Hollanders; A Stranger

she

872.

Con-

tents: The Orphan's Christmas Tree; The Won-

ders of the West; Song; A Christmas Carglg
Stephen Skarridge’s Christmas; A Christmas
Symphony; The Last Man of Mexican Camp;
The Two Mrs. Scudamores; Christ-Mas; Hunting Adventures in India; The Oak Tree's Ghrist-

said ;

would not come off.
«There, now it is a real little cart,” she

said; ‘go and gather your marbles for
after sunset. The gathered buttercups and market.”
daisies are loosely held by the fair little hand ;
“Oh, Gran’ma! you're the best gran’
no shadows, even of dream-land, disturb ma for little boys ever I saw!” exclaimed
e sweet brow's perfect peace. She is fast Charlie; and then he was a nice little
asleep.
~
horse trotting ®eft, and then he was a little
In
other
words,
two
chromos
hang
upon
quite
man by the door-step picking up marbles
on his back, at the bottom of his cage,
the wall, bewitching child-heads, in which
P
heart
broken
a
of
died
Dicky
Had
and loading his cart, and then he wasa
dead.
every mother sees something of her own
Who gan tell?
little horse again, drawing them steadily
dear énes, never grown old, and never lost
The children were all very sad when
to market under the arm-chair in thee corner.
to her, however time or_ death may have
they found that poor Dicky was dead. Lit
Now wasn’t she a real bright Grandma,
dealt with them.
tle Jessie cried bitterly, and even Archie,
to knew how to make such a nice little
Nothing pleases more at first sight or
the biggest boy, could hardly keep his tears
cart for Charlie P—8chool-Day Visitor.
gives
pleasure longer than poetical pietures
back, though his aunt had said to Jessy that
of children. ‘The little child” whom Jesus
it was foolish to ery abouta dead bird. The
Al Work and No Ply.
sets in the midst of every family is"a joy that
was
she
but
heart,
at
aunt was not unkind
————
grows not old and fades not.
a busting woman, with a great deal to do,
A man of my acquaintance has two sons:
The
and she did not understand the children’s
“ Age can not wither, custom can not stale
-| —bright, active, intelligent beys.
Tts infinite variety.”
sorrow, or their love for Dicky, and so she
family are not rich, and as soon as the boys
said to them, as they stood round the cage,
old enough they were get to work at
For this reason a happy picture of a child grew
“Now, children, off with you; and you'd
such tasks as sawing wood, carrying water,
| better take the dead bird away, and throw brings an enjoyment more lasting than any and weeding and hoeing in the garden.
other, .bacause it_is a subject of which no
‘it into the ash-place in the yard.”
The lads were quite willing to work a
Archie took up the poor dead Dicky and one ever tires.
of each Buy, but thought they ought
part
But these pictures, besides their constants
went out, and the other children followed
to have
a part for rest and recreation, an:
him ; but he could not bear to throw away charm for grown folks, are such as children again and again they went to their father
the little bird that his mother had been so can understand and love. Our litrle “Wide and asked him to set them a task—so many
fond of ; so he went to the garden and sat Awake” and ‘Fast Asleep” would give hours that they must work, or sodarge a
down on ‘a seat there,and the other children many a pleasant hour of companionable
job to get through—after which they might
gathered round him, and they all gazed amusement and intercourse to the little peowith tearful eyes at the little dead pet, and ple akin to them in age. The pictures that | P lay.
But he only answered them roughly,
stroked and smoothed its feathers.
children's eyes rest on as they are dropping + No, I won't. 1 have to work al! day, and
These children could not do as some of off to sleep, oras they awake in the morn- you must t00.”
our reallers have done with their canary ing, seem to them like living friends. All
What was the result? The boys were
‘when it has died,—send it to a bird-stuffey’s ‘sorts of childish dreams and fancies make of discouraged. - If they could never reach the
Not

like to throw the dead bird among the ash-

d
ine
if he gouldn’t git over it. From that, I'm
we determnot
to bid.”
~ 4Fknow you did not bid,” said the col- sorry to say, he took to drink and went
onal, a little dashed by Jasper’s reticency, wrong.

/

Then in a few days they had to leave their
own home, and go to live with’ an aunt, in
another part of the village.
They hdd not much to take with them,
but one thing they took much care of, and
that was the cage with Dicky in it; for

where ghe

bright-

wife and

And she took down from the corner cupseemed all alone, and needed somebodyde
board a low box without any ors. It was
be kind to her.”
fiv e inches
about eight inches long and
" “Ah!” said the missionary to himself,
Granddeep:
half
a
and
inch
an
and
“here is a text for me to preach from: ‘Be- wide,
ma had ‘used it to keep seeds in through
cause she was a stranger, and seemed to be
the winter; but ‘the seeds were all in the
all alone, and needed somebody to be kind
ground now, looking out for themselves,
to her.”” The words«cathe to him: ‘“‘Inasand the box was empty.
much as ye have done it unto one of the
«Ho!" cried Charlie, who had jumped
least of these my brethren, ye have done it
up and run after her, * There aint anything
unto me.” So, taking the little girls by the
for the horse to drag it by!”
hand, he went back to the school-room, and
“Oh, you don’t know!” said Grandma.
told the people the simple story ; then spoke
here! And she tooka’ gimlet from
See
+
of the great love that all should bear to one
the shelf and bored two holes in one end
another, even as the dear Saviour sought
of the box, and then fastened a long cord
out those who were humble and of low esin the holes, so that Charlie could harness
tate, making them His peculiar care: The
jselt in, and be a little horse.
missionary forgot his weariness, and felt.
arlie- was a very happy little galloping
that God had put a good word in his mouth.
horse for a minute; but Grandma had no
—Ezchange.
| sooner got back to-the jacket, than there he
came and stood pulling the corner of her
Faces on the Wall.
apron.
« Grandma,” he said soberly, ‘ my little
Once there was a very good little girl, cart aint a cart. It says it wants wheels,
who, by reason of her goodness, knew and wants four, and they must turn round.”
where to find strawberries in the winter.
«(, that's what it says, is it 7 said dear
«1 didn't understand what it
In the same way less perfect people, bless- ‘Grandma.
ed by the generous fairies of memory and said. Well, then, Charlie, run and gét me
imagination, may sit, as’Ido now, in the those two littie long pine sticks I see in the
midst of falling lbaves and whistling winds, kindling box.”
and call back the green grasses and the|
Then Grandma took a sharp knife and
summer sun. I see yonder iin the. glen-the whittléd the ends of the sticks out small,
darling of our house, the gold gleam in her and with four of her little carpet tacks ‘she
brown hair, a chain of daisies in her hand, nailed the sticks on the bottom of the cart,
and in her eyes the roguish meditation of a so that the sharp ends stood out on each
kitten, weary for an instant only of its play, side.

on to the _fourseore, me mother, two stout
lads, willin’ to work, me fadther and me-

silf.

Sr

her before. ”
‘market, I
“Then how came you to take her out and
some one
have such a care for her, if you do not know
Let's see
her?”
How will

er, who had been 80 fond of him and so
lives. It’s not in a big brown. store front,
good to them.
theugh the house is big enough, mebby,
But Dicky did not seem to A the ‘same
,
underneath
floor,
but I lives on the first
bird
in the new home.
He did not care to
and sometimes it's filled with water, it is,
sat on the perch
he
cage;
his
of
out
hop
Tilly and me have to git out.
intirely, sot
and his eyes
out
puffed
feathers
the neighbors, but with his
‘some way, an
. with
ehirping
the
of
notice
no
took
and
dull
the same.
it's rint I have to J
which
the
children
tried
to
rouse
him.
- «Who is Tilly? Well, then, it's a poor,
And a few mornings after they had movunfortunate girl that met Wid an accident,
ed
to the new house, Dicky was found lying
place. So she

is a large one, and we know the time is
very short. The large eastern houses are
fullof other

dear heart, it wouldnt be doing

«“Well,

they saw

the sexton fill the grave with earth,and sad-

I thought as much, little: 1y they came home.

them big houses?

military bearing, and with a gold button on
his cap, came into the counting-room, said
come West from WasHington

Over there, eh, in one 0’

do ‘ee live, child?

that he was

Sometimes

dear mother let down into it, and

Well, where

« Where do I live, missee?

Refusing a Contract.

Croghan of the Engineers, and that he

of the whole family,
another pet ia the’ house,
a Dicky-bird, whose cage
the window, near which

“Dear love, ye, ye'resuch a nice, ladylike little girl, that I love to sell ye apples
But the widow was not to get better,and
and things. What does I keep a stall for?
one
sad summer day she died, and her chilWhy, to git my living, deary; ye don’t
dren
wept sorely.
A few days after, the
sure,
it.
of
think I do it for the pleasure
neighbors met together, and the coffin was
cold
these
iif
sit
®o
has
I
when
‘specially
north-easters, or hold a 'brily over my put in a cart, for the churchyard was a long
way off, over the hills; and the neighbors
head, to keep off the rain.
walked behind the cart with the widow's
«No, darlint, I has the reumatis’ too
sons, who were the ‘chief mourners, and for
much to like to do it if 'twant for the bit
the first time in their lives the boys saw an
and
rint
my
for
o’ money I makes, to pay
open grave, and they saw the body of their
keep us, Tilly and me, in dacent condition.

eed, would lose its charm,

A tall, gray-haired, gentlemanly man

know

when the widow was too ill to do anything
she would smile a faint smile as the little
Dicky hopped about ‘on the coverlet of her
bed, putting its head on one side, its: eyes
shining like little black beads, and ehirping
and twittering gently, as if it were sorry
for its sick mistress and were asking her if
she were not better.

worth—something—

and really” that was
more.—0ld and New.

ed the missionary—*a

perhaps?"
“No, sir, she is a stranger.

was not rich,

gers, or from between her lips.

saved their self-respect;

But they

over.

there no children to begin it;

“We

.

contents of some of the ore noticeable ones as a

«Oh dear! I want a little cart!" said fiveyear old Charlie, lying ou his back on the

“Oh! one of the neigbhors’ children,” re-

This Dicky-bird was very ‘tame, and
would often hop out of the door of its cage
and perch on the widow's shoulder or head
and would even take crumbs from her fin-

So the new firm lost a connection out of

Ha. .

and

tender, earnbst eyes ; *‘I have no sister, sir.”

the sick widow’s couch was placed.

“So far as this goes you can call us so,”
said Jasper, laughing. And they parted.

forward,

“No, sir,” answered the noble child, with

fond of her children, and they loved her
dearly.
Agnes, the elder girl, was her
nurse, and Jessie, the little one, was her

pet, aud the pet
But there was
too; that was
used to hang in

mother, and receiving

said :
n
“Is that your little sister, my dear? »
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RATES, PAYABLE IN CURRENCY.

TO GLASGOW, LIVERPOOL AND LONDONDERRY.

FIRST SABI.
and $75, according to Looation.
Cabi pp
ickets,
$130. securing
best
INTERMEDIATE,
$33. |
AGE,

Parties sending for their friends in the Old Country

.

can purchase tickets at reduced rates, For further RE
ticulars opty to HENDERSON BROTHERS, 71 Bowling

year “of this

Green, N,

X.

v

gre
EE, JL
« March
27, 1872

A

YORK

Calling at Londonderry to land ‘ails and
Pasi
The Steamers of this favorite
are built
ly for the Atlantic Passenger
, and fitted
up in
every
respect with all the
ern i
vements calculated
to insure the safety,comfort and convenience
of passengers.
W

weeks.

:
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Smdl

TREATISE.
The New Treatise, just revised by order

of the General Conference, can now be had
wae

| t5 3ell or exhibit any obscene pictures. We | he died, a rich old man, he only knew this wari of she Lord which was going on in his | The Ladies’ English and collegiate courses are spe.
récommonded.
any of the | ciilly
thou Founub'e
| only lack: the puritan will to enforee a law | fair earth of ours as a dirty road in which |{ nei"hhorhood
;
maotin a him«a1f,.
churehta rttend
has lost a valus.|
Terms mydorate Send for circular.’
is less difficult. to feign'the sensations which eur indifferenceor our cowardice suf- to pick np money as
:
J.
8.
GARI'INER,
Principal,
|
of
|. member, Mic amily ane of the kindest
along.—
walk
you
have not, than to conceal those we have. fersto be a dead letter. They put off the Theodore Parker.
wh
ey we
.'m Hands and an »flectionate father,
Whitestown, N. Y., July 25, 1871.
|
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ANCHOR
LINE
STREAMERS.
Sail ever Wednesday and Sadur
to and from

Aug.28
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‘We oan refer to more than one hundred
churches that
are using the ** Elastic Sponge Cushions.” We Invite investigation, and will be pleased to send circular referring
to Churches that are nsing our Cushions.

SEMINARY.

tw

It is cheap-

double the length ot

time, and is proof against MOTHS.

Institution is as follows:

FALL TERM,

ELASTIC SPONGE.

er than Hair, will hold its elasticity

addy

The calendar of the 31st Academical

~ lyd.

We are now making a Specialty
of ** Church Cushions,
; stuffed with PATENT

SEMINARY,

thirteen

way, New York.

‘.

EYNOLDS, Sec. § Treas.

continue

H.SHAPLEIGH.

N.S. 8. FITCH'S Family Physician, 96
pages, sent by mail, free. Teaches how to cure
all diseases of the person, skin, hair, eyes, compiex-

First class faoilities are furnished swndents prebaring for college, te aching, or business, a six come
the | plete departments.

ihe jit Last gicknoss, which

he

w

and

JOHN

Center Strafford, N. H.
The Fall Term of 10 weeks will commence Tuesday,
August 29, under
the
instruction of C.
MCCLEA , a graduate of Yale College.
2
Tuition and board as usual.
Rd
Rooms can be had for those who wish to board
GEO. C. PEAVEY, President.
themselves.
.
WARREN FOSS, Sec’y.
Strafford Center, August 17, 1871.

Thoro ugh instruttion given in both Classical and
English Courses, by the usual board of Teach ors.
Classes in Vocal and Instrumental Music and Crayoning, formed if desired.
J
For further particulars, address
ALBERT R. SAVAGE, Principal.
Northwood, N. H., Nov8, 1871.
|
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and friendsto mourn the loss of an affectionate
wife, a kind and indulgent mother and a he-

loved relative

W

NORTHWOOD SEMINARY.
The WINTER TERM 0 { this. Instiution will commence

interested. Three of these she had er to
the grave. She lived but one hour after danger
was apprehended. She leaves a kind husband
and six children, with a large cirgleof relatives

evidence that their loss is her infinite guin.

wishing to board themselves.

THE WINTER TERM of Pike Seminary. , N. Y., will
commence Dec. 6, 1871, under a board of competent
instruction.
* + Per order,
M. E. SHEPARD, Pres. Boardof Trustees.

heart disea-e, in Freeman; Me,, Dac, 15, aged: 39
years and

DUNN,

‘Hillsdale, Mich., 1871.

L. BRACKETT.

when about ten years of age

BOARD:
:
Good board may be obtained in private families at
$3,00 per week or pleasant rooms
furnished to those

AUSTIN ‘ACADEMY,

’ 4
Belles Lettres.
i
Farther and ample arrangements will be made
instruction in all the departments of the College.
Catalogues sont on plication

Loving hearts mourn

are ‘consoled

A

H. LAURA ROWE, A. M. Prin. Ladies’ Department.
JENNIE de la MONTAIG \E, Teacher of French.
ALEX. C. R'DKOUT, Prin. Com. Department. ,
W. A. DRAKE, Instructor in Penmanship.
GEO. B. +ARDNER, Instructor in Drawing and
Paintin,
MELVILLE
IS RaASE, Instructor in Instruniental
usioc
and Vocal
MRS. OLIVE C. CHASE, Cultivation of Voice.

21 years. Three
hope
in Christ,
bodily suffering
promises of the

tabernacle were

of t Hp che Ag

HILLSDALE' COLLEGE.

Bennet, and daughter

our earthly house of this

wind, and he may well feel himself within

American soil when Kit

Tora R., wife of John

vit aa. aE College:

ala

Lond

wilfkge

The Winter Term of Hillsdale College will open on
the 6th of December, 1871, ahd gontinue td March 2,
1872.
Na
FAcuLry:
A
Rev. DANIEL M. GRAHAM, D. D., President.
“
RANSOM DUNN, A. M., Prof. Bib. Theology.
¢
SPKNCERJ.FOWLER, A. M., Prof. Matheatics and Nat. Philosophy.
., Prof, Ancient Lan:
K MCMILLAN, A.
GEO

solved, we have a building not made with hands,

ntly upon us, the sense of these
breathes
brings great delight. But when the
thin

blood quickens to resist the cold,” and bound
in frost and snow the earth seems under the
power of some mightier infliietite than
those which minister to the physical man,
we seem to come closer into the presthat have been achievédd respectively by the place of the classics, because the world is then
Let one stand in
ence of the Infinite One.
two sexes.
The y«
American who now more interested to study what the true the forest at night, when the ground is
drinks habitually, or who, by drinking oc- God does, than what false gods were im- white about his feet and look up through
casionally, puts himsalf in
of agined to have dene, They condemned the
to the
drinking habitually, sins against his own garlanded Maypole and: the village dance; the net-work: ot the great eirbranches
infinite distance
blazing from
body beyond the powerof natureto forgive. | and. this scene of hilarity, which often ri stars
and listen to the mysterious voices of the
The improved

Lowell,

goshel, and ‘departed with. the assurance ‘that

The facts recently published ¢oncerning the lookéd' askance on the study of the classics,
enormous consumption of liquor in America because they were indifferent concerning
are enough to account’ for
the disparity be- the fabled exploits of the heathen gods.
tween the degrees of physical improvement Science in our modern schools usurps the’

he ‘will mot be Tmproved until he stops
drinking.~Scribner's Monthly.
dois

in

he was a worthy member when he was so sudden-

the warm air wraps us and the wind

He stunts his own Jrowih to manly stature,
ed into drunkernmess and licentiousness,
and spoils himself
for becoming the fa- fac made way for the lyceum and the librather of manly men and womaily women. ry. They forbade bearbaiting. The last

died

ARs
i

ge)

ery of the valley of the Pagsumpsic.
:
I. W. SANBURN, Sec, and Treas.
Lyndonville, Vt., 1871.
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united with the chirch five years ago, éf which

ture suggests are higher and more heroic
than the milder seasons inspire, When the
earth
abounds with every fruitful thing,

They

DAVIS

ous heart gained him numerous and
friends. -He leaves a young wife, and a
and mother, who have now followed the
five children to the grave.

sternness of winter, the moods whic

porated in the American constitution.

CHARLES W.

stars,—what

so

eh

A. D. SMITH.

ly and unexpectedly called to enter the church
triumphant. His modest deportment and gener-~

to rejofet and reverence and adore ?
It seems to us that inthe severity

—

But

earth, with

the

the winter

an irreparable loss.

Mass., Nov, 256th,IN71, of paralysis, aged 28 years,
7 months and 11 days.
He was taken suddenly
ill while at his work, and in jess than forty
hours breathed his lust. He was converted, and

light of the far-off moon

And

EeA

Aigepce
wherea her
chute Ir Lawunle,eaves
oNeur mourned.
93, by, the | LL eeply
husband
an

4

igh,

moon

winter.

sight

tal principles of that law have been incor-

down the already over-stimulated American.

j

the cold bright

rinciples of jurisprulaw. The fundamen-

They sdught for
dence in the Mosaic

'Then,

But the deepest: charm
hich "Nature
has in winter is that which night brings
forth. The earth is not more unlike in
summer and winter than are the heavens.
Compare the mellow glory with which

The Pilgrims.

It-stupefies the brain and

swells
the bulk of the

in diamonds.

4

is dwarfing the

:

quick changes of a magician, comes a sud- | three sons to mourn
en shower or.thaw, and again a frost, she rests in peace.
and the sun rises upon a world clothed

Frankfort, Leipzic, Weimar.

ment better thanithe generation that preceded them, but they drink too much. This

a rl.

PLE : Ain

in a
touch

its

Under

sinking | white mantle.

i

;

on application, fof 25 cents tof eaflh copy,
Postage (extra) 4 cents for single one, or

| 2 cents each for two.

ders are solicited,

L]

or more copies. * Ors
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MISCELLANEOUS.

ural nd Done sti.

shops, receiving for their labor duly a ily
The general feeling at Parisis that the govern-

of M, "Theirs

is doomed.

Day

by

day it

was entering the Grand Central Hotel in New
York he was shot.by Edward 8. Stokes, his an

tagonist in thefamous Fisk-Stokes- Mansfield suit
now pending in the courts. He was not instantly killed, but one of the three shots fired caused
a mortal

wound, and he died at a quarter before

eleven o'clock Sunday forenoon. Before his
death he made a deposition to the coroner to the
effect that it was Stokes who shot him, and also

made a will bequeathing the bulk-of his property

to his wife. Stokes was arrested immediately
after committing the murder. He was just from
the ceurt-room, and it is supposed that he was
ficed to the act by the. exasperating questioniug

of Fisk’s counsel.

The public sentiment is gen-

erally commiseration for Fisk and indignation
against Stokes.
The California assembly has atopovd * resolution asking Congress to
Chinese immigration.

pass
:

am

act restraining

Vice-President Colfax has said that if placed
in nomination
Yeu

by the

national republican

he will not decline

con-

re-electien.

Of what Sponge

very

sick

creased $4,412.95

in New

York

taken

cognizance

of the

organization

tnd

believe,” "here

in-

*

The

dog

of a victim

like mass, which, when left in the fi#«for only a

valley.
of the

Revere

few days, will give off a most, disagreeable smell,
originating from the gelatinous part in question.
In the natural ‘6ponge, you hove not one single
individual before you, but a ‘regular colony of

disaster

haunts the Essex depot at Peabody, Mass., as if

expecting the return of his master
train.
:

by every
fie

The governor of ‘Wisconsin has received $150,California farmers are putting
cent, more grain than last year.

in twenty per

The Kickapoo Indians from Mexico have reFacently committed serious outrages on the Texas
border.
Connolly, the tate controller of New
released last week on bail.
-

York,was

The list comprises also the

names
of George
Alice and Phebe;

Ticknag,
Generals

animaleul®.

honored

and Commo-

glass called strass.

are

made

This glass has & property

Tweed.

perfection that an ordinary observer can not
distinguish gems made of it from real diamonds.
After
a few years these diamonds tend to crys-

hs

®

“In the United States court in New

York,

dur-

ing the past year, there were 1480 civil suits, the
government recovering over
lars thereby.

half a willion

dolov

Samuel Brown, sentenced at Columbia, 8. C,,
for Ku-Kluxism, was a very influential man,
owning several thousand acres of land, formerly
a justice af the peace, and has held several locul
offices.
Kruger and Miss Shepherd, the sole survivors
of the Wickenburg stage massacre, have arrived
at Los Angeles, suffering greatly from their
wounds.
x
The New York legislature. begun its sessions
in Albany the 2 inst. Governor Hoffman’s message is a lengthy document, and recommends a
new charter for the city of New York, and a re-

vision ‘of the state constitution.

Tweed did not

appeardn the Senate.

i

Brigham Young was arrested in Salt Lake City
the 2dinst., upon the charge of murder.
Judge
McKean refused to admit him, to bail and he is
now held a prisonerin his own house by a United States marshal.
?

‘talize, so that in ten years Spey
and lose all their luster. -

One of the

Colonel

largest planters

G. B. Lockett of

become , turbid

of the

South

Georgia.

He

is

has

planted this year 3000 acres of cotton and 2000
acres of corn and small grains.
At the lowest
estimate,
his cotton crop will sell for $180,000.
Colonel Lockett employs 300 hands, all black,
and has no trouble with his help. Throwing
out the value of the increase of slaves, “he thinks
that cotton can be raised more eheaply than before the war.
ny
A civil engineer of Hida, who believes that
rain can be produced by artificial methods, has
petitioned Congress to enable him to carry out
his proposed experiments. He wants to be furnished with nine-hundred eannon of not less
than twenty-four pounds’ caliber each, and thirty thousand pounds of powder to fire in them,
together with an electrical battery and ofher appliances, to enable him to discharge all the
pieces simultaneously.

The four
college classes at Oberlin, Ohio,
have 166 students, only 12 of whom are ladies.
There is an equal number—166—in the Ladies’
81 of them on the railroad track. The Westfield -Course. There are 38 theological students.
explosion killed 84 and the Orange riot 52. There The Fheological Hall, of which the corner-stone
were 108 suicides, 126 infants found dead, 42 was laid by the National Council, is to stand just
west of the First church, and is to cost about
homicides and 1 hanging.

The total number of sudden deaths in New
York City in 1871 was 1314. The
deaths by
drowning number 179, by other aceidents 799,

The new board of New York aldermen Thursday passed a resolution refusing to recognize the
mayer’s right to appoint members of the board,
and ordered the minutes of appointments expurged from ‘the records.
The clerks of the old
{
board
we
moved.
The Grand Duke Alexis has sent $5,0000 Mr.
‘W. H. Aspinwall, for the poor of New York city.
Mr. Aspinwall has appropriated from this sum

$4,000 to the Association for Improving the Condition of the Poor, and $1,000 for the bemefit of
disabled sailors. The Duke has also given $2,000 for the poor of Boston.

The statement of the Chicago National
just

aN

published,

shows

Banks,

them to be stronger than

$54,000

The Elko Independent deseribes a skin of a
singular animal called man-eater, from its singular proclivity for human flesh. It is quite
small, compactly made, with a bull dog shaped
head and coarse hair, resembling somewhat in
color the brown bear of the Pacific coast. The
animals
travel in large bands in the Winter
season, and any traveler who chances to be.
caught out by storm is liable to be attacked and
torn to pieces by them.

‘Among

the

many

which the enforced

improvements
rebuilding

in

cities

of Chicago has

suggested is that of heating the entire town

with

steam in a manner very siinilar to that by which

it was formerly lighted—by means of pipes ‘running mnder ground from some central reservoir
They would be obliged to call in only one-third to each house, thus doing away forever with "the
annoyance
caused by bad coal, damp wood,
of their loans to pay-off depositors in fall.

they were before the fire.
means

of over

63

per

They hold available

cent.

of their

deposits.

"Phe controversy
- between the Warmoth and
the castom-house factions in Louisiana has assumed almost warlike intensity.
A supposed
purpose of the Warmoth men to forcibly eject
from his chair the speaker of the house, Mr.
Carter,was the beginning of an excitement which

Tedd

4

still exists without abatement. Governor Warmoth and several of his followers were arrested
upon warrants issued upon representations made

J

in an affidavit charging them with conspiracy.
They were taken to the United States marshal’s
office and released on bail. Subsequently there
was much excitement in, the house in the ng

and unseating of
fair ts yette be

members.

The end of the af

ed.

y

kindlings, ete.

It may be doubted, says the New

York Times, whether the time is ripe for so extensive an improvement; but when we remember that steam may be forced through these

pipes to an immense distance with

a very slight

diminution of heat, and at the rate of seven
miles per jninute, itdoes indeed seem as if the
day couldnot be far distant when a practical
application shall be made of what has long: been

theoretically admitted.
Marie Roze is singing in St.
15,000 francs a month.
Nicolini,
also at the Russian capital.
Captain

Burton,

the

African

Petersburg
the tenor,
traveler,

will exhibit them in England. . He also

Joseph Gillott, the well-known steel-pen

man-

deed in London on Friday.

The execution of the

murderers

will

Paris.

Fol,

of Generals

soon

take

place in

Lay

The small-pox is making terrible Tuyuges in
the vicinity%f Sheffield, Eng.
.
The commission of the French assembly, to
whom the subject was refefred, made a report
approving the project for.a Slgpntery
Dover and Calas.

~

between

The famine in Persia continues without relief,
and the distress in the cities and in the Souyiey
© is te

has the

skeleton of a man eleven feet high.

Vantrain ' has defeated Victor Hugo for the
French assembly by a large majority.
:

Le Comte and Thomas

has

boneda collection of skulls from Palmyra, and

FOREIGN.

.: ufacturer,

at
is

i §

[§

¢

g

The cultivation

ef beet-root

sugar

in

France

has now risen to an industry of the first importance.

It employs more than 400 manufactories,

and the process of manufacture is each year
breughtto a higher state of perfection. There
are in France three or four journals specially de-

voted to subjects connected

with

ture, its ealtivation, its

the

sale,

the manufacmachinery

re-

quired, the chemistry of the process, &e.

Pris and other cities during the last outbreak of
cholera, only sixteen deaths resulted. from that
disease. * Another interesting fact bearing on this
question is that the city of Mio-Tinto, surround-

eats a part and blows upon the rest, and will not {|
eat it, so that loss ensues; still others feed so un-

8 AMERICAN
BIBLES.

BOOKS @

BOSTON J

CORNMILL,

to

it requires more

keep the animal in good condition than if fed
at regular hours and in regular quantities. We
have known cases where horses have béen kept
best condition onabout half as much provin the

of the
3

fibrous

elastic

the

ena :

composition

part itself, which contains

one of the constituents

of silk, and

web.
In order to prépare it for use, it is first left in
the air fora short time, until the gelatinous part
is decomposed, then the mass is washed in hot
water, and afterward in a bath of dilute muriatic
acid. The toilet sponges are bleached by means
of chlorine and hyposulphite of foda.
The socalled wax sponges, that are used by doctors for
dressing ulcers, are purified sponges dipped in-

to fluid wax,

and

then

pressed

between

plates.

Austrian Goverhments

Few men who

the

shores of the

the

case

bad logs, there. is not much else of fhe horse fit || pov Coward
bo Hale
unless these buildings can afford a dry room, | Ruth Chesterfield,

A Dying Nation.

where a horse

of the

RBuphrates, and

destroyed

powers

of the ground,

them,—the

Biliousness.

population,

s
:
“hilli
petite, Sickness a Slomash, chilliness,

:
person
a bilious
Sometimes
tinge in : the face and 3 eyes, called

mean

from the blood;

said

are

which

‘once to use remedies

berries.
Almost

nomads, which is rapidly perishing from famine
brought on by three years’ drought. The worst

of it is, that, owing to the absence of either com-

but these are artificial

Ha
ol
Orleans. .
New
| Crushed.,......

MASS.

.

Dry
In

or

Row

Yi

all

persons

ili
as
Dbilious

become

her

own

cure,

as

witness

dane,

ples, carrying us clear into the fall

‘of the

when the atmosphere

and bracing,

is so puré

of

“A: correspondent sends us the following as his

using fruits and berries as health promoters is to -

successful method of dealing with a cancer:
I wish to tell how I cured my cancer last sum-

take them at dessert, after breakfast and dinner;

to take-them in their. natural,

raw, ripe, fresh

mer without

state

or

without eream’ or

sugar,

anything elge

60
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left eye. I had paid hundreds of dollars, and had
employed doctors far and near without finding
relief. Last summer, I drank wild tea, put

hillious condition of the

appetite and greater general health.—Dr.
-W. Hall.
Ahi
-

Rev. John J.

giving

a good

W.

In six weeks

several

old.

that had

my cancer was cured.

I have given

a cancer,

this

and know

two that

have been cured since. I believe wild tea grows
over the country
generally, always on high
land.
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